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TROUBLETRACKING

LIIIID

eThe Universal AvoMinor and the
O.C. AvoMinor put within the rtech
of the serious amateur a means of
rapid preciston testing of an accuracy
unobtainable with other instruments
in their dass. Their ~implidty and
versatility makt- short lVOtk of all the
normal trouble· tracking
problems.
They are wotthy metnbers of a range
of " A VO " lnstrumenh rtonownt'd
fot their high standard of workmanship and efficiency.

THE

UNIVERSAL
EJ,J.~Cl'RICAL

AVOMINOR

~E.\~'tlUXH

l~f'THf.:\1¥.~1'

22 Ranges of Direct Reading•
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THE UNtVE RSALAVOMINOR
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I o.:,c~J

RESISTANCE
0- 20.000 ohms
0· llKl. 000
0-500.01Wl
,.

0- 2 megohnt<;
(). 5

0-10

,.

Complete with instruction booklet, lead.,
interchangeable crocodile clips anti
testing prods.

THE D.C. AVOMINOR
ELECTRIC.\L

3-HC.\SURIXI~

INS'l'RC~IENT

13 Meters in ONE
Cnnent
milliamps

AVO
Regd. T r<Hle M or/e

ELECTRICAL MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS

0- fl
0- 30

0-120

Voltage

R-esistance

0- ()
0- 12
0-120

010.(~)(1
0tiO,OOU
U-1.200.(WWl

0-240

nw.c:ohml'

oc:lCWl

0-:l

volts

oh.m:-;

0-(i()()

In f'ase. <'OlllJJli:~te with in:4rndinn
booklrt, ]f'Rcts. intf'n·hnnll"f'alll€' (•rocollile
clips and t('stinl! prod:-:.
WTite .for ju.lly dt'fWtiptire.
pampltl.etRand £'1.arent pril'r.>;

e

THE D.C. AvoMINOR
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers :
AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER lt ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT Co. Lttl., Wittller House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.1.

Plrolre : Victoria 340-4/7

Keep that happy
expression
well you may have built your &et • • •
H OWEVER
however efficient it may be in most respects, you

are not getting 100 per cent. results if your headphones are
not of the very finest quality. These must be Ericsson
Supersensitive if you· want super results.
These wonderfully ~nsitive he"dphones simply annihilate
distance • , • securing at unbelievable strength the moet
distant of transmissions. In addition, their purity of tone must
be experienced to be realised.
Light and comfortable in
wear--a big point during long
speUs at the dials. Very robust
in construction in spite of
their fine sensitivity.
At all .8!!!!2 radio dealers. If you
lttwe any difficulty-write direct to

ERfCSSON TELEPHONES
LTD., U, Lincoln's Inn Fields,
London, W.C.2.

PRICE
Three
ReslstancC!8,

120.2,000and
f,OOO ohms.

17/a
A PAIR

In good times or
bad, wherever you
are, keep to that
happy expression
"Player's Please."
The cigarette
which makes
happy expressions
everywhere.

~faqpjt'J

r ~.ft,aJe

1.

PLAYER'S NAVY CUT CICARETTES. MEDIUM OR
MILD.
PLAIN OR CORK TIPS.

xcx:saou
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SRAM VALVES

TUNG1HE VliAL

Ll

NK IN YOUR SET

TAYLOI\METER
32BANGE
UNIV-ERSAL METER \
i

Sensitivity I ,000 ohms per volt. A. C. and D.C.

l

MODEL 90
This T!iylor Model 90 is acknow·
ledged as a dependable, sensitive
and accurate meter for Radio
and General Test requirements.
PRICE

£8-15-0
Complete with detailed
book of instructions.
Delivery at present ex stock.

THE 32 RANGES cover:
D.C. Volts 0-0.25 up to I ,000 in 7 ranges.
A.C. and Output Volts 0-2.5 up to I ,000 in 6 ranges each.
D.C. Current 0-1 m.a., up to 0-2.5 amps in 5 ranges.
A.C. Current 0-1 m.a., up to 0-2.5 amps in 4 ranges.
OHMS from I to 10 megohms in 4 ranges,.making 32 ranges
in all.
All Taylor Instruments are British made and Guaranteed for
6 months.
Obtainable from off Radio Dealers
Advt. of SIEMENS ElECTRIC LA M PS AN D S U PP LIES l I M IT E D
38-9, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

TAYLOR

Telephone :SLOUGH 20061.

TRAINED MEN
URGENTLY
NEEDED

Install an extra
speaker.

The R.A.F. wants trained radio men for service
as Radio Mechanics. We give the training that
enables applicants to pass the Trade Test.

Give l1er

!'MUSIC
~1 HILE SHE WORKS~
A kitchen can be a dull place-brighten your
wife's working hours with cheery entertainment.
Extension speaker listening is the only satisfactory
solution to this problem it provides radio in two
or more rooms.
The economically priced Stentorian does full justice
to the finest receivers-it gives a quality of
reproduction that will amaze you. Ask your
dealer to demonstrate NOW.
Cabinet models from 21/6

Chassis models from 19/3

Literature on application

Stentorian

THE PERFECT EXTRA SPEAKER

WHITELEY

ELECTRICAL RADIO CO., LTD.,

Electrical Instruments Limited,
Montrose
Avenue,
SLOUGH, Bucks.

419 • 422,

FOR ANY SET

MANSFIELD, NOTTS.

A clr-rk wri tcs : " I t.c:ould agaliz express m.r
tha11ks for the tuition that has enabled me to pass
1111'
R.A .F. h'xamination, and pm"licularly
fur tltc personal ,,·ay in !c•lziclt the Course ltas been
conducted."
A grocer writes: "I passed the Test easily,
tlwllks to vour Course."
A shop 'assistant writes: "I sailed tltro!IJ!}l the
questions at lite R.A. .F. Test and thank you for the
utmost satislaction I received from l'OIIr trai11ing."
Even if you know nothing about radio, we
can train you. If you have some knowledge
nf the subj(•<·t. we can arrange a special Course
to tnPPt your rcquiretnents.
Our Hni!IP·Study Courses arc praised and re·
rnn1111rmkd i>Y leading Radio Authorities. Hundred' of stU<knts of all ages who are now in wellpaid positions o11·e their success to our training.

If you are not liqble for militory service. there
Of"e excellent opportunities for spare·time or fall·
time employment.

POST COUPON' N'OW and learn how vou
can study at home and become a qualified
Radio Engin<"er.

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
FAIRFAX HOU81! (P.T.)

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I
~- (;;iir,"";.;;'"se';ied' ;';v'cl.;e7" id. 7t;;;;,~-- -~·
free details of your Home-Study

send me
I Please
Radio Courses.

f

I NAME

I
II

I:

....................................

ADDRESS········ ..........................

------------------• P.7.

. .. : ....... •.··· ................... .
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PREMIER RADIO

. - - - - - • NEW PREMIER S.W. A.C. RECEIVER KIT

ae---.

In responoe to many req-tl Wf 1tave now produced an A.C. version of the -ular Premier Short Wave SG3 Kit.
Circuit: Pentode H.F. Sta1e, Pentode Detector, Beam Po-r Output, and F.W. Rectifier. l00-250 v. A.C. Operation.
Built in Power Pack. Hum-free operation. For use in Phona or P.M. Speaker.
Complete Kit of Parto with drilled chaoois, all componento. Plu1•in Coilo coverin1 13-170 metreo, 4 valveo and full inotructions and circuitl f4-ID-D. Completely wired and tested £5-10-0 Send for fall details.

PREMIER 1940
"5v.5" COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER

SHORT-WAVE GEAR
Short-Wave Colla, 4- and 6-pin types, 13-26.
ll-47. 41-94,78-170 metres. ll· each, with circuit.
Premier 3-Band S.W. Coil, 11-15, 19-43, 38-86
metres. Suitable any type circuit, :!Ill.
4-pin or 6-pin Coil Formero. Plain or Threaded.
Ill each.
Utility Micro Cursor Dials, Dirett and 100 : I
Ratios, 413.
New Premier :Z..Gan1 S. W. Condenser,
l x .00015 mf. with integral slow motion, 519.
Bakelite Dielectric Variable Condenoen.
.0003 and .0005 mf. Suita~le Tuning or Reaction,
116 each.
Short-Wave H.F. Chokeo. 10-100 m., ID~.
each. Hich grade Pie Wound U.S.A. type, 119
each.
Liooen Dual Ran. . Scr-ned Coils. Medium
and Lone Waves, 219 each.

A 5-valve Superhet, covering 12-2,000
metres in 5 wave bands.
Beat Frequency Oscillator.
2-Spread Band-Spread Control.
A.V.C. Switch .
Illuminated Band-Spread Dial.
Send-Receive Switch.
Iron-Cored IF.s.
Phone Jack.
Over +Watts Output.

"LEARNING MORSE"
Premier Morse Practice
Bakelite Base and Brass

Key on
Movement

General Purpose Morse Key

a ..

Heavy Duty TX Key on Cast Base

Bakelite Buzzers ...
Complete Kit of Parts for Valve
Oscillator as described in W,. W.
•• learning Morse ,. ...

3f3
SfiO
18flf9

25f-

Built into Black Crackle Steel case providing complete screening.
10} in.
Moving Coil Speaker in separate steel
cabinet to match.
Receiver, complete with
all tubes and Speaker

_89

al:r

•

9

•
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PREMIER SHORT-WAVE ~ITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS
Incorporating the Premier 3-Bancl S.W. Coil,

11-86 Metres without coil changin&. Each Ki~ is
complete with all components, diagrams and

2-volt valves. 3-Band S.W. I Valve Kit, 1419.
3-Band S.W. l-Valve Kit, Ul6.

SHORT-WAVE CONDENSERS

DE LUXE S.W. KITS

Trolitul insulation.
Certified superior to
ceramic. All-brass construction. Easily c:anged.
IS m.mfd.
119
100 m.mfd.
l/J
lS m.mfd.
ll·
160 m.mfd.
216
<10 m.mfd.
2/·
2SO m.mfd.
l/11

Complete to the last detail, including all Valves
and coils, wiring diac:rams and rucid ins~ructions
for building and working. Each Kit is supplied
with a steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in
coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.
I Valve Short-Wave Receiver or Adaptor
Kit ...
20/·
Valve Short-Wave Superhet Converter
Kit ...
23/Valve Short.Wave A.C. Superhet Con·
verter Kit . . .
26/3
2 Valve Short-Wave Receiver Kit...
29/·
3 Valve Short-Wave Screen Grid and
Pentode Kit
681·

MAl NS TRANSFORMERS
Wire-ends. All L.T. Windings
Centre-Tapped
S.P. 301
SP. lSOA
SP. lSDB
SP. 351
SP. 352

300-300 v. ISO m.a. 4 v. l-3a,
4 v. 2-3a, 4 v.
4 v. la.
3S0-350 v. 100 m.a. S v. 2a (not
C.T.), 6.3 v. l-3a
350-350 v. 100 m.a. 4 v. 2-3a,
4 v. l-la, 4 v. l-3a ...
350-350 v. ISO m .a. 4 v. 1-la,
4 v. l-3a, 4 v. 3-4a ...
350-350 v. ISO m.a. 5 v. la,
6.3 v. la, 6.3 v. la ...

,a,

IS/-

IS/.
15/9

MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Will match any output valves to any speaker
impedance.
11 ratios from 13: I to 80: I, 5·7 watts, 1519.
I0-15 watts, 10/6. 20-30 watts, 35/·.

PREMIER MICROPHONES
J

Transverse Current Mike. High grade large
output unit. Response 45-7,500 cycles. Low
hiss level, 23/-.

Westinghouse
Rectification
complete and ready for use
To Charce:
l volts at l amp. 1119
6 volts at ! amp. ltl·

6 volts ~t I amp. 2216
ll volts at I amp. 2416
6 volts at lamps. 37/6

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
All complete with transformer. Rola 8 in.
P.M.s, 16/6 ; 10 In. P.M.s, ll/6 ; G.ll P.M.s.

"'··

ENERGISED MODELS

Plessy 8 in. 175 ohm field, 7/6; G.ll enercised, 5916 ; 10 in. B.T.H. 1,600 ohm. field, less
transformer, 1116.

PREMIER 1940 HIGH
FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KITS
Each Kit is complete with ready drilled chassis,
selected components, specially match-ed valves
and full diagrams and instructions.
Completely
Kit of PartS Wired and
with Valves Tested
3-watt A.C. Amplifier ...
266
340
3-watt A.C./D.C.
166
340
6-watt A.C.
..
6 2 6
7 ••
8-10-watt A.C./D.C.
550
626
IS-watt A.C.
6 14 0
8 2 6
Black Crackle Steel Cabinet 15/· extra.

REPLACEMENT V,ALVES
FOR ALL SETS
Europa
Mains
Valves.
4 v. A.C. Types
A.C./H.L., A.C./L., A.C./S.G., A.C./V.M.S.G.,
A.C./H.P., A.C.IV.H.P., A.C.P., all 5/3 each.
A.C./H.P., A.C./V.H.P .• 7-pin, 716. A.C./Pens,
I.H., 7/6 ; A.C./P.X.4, 7/l ; Oct. Freq. Changers,
8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; 3!-watt D.H.
Triode, 9/9. 350 v. F.W.. Rect., 5/6 ; ·soo v., 616.
13 v. .2 amp. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 ;
H.F. Pens. and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pen., Double Diode
Triodes, Oct. Freq. Changers, 8/6 each. Full and
Half-wave Rectifiers, 616 each,'

Triad U.S.A. Valves
We hold the largest stocks of U.S.A. tubes in this
country and are sole British Distributors for

TRIAD High-grade American Valves. All types
~c~~~B~se ~~ab:S~r! ~)f!~c~~6 each. All the new

14/14/-

PREMIER BATTERY
CHARGERS for A.C. Mains

Auto Transformers. Step up or down. 100llS v. to lOO, 130 or 250 v. A.C., 60 watts, 9111 ;
115 watts, 13/6 ; 250 watts, 18/6.
L.T. Transformero, all C.T.
9111
~.5·.:-~
~,\\ ;:~ ~:
y 9111
15/Sv.2-3a.
9/11
llv.3-4a.

::

Clearance Line U.S.A. Valves

u.s.A. Types, 24. 30, 3S/51, ss. 56, 57, 71, 85,
lAS, 2A6, lA7, 287, 6A7, 110, 250, all l for 3/-•

i•!:·

Linen Hypernik QPP Driver Transformers.
Ratio 8 : I. 4/3.
Push-Pull Driver Transformers ...
616
Universal Output Transformers. 11
Ratios. Single or Push-pull
6/6

Movina Coil Mike. Permanent ma&:net model
requiring no energising.
Response 90·5,200
cycles. Output .25 volt average.
Excellent
reproduction of speech and music. 481-.
Microphone Transformers. Suitable for all

Premier Pick-up Heads.
Will fir any tone-arm

.. .
...
... 513
ANOTHER SPECIAL OFFER.
Rothermel Brush Piezo Crystal Pick-ups.
New Junior P.U. with arm, 19/6. Standard, 5.8.
Model with arm, 29/6. P.U. head only, De Luxe
Model, 19/6.

mikes. Tapped secondaries. A. 10 and 40 : I ;
B. 30 and 60: I. 6/6 each.
Microphone Stands. Bakellte table stand, 9 in.
ring, 7/6 each. Adjustable Floor Stand, 8 in.
ring. Chrome finish. 2616.

ALL ENQUIRIES MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY 2td. STAMP.

PREMIER RADIO CO.

ALL POST ORDERS to

JUBILEE WORKS, 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD,
LONDON, E.S (Amherst 4723).
CALLERS to : Jubilee Works, or 169, Fleet Street, E.C.4 (Centra/ 2833), or SO, High
Street, Cl..,ham, S.W.4 (Macaulay 2381).
1
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W • .J. DELANEY, FRANK PRESTON,
H • .J. BARTON CH APPLE, B.Sc.

COMMENTS OF THE MONTH
Once a Month
S announced in our last weekly
issue, this magazine temporarily
appears as a monthly magazine owing
to the acute paper shortage.
All
newspapers are now rationed as to
their paper supply, and the ration
·allowed for this periodiCal would not
have made it an economic proposition
.as a weekly publication. We have,
therefore, used our ration of paper to
produce a monthly edition, and it will
be observed that we have increased
the number of pages. It is, however,
es'sential for us to stress a point of
great importance to every reader.
It is this : Whether you have previously had a regular order with your
;1ewsagent for the delivery of
PRACTICAL WIRELESS each week or
not, you must now place an order with
him for the delivery of this paper
monthly.
When a weekly paper
changes to a monthly it is automatically struck off the list of weeklies
issued to newsagents from which
they order their supplies. So every
reader of this paper who wishes to
make certain of receiving his copy of .
.this paper each month must go to
his newsagent and place a fresh order
for it. This is the only way to ensure
receiving your copy, as your newsagent
is not able to return . unsold copies,
and will thus only secure from us the
exact number ordered. You will be
helping us as well as yourselves if you
do this now.

A

first place, it was the custom for
receivers described in the various
journals to have alternative specifications. That is to say, for each item
in the specification-valves, transformer s , resistances, condensers,
chokes, speakers, and so on, a number
of different makes were recommended.
It was our view that it was not
possible to ensure that the receiver
performed as the designer intended
when the constructor was confronted
with a specification which really
amounted to a catalogue of all the
firms making components. For, of
course, it was impossible for a given
combination of components to give
This is not a
satisfactory results.
reflection upon the individual components. Each of these have their
individual characteristics, and a certain combination of them will produce
undesirable effects. It was our view
that a specification drawn up in this
way did not amount to a specification,
since the reader was left with a free
choice. The same effect could have
been obtained by omitting such a
spe~ification altogether.
We soon disco~ered, after two or

..
t!

~......._......-..:.

_______ ...........................................

. Editorial and Advertitoment Ollices :
f " Practical Wireless," Geora:e Newnet, Ltd.,
t Tower House, 'Southampton Street, Strand,
; W.C.2. 'Phone: Temple Bar 4363.
i
TeleKrams : Newnes, Rand, London.
I Re11istered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
I
Ganadian. Ma..azine Post.
!
'l'ht Editor toill bf pleaR~d to consider (lrfirli'R of o
; pmctical rwture suitable for p11bliration in
·; J'r..ACTICA.L \YlRF.T,ESS.
Such art it·! ex xlmulll be
• n·ritten on one side of the paper oniJI. and should
1 f'Ontain Ihe '11.U?11e (1-JUl uddretu~ ofthr xemler~ .WMlxt
·! lite Editor does nnt hold him8Pif r-.prm•ible for
· f mmwsrripts·, t!l'fT!f effort will be m rule .to uf1t'1'!1
:j fliP ill •if a· •lwiiiJiecl 1111d add>"e<8Pd em·elope ,.
• fltrlused.
All correspondence inlrndnl for lite
!,· Jo'dilor•hould be11ddu•sed: The Hditor, PRACTICAL
\\'mELESS, George Neurnes, Ltd., T01rer House,
; ::;out.hampton Street. Strand, lr.('.2.
Ou•iny to the rapid prourfS8 1.'n the de~ign of

!'
!
~

i
~

i
;
;

Looking ,Back
·IT is interesting in these critical
.
times to reflect upon the past,
a"nd especially as it relates to wireless
· journals. · When the first issue of this
journal appeared on September 24th, ,l
1932, there were numerous weekly I ~~~~~~~~si1~fl,~:,~~::.~~ h~~!: t~fe~:':e·i~~~~1!~~~-~~~ :~~·~
r 110 ·u·arrnnty tlmt appurttfns dexuibed t:n our
publications and several monthly ! columns is not-/lie lmbjetf of lettns patent.
Copy~·ight in all drmrings, plwfottraph~ mul
journals. Wireless was enjoying boom
orlic/ps p>•blisl!ed ;n PRACTICAl, WJII>:LI!:~S is
~pt!eificully
1'l'Re1Ted fh1'011(11wut the coynt-i'in signa·
years, and home construction was
! toru to the Ben;p ('onrention anfl the U.8.A.
almost a national hobby of thousands. ! )ll'production~ or i1nitaNons of onu of fltr!NP o1·e
expreosl11 forbidden.. PrtACTICAL WritEWe had perceived, however, that ;; tlu•rPfnre
T,Eti;!'i 1-?JrorpMofeR '"Amateur Jrireles.~:·
.;
there were many drawbacks. In the ...............................................................................................
:'

three issues had been published, that
constructors shared our view. They
had built receivers to published designs which for one reason or another
failed to live up to expectations. We,
. however, remedied that· by our sol us
specification. We specified just the
parts which we had used. We did not
say that other parts would not work
equally as well, but we knew what the
set could do when the parts used in
the original receiver were employed.
This enabled us to guarantee our
receivers to do what we claimed for
them and to undertake to service
them free of charge provided that
the parts which we specified were
used.
One by one journals retired from
the field of radio, and left us as
the sole surviving weekly publication.
Now we have turned to monthly
publication, but not because of lack
of readership. We have been forced
to publish monthly by virtue of the
shortage of the essential material
which makes publications of journals
possible, namely, paper.
Readers
may accept our assurance that when
this position ·improves, and adequate
supplies of paper are again available,
we shall revert to weekly publication.
Our readers will understand that we
have been compelled to make this move
with great reluctance, and we should
like to take this opportunity of thanking the many thousands of loyal
readers who have supported us during
our eight years of existence.

Wirel~ss Books
N connection '~ith this journal we
have also produced in those eight
years a library of wireless books, two
of the latest being "The Radio Engineer's Vest Pocket Book," 3s. 6d.,
by post 3s. gd., and "The SuperhetManual," 5s., by post 5s. 6d. A catalogue of our technical books will be
sent free to any reader addressing a
postcard giving name and address.

I
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TUNER UNITS
Constructional and Experimental Work 1s Facilitated by
Sectional Units of Standard Design
ROM time to time manufacturers have
produced special units known as
" Tuners " as an aid to construction.
These have been in the fonn of either a set
of coils and associated tuning condensers
(such as the Linacore unit), or have included
also certain valveholders ready wired into
the circuit (an example 1s the lgranipak).
The main idea underlying the production
of these units was to t~implify the -work of
the home-constructor by_ providing him
with the most essential parts of a circuit,
ready wired, tested and built to a standard.
Those constructors who have used any of
these units will know how adequately the
requirements were met, and it was possible
with some units to rebuild the set from
time to time, always introducing the tuner
as a main part without any worry as to the
performance of that part of the receiver.
Present-day experiments are, however, not
so difficult as those of earlier days, and
thus the tuner is not such a popular item
now. However, by arranging to build a
unit of this type on certain lines there is
provided a wide field for various experimental tests, always with the knowledge
that the tuning section is up to a given
standard. This is especially the case with
the superhet type of reC'eiver, where it
may be desired to carry out experimC'nts
with A.V.C. or other parts of the circuit.

F

General Features
As has already been mentioned the main
essentials of a tuner unit are the coils and
tuning condenser, with, if the circuit calls
for it, a re,action condenser altio included.
These are all wired, and ganging or trilllJil-ing
carried out. In the case of a superhet
unit, of course, there are much more
critical adjustments necessary, and this is
therefore a more valuable unit. The
oscillator tracking is carried 011t in this
case, and all trimmers or pre-set conden~ers
must be locked to prevent any possibility
of movement.
In
modern
tuners
undoubtedly one of the most interesting
fe11-tures is the all-wave coverage which
may now be obtained by the use of suitable
coilS, and it is here that the experimenter
can devote a considerable time to the
design of a really effective unit. Messrs.
Bulgin, for instance, supply ready-wound
multi-wave coil units of various types, and
also small single coils for various wavelengths from about 10 metres upwards.
With the aid of these, and with multi-point
switches, it should be possible to design a
unit which will give a wide range, and
improved results could be obtained by
changing the tuning condenser. On most
modern receivers of the all-wave type, it
will _be found that standard .0005 rrifd.
tuning condensers are employed throughout.
This means that on the short waves the
coverage is very wide and, consequently,
tuning is not a sim plc matter. For instance,
a band from 16 1netres to 35 or 50 is
announced by some set manufiwturers,
whereas with a small tuning condenser
16 to 20 metres would be found very full.
This means that tuning would be very
much simpler, and if a bandspread condenser were added it would he quite an
easy matter, ~o , ~~me ir,-,. stations which

could not be separated from others on the
commercial arrangement.

Coil Units
Taking the standard 4- or 6-pin plug-in
coils, we see that the tuning range, using a
.00016 mfd. tuning condenser, is given as
9-14, 12-26, 22-47, 41-94 metres, and so on.
The smaller 1in. diameter coil units which
are now available will be found to cover
a very similar range, or coils could he
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only way of doing this is to arrsnge for the
coils to be moved en bloc so that the
wiring from the contacts to the tuning
condensers are exceedingly shmt, and are
exactly the same for every range.

Mechanical Units
This provides plenty of scope for th£
mechaniCally-minded experimenter. Rackand-pinion movements are undoubtedly the
easiest to arrange, and the coils may be
mounted ·on small bases with spring
contact!'! made from the brass
of
flash"lamp batteries. Any good camera
accessories dealer should be able to supply
the rack mdvement, and in view of the
present shortage of metal some form of
wooden structure will have to be used •
The _necessary screening could, however,
be arranged for with a minimum of metal
which could perhaps be cut from old coil
screens which may be found in the spares

arms

Polish aitmen now in
England to carry on the
fight alongside the British
airmen, are now undergoing a thorough training
in various branches of
aeronautics.
A t the
Royal Air Force Training School ""wmewhere
in the North," Polish
aircra/tmen- ate receiving their leaching in the
capable hands of the
R . A . F. I nslruclors.
They are seen here at a
radio da.s practising
Morse.

·home-made for the purpose. As soon_ as
we come to the medium or long wavelengths,
however, the small tuning condenser would
be found useless in view of the small
coverage and one way of overcoming this
is to switch in a fixed condenser in parallel
with the tuning condenser. This is not
ideal, however, as the minimum condenser
capacity will be at least that of the fixed
condenser. This will preclude tuning to
the lower wavelengths. The better plan
is, of course, to anange to change over the
tuning condensers, the only drawback
here being that long leads may be introduced in order to connect up the switch
sections. There are two or three ways of
overcoming this. Firstly, the shortest
wavelengths may be considered as the
most important, and the coils and condensers
so placed t)lat the wiring to these is the
shortest, the · medium or highest of the
short-wave coils being placed at the most
convenient position afterwards. Whilst
this will permit of reducing the troubles
to a minimum, it does not overcome every
diffi'!ulty, and there is little doubt that the
u

box. These should be cut open and
flattened out, and strips cut to fit only
those places where it is essentia.l. An
all-metal chassis would, of course, 'be the
ideal scheme, but it is not now possible
to obtain sheet aluminium or copper, and
thus the experimenter is provided with
yet another field for test work in devising
means for overcoming the shortage.
Finally, remember the main requirements
of these tuners--shortness of wiring on the
short-wave ranges ; stability ; mechanical
robustness or rigidity ; and standardised
circuit design. With such a unit as a
workshop accessory many interestiftg
receivers could quickly be made up, and
more time thereby devoted to tests with
new or interesting circuit features 'ldth
the knowledge that the tuning section is
working correctly and at maximum
efficiency.
THE BOOK YOU NEED
EVERYMANS WIRELESS BOOK
Sf-, by post Sf6.
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S~ORT-WAVt

conncC'tions soldered to those points. It
should be remembered that the ultra-short
waves (high frequency currents) travel
on the surfaces only, and thus large gauge
witl' should be used not only for the coils
but also for intPr-connccting lead~. Tubular
eoils are generally employed, but 16 or-18
gauge solid wire is quite sat-isfactory for the
connecting leads.
All components should be of the best
ULTRA-S.W. RESEARCH
quality specially made for U.S.W. work.
What to Listen For and How to Carry and care should be taken in the lavout.
experimenter may carry out tc-s'ts in
Out Experiments Below Five Metres. Tlw
this connection and no suggestions will
thef{'tore be made in order that a free rein
By W. J. DELANEY
. may be given to individual ideas.
ANY of the older hands. and also a out how it functions. With the scar!'itv
number of young readers of this of loud signa.ls this may he founl;l somP- Measurements
In order to make all experiments conpaper, are aware that the present thing of a difficulty, hut by using headuse of short waves is due almost entirelv to phonPs and a good aerial. and tuning w•ry elusive some f01m of wavelength measuf{'the amateur. Owing to the restriction of carefully you should sneeeed in picking ui> mcnt is desirable on these U.S.\\'., and a
wavelengths in the past, and to other one of the commercial harmonics mentioned good wavemeter should therefof{' be conregulations, the amateur experimented on :tnd thereby get some indication of the structed. The only difficulty arising hl're i!:!
wavelengths which hH.d been thought performance of the rPceiver. The t.ypc of in the calibration of a home-made meter,
unusable, and some remarkable result~. C'irc·nit is critica.!. )ly recommendation is but if you know a local amateur who has
were achieved. The time iB now ripe for that you do not use a super-regenerative sneh an instrument you may be able to
further amateur experiments which may f'ircuit but a perfeetly straight arrangf'- obtain his assistance in calibrating your
result in some very valuable data being: ment., say, a detector-L.F. combination. unit against his. Alternatively it may be
obtained-for which we can blame the war. Although it is admitted that a good SUP<'r- possible to pick up a hatmonic or a pow{•rt'ul
Until last Sc~tember conditions in the air re~-,<enerative set will provide better rangl', commercial broadea.ster and use this as a
were chaotic. One amateur transmitter it is noisy and in the hands of a beginner datum point. Apart from the considerations
A superhet will of equipment there is the need for reallv
after ariother ".went on the air" until may prove troublesome.
it was ·quite a common thing to hear not function very well (if at all) below well-kept records. A properly ruled book
an amateur say that he would have 5 metres and therefore I do not recommPnd should be kept and a very careful note madt•
to cease his tests or experiments owing to that. An H.F. stage is desirable, and thus of all weather conditions, as well as positions
difficulty in reeeiving the station with a 3-valver should be quite satisfactory for of sun and moon. If you are able to
obtain details as to sun-spots (thesp not now
which he was working ·' in the clear." normal experiments.
A typical circuit is shown in the accom- being published) you may also note these a~
Now all this has stopped. The elimination
of amateur transmitters in this countrv panying illustration from which it will be there has definitely been found to bl•
:md in many others has left the ethPr sef'n that the standard H.F.-Dct. L.F. com- some re!ation betwPen sun-spot activity
practically clear; and test~ carried out during bination is used, both aerial and int-Pr- and ultra-short-wave performances. CoThe aerial operation between other amateurs is. of
t.he past few weeks have shown that thf're valve cireuits being tuned.
is now a good chanee of proving many
HT+
tlrings ·. whioh have for long been left in
d<mbt, and· alw-for reliable t<•st8 in· giVftl
directions. Of these the perfotmance of the
ultra-short-wavelengths is undoubtedly the
most interesting.

SECTION

M

Optical ·Waves
It has been a commonplaet- to n·f<'r to
wavelengths below lO metn•s as being
"optical"· or "quasi-optical" waves. in
the belief that thP radiations ofsuc·h Htation~

acted in the same manner a~< light wavPs.
That is to say, it was originalir thought
that such signals could only he ht•anl OVl'l'
distanc-es whieh would. normally pt•rmit of
perooption of a light. Such a fact has proved
inaccurate as tdevision viewers ar<' aware.
Signals from the London teh•vision tran~
mitter have been picked up in both Ameriea
and South Mrica., whilst even back in 1935
harmonics round about 5 to 10 metres were
picked up in this country from transmitters
in various part.s of Europe. There is little
doubt, however, that these signals an•
affected by atmospheric conditions, and
therefore in order that t.hey may be
properly studied systematic listening and a
careful record must be kept of all signals
heard.
Although there are no nearby
timateurs now transmitting on 56 mc/s or
thereabouts, some Ameriea.ns are using
that frequency and it is possible to piek
ui> harmonics of commercial transmittns
in this region. Thus there is some data
upon which to work, and the only problem
for many readers is how to set about it.

Type of Apparatus
U.H.F. apparatus is not so simpl<' to
design, build or operate as normal shOJ·twavc equipment, and tlwf{'fO('{' if you do
not yet possPss a receiver of thiH type you
should work to a published de~ign. m·
ciliCuit, and spend some tinw in finding

G 8.+

Three-valve U.S.W. circuit suitable for experimental wor~.

should be a short dipole, with twin fePderR
coupled to the primary of the input tranBformer. Both grid f'oils Rhould bto tappPd
to JNluce damping, and by using the small
sclf-Kupporting coils such as the Eddvstone
~r Bulgin eom1><1nents tapping point's may
hrst be found by expcrinwut, and then

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SERVICE MANUAL
By F. J. CAMM.
from all Boaklellen 6/· aet. or '' post 8!8 dirtol
fro• Ill• PaWIIINn, 0-.e Be-. Lt<l. ~Dopt,),
Tolfft Bouto. loa~bmplon SI., Slrari, LoMon, w.c.e.

eOJu·sc, vital, and it will be found in manv
instances that eonditions over onlv a fe~
yards may be very different. Particular
local eonditions. such as the presence of n
hill or f'Vf'n of 1t large metallic bodv sueh
as a bridgP Or gasometer will have
elfed
upon the performance of some stations and
thus a :period of listening on a givPn
wavel!>ngth to a definite station may prove
mort• valuable than a mere searehino- round
the dial to see what is available. "'At the
moment we are not able to publish data
coneeming reception and weather conditions, but after the war some of the
inf01mation gathered by amateurs may
prove of the gf{'atest value and therefore
('V<'ry constructor who is able should immediat.-ly take steps to eommence his reeord
in this d irct't ion.

an
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Microphones Their Design
and Characteristics
Explaining how the Construction of Thes.e Instruments offers
Great Scope for the Experimenter.

By L. 0. SPARKS
HOSE amateurs who have had to
relinquish their transmitting licences
have been forced to seek fresh
fields for their experimental and constructional activities, and from correspondence
received it would appear that quite a
number are concentrating on amplifiers
and microphones. The various side issues
embraced by these two items ofl"er very
interesting material for the enthusiast's
energy and study, and another feature
about such work which. makes it particularly attractive at such times as these
is the fact that the knowledge and apparatus
now gained will prove most useful when the
ether is once again allowed to respond to the
call signs of the British amateur.
The subjects mentioned above are too
comprehensive to be dealt .wit~ in ~ sing!e
article; therefore, as the tJtl~ tmphes, ~·hts
one will be solely concerned wtth t~e vano~s
types of microphone most smtable for
general amateur work.

T

Essential Considerations
The first and most desirable quality in
any microphone is faithfulness of reproduction. This could be expressed as a .good
frequency response, but not necessarilY. a
response covering all ~he usual frequen?tes
associated' with the full scale of musteal
instruments and the various ranges of the
human voice. The term faithfulness is ~ally
more satisfactory, as one type of miCro. phone is not always intended to. cover a_ll
·possible sounds ; for example, 1f ~ne IS
solely concerned with the reproductwn of
the speaking voice, as in the ~ase ?f. ~~?st
amateur transmitters, where mtell1gtb1hty
is the main consideration, then an instrument having suitable characteristics would
be used which, while being ideal for the wo~k
in question, would possibly not be too satisfactory if iJ<_were called upon to handle the
musical sounds produced by a full orchestra.
The second feature of prime importance
to the amateur is that of sensitivity, as
most of us usually mquire to keep the number of valves in the L.F. amplifier down to
reasonable figures. Unfortunately, however if one examines the estimated outputs
of the individual type of microphones, it
will be found that the better the •· faithfulness of reproduction '' factor the lower
the output ; tp.erefore, with certain t:rpes
one is forced, if some predetermmed
amplifier output is required, to adrl or
incorporate additional L.F. s~ges or a
pre-amplifier, the latter often bemg referred
to as a "head-amplifier."
Such requirements not only add to the
amount of apparatus required, but also to
the cost of the equipment, and for these
reasons the majority of amateurs make use
of a good quality transverse-current type of
microphone.

two most popular types, namely, the solidback and the tmn.sverse mrrent forms of
microphone. The former system is widely
used for the commercial line telephones,
its gteat features being simplicity and
exceptional sensitivity, but its frequency
response is somewhat limited. The second
type is a vastly superior instrument, and
could be rated as the most popular amongst
amateurs, and even commercial ·firms, for
use with certain classes of public address
equipment. It is sensitive, has a very satisfactory frequency response, according to
its design and construction. but unless
reasonable operating precautions are observed, it is liable to suffer, or rather the
reproduction is, from what is known as
" blasting."
Unlike the solid-back type, which often
employs a very thin metallic diaphragn1, the
transverse current model has its diaphragm
cut from flaw-ffi"C mica, the thickness usually
beirlg within Lthe region of 1/lOOOth of
an inch whilst its smface area will depend
on the construction of the body of the
instrument. Fig. l shows the essentials of
the design and how fine carbon granules
occupy a space formed betw,een two carbon
rods to which the actual connections am
made. The granules are arranged in a
layer. making contact between the two rods.
and by means of an external battery and
transformer a polarising voltage is applil'd
to the two rods. the electrical circuit being
completed by the granules. The current
flows transversely, i.e., froll). rod to rod or
at right-angles to the movement of t.he
diaphragm. The model shown in Fig. l
is fully described in the issue of May 20th,
1939, and it has proved most satisfactory
in spite of its compactness and simplicity
of construction.
To secure a satisfactory coupling and
matching between the microphone and the
input of the amplifier and to enable the
· necessary operating voltage to be applied,
it is essential to u~e a good microphone
transformer. having a.n average ratio of,
say, 30 : L in eonjunct.ion with the instrument, and it cannot be stressed too strongly

Transverse Current Microphones
Carbon in several forms, has been used
in microphone construction and experimental work since the initial stages of its
developm~nt. It j!! sti!l.l!sed. to,day in the ..

Fig. 2.-Showing
I he prin.iple of
I h e moving-coil

instrument.

Fig. 1.- The essential compottent pari! of a
lransverse-rurrenl mike. The size of t~
opening of the model shown is 1.9 in. X 1.4 in.

that it pays t.o buy a (J(}()(l make of transfonner Hpecially designed for the job. The
output from a high-grade microphone of this
type will be in the neighbourhood of .18 to
.24 volts. There is one important item to
watch when operating ; owing to the
construction of this particular type, it is
susceptible to SOlmd vibrations from
prar1tieally all directions, and in view of this
it is often necessary to take special care to
sN·ure suitable sound-screening or baffles to
eliminate unwanted noises.

Moving-coil Models
)licrophones coming within this class
ran be likened to the now popular movingcoil type of loudspeakers except that the
operating process is reversed.
With a
speaker, energy (the signal) is fed into the
speech coil, which forms a part of the cone
assembly, and which is so located in a strong
magnetic field that the currents cause the
coil, and likewise the cone, to vibrate in
sympathy with the signaL With the
microphone, however, minute electrical
currents are created in the counterpart of
the speech coil, by the sound-waves causing
it, via the diaphragm, to vibrate or more
accurately oscillate within the magnetic
field. To enable the currents thus created
t<> be fed into the amplifier and, of course,
to obtain a suitable matching l)etween
microphone output and amplifier mput, a
transformer having a ratio of 30 : 1 is
used. The arrangement is very similar to
that employed with the transverse current
model, except that n.o polari8ing voltage is
Tequired.
As regards construction, Fig. 2 shows the
general idea, but if any amateur is contemplating making one, and it i~ by no means
beyond the possibilities of the enthusiast,
it is very essential to note that, for most
satisfactory response, the cone must be
extremely light, small in diameter, perfectly
suspended and, to reduce the resultant
weight of the moving part, the coil wound
prl'ferably with aluminium wire. Needless
to say, the stronger the magnetic field the
better; therefore a good magnet should
be used. and ,the gap, i.e., the distance
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between the magnet pole-pieces and the coil.
kept as small as possible.

Velocity or Ribbon Microphones
Thes!' terms are now familiar with all
constrnc·tors interested in P.A. or transmitting work. but it would appea.r that
quite a number are not so familiar with the
construction of the instrument or the
derivation of the naml'.
The microphones already described depend for their operation on what eau be
termed the pressure of the sound waves,
but with the type mentionl'd above one is
concemed with the velocitv of the wav!'s
and it is this difference which allows ratlu,;
better characteristics to be obtained with
these models.
Before describing the actual construetion,
reference should be ma.dl' to Fig. 3 which
shows the fundanwntal details of the
·design, but it must be appreciated that the
actual construction and shape varil's greatly
according to thl' producer. lt will be noted
that, like the moving-coil instrument, the
m~!n part of the assembly is a powerful
permanent magnet. For simplicitv. this is
shown in the popular U form. To 'the ends
of the magnet are fitted two pole-pieces so

Fig. 3.-A simple form of construction suitable
/or an experimental ribbon microphone.

arranged and shaped to produce an oblong
gap in which, by virtue of its narrowness,
exists a concentrated magnetic field.
\\'ithin this field is arranged an extremely
light ribbon of metal, usually aluminium,
having a thickness of, say, l/5000th of an
inch, and it is held in its position by t.he
insulating clamps at its upper and lower
C'nds. The output is taken from tht•st> ends
of the metal ribbon, and owing to the fact
that the resistance of the ribbon is very
low, it is necessary to use a suitable transfornwr ·to st>cure matching to the line or
amplifier input. A ratio of 20: 1 or 25: I
is usually in order.
MPntion has alreadv been made of Uw
d(•tiirability of providing the two types of
m iet·ophones described. with effective sound
Herecning under certain conditions, to
prt·vent feed-back or unwanted sound
fmm affecting the instrument. All t hiR
trouble is due to the fact that the mic·rophones are suscPptible to Rounds, speakin(!
in a gPneral sens<', fi·om any angle, and it i~
in this dircPtion that the ribbon mike
S('OJ'Ps.
It will be found that the eff'ectiv<'
ficld of this type is practically limited to
itR immediate front and bac·k, and that any
soundH approaching it from the sides will
have little or no ell'ect.

L.F. Amplifier Faults
Hints on the Location and Cure of the Simpler Faults Met
With in Normal L.F. ·Circuits
HEN any particular fault is thought
to be due to the L.F. stag<'s the
,, .
first thing is to cheek thi" bv
elhninat,ing them and connecting t·ithf'r ;t
pair of '11honf.'s or the loudspeaker in the
anode circuit of the detector valve. This
be done in two siinple ways. one of
which consists of replacing by ;phones or
loudspeaker the coupling componentprimary winding of the L.J;'. transformt>r,
the resistance or L.:F. choke-eonm•cted
between the high-frequency choke and the
H.T. supply. The other method is to
connect the speaker or 'phones in sf'ries
with a 2 mfd.. condenser between the
" lower" end of the coupling component
and earth. Both these systems are illustrated in Figs. I and 2. Of the two, the
latter is generally to be preferrt·d, because
it does not disturb the normal and correct
matching bet.ween the detector and its

W
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Fig. I.-The easiest
method of cutting
out an L.F. stage is
to connect a pair of
'phones or a loudspeaker in the anode
circuit of the
preceding valve in
place of the normal
coupling component
(L.F. transformer,
elc.).

Complete the Circuit
In carrying out the tf'st in qnPst iou by
either of th<' methods Ul'.'wri lwd it is
desirabl(• that the L.Jo'. valws should rt'main
in circuit with the H.T. and L.T., and for
this n·ason the normallombpPakPrterminals
~hould he short-eireuitcd. If it is fonncl
that si\!nal~ can be heard ('OtTI'f'ih· aftpr·
makin)( till' eonneetion;. de~Prilwd. (;lt<' ean
be 'tuit<- ~ure that the I •. V. sedion i., at.
fault.: if not, the H.l•'. sections of th(· ,,pt.
must lw tested. In regard to thf.'se tf•st~
it should be mentioned that distortion
might not lJ" so notieeablc, nor enwklings
and other noi,es w pronomlC'ed, duP to the
reduction in the amount of amplification
prior to the n·pmducing component.
Once it has been definitely condudt'd
that the L.F. amplifier i~ at fault the
eonseqm'nt te~ts eau be directed entirely
to that side of tlw re('eiwr. If there are
two or more low-frequPncy valves, each of
these should be eliminated in tum bv
transfPning the 'phones or speaker to the
anode eireuits of Pach Yalw· following tlw
detedor, and in this ,,-,ty the valve stage
in whi('h the fault O('<•m·~ can rapidly he
loeat.ed. After that it is not a difficult
matter to test it~ various c-ircuits to isola tc
the faulty one.

Noises

When the fault is in the form of crackling
or rushing noises it is best to make a start
by tPsting the components in thf' anode
cir(·uit, whilst using the connections shown
E
in J<'ig. 2, and where the fault is in the
output circuit, and because it enSUt'l'~ that stage immediately preceding, the speaker
the 'phones are isolated from th<> H.T. or 'phones. This will not necessarily
supply. This isolation is of particular apply, however, when there is only a single
advantage in the case of a mains rcceiYer L.F. stage, or where it is the last one which
and ensures against the experimenter is responsible for the trouble. In such
instancc,s it is best, where possible, to
receiving an accidental shock.

Fig. 2.-A better
way of connecting
the 'phones or
speaker when cutting out an L.F.
stage. This is particularly useful in
the case of a mains
set, since it isolates
the 'phones from the
H. T. supply.

bridge the normal speaker terminals with
an L.F. choke. Alternatively, when a
moving-coil speaker is in use, the primary
winding of the output tmn~former can be
kft in circuit and the secondary disemmected.
While
maintaining these
connections the anode-circuit components
should, if possible, be replaced in turn.
This may not always be convenient, in
whic·h ease t,he dccoupling resistance (when
used) should first be short-circuited; it
that puts things right the resistance is
obviously defective. When a decoupling
re~istance is not employed it is practicaU,;
es~ential to replaC'<' the coupling component,
:tit hough not ueeessarily by a similar
one. For instance, the primary winding ol
a tmnstonner might be replaced bv a
conwnient J•..F. choke, or even by a
I'C8istance of 10,000 ohms or so. 'The
rc-si~tanee will generally cause a reduc·t.ion
in signal stt'mgth. but if the crackling~
cease it will be established that the previon~
component was faulty.

Anode and Grid Circuits
Should it be found that the anode-circuit
components are O.K., the next step is to
check any other resistances which might
be in circuit between the main H.T. supply
leads and the valves under test ; in most
instance!< it will be safe to short-circuit
these. There is no need to test the H.'l'.
supply unit it.self, because if that were
defeet.ive the objectionable noises would
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have been heard when the reproducer was
It has been stated that distortion might
easily be the result of an amplifying valve
connected to the detector valve.
The grid circuit should be attended to being wrongly biased, and this is actually
next, and this often presents a more a mther important point. The approxim"
difficult problem.
When resistance- ate!~ correct bias voltage can always be
capacity or choke-capacity coupling pre- determined by measuring the voltage
cedes the valve tmder test, the grid-leak between the anode and filament, or cathode,
can most easily be checked by replacement. of a valve by meaus of a high-resistance
It is not necessary to replace the component voltmeter and then consulting the makers'
by an identical one, and any odd value can tables, which give the appropriate G.B.
be tried for purposes of test. The coupling voltages for varion.s anode voltages. It is,
condenser also is best checked by replace- unfortunately, practically impossible to
ment, although it is quite satisfactory to measure the actual G.B. voltage between
remove it from the set and apply the usual the cathode and grid with any degree of
test with a battery and speaker. This accuracy, although some idea can be gained
consists of connecting a. 60-volt battery to if a high-class voltmeter is available. A
the terminals, allowing the condenser to sirn pier idea is to measur-e the anode voltage
stand for an hour or more and then touching as just described and then to insert a
the speaker lead~ against its terminals. milliammeter in the anode circuit of the

Fig. 3.-(Lejt) The best method to
determine the correct G.B. voltage /or
an L.F. valve is to insert a milliammeter
in the anode circuit and vary the bias
until the correct anode-current reading is
obtained.

Ofd

res1stance

positton

of ciecoupltn9

I

conctenser

Fig. 4.-(Right) Mains hum and L.F.
instability in a mains set can usually
be cured by fitting a grid decoupling
resistance.

Norm11lbi11s

resistance

When this is done a distind ·· diek "
should be heard, so long as the condenser
or speaker terminals have not, during the
tests, been touched with the fingers. When
a battery is used for G.B. supply, i,t is well
to make sure that the wander-plugs are
fitting tightly into the sockets and that the
battery is not run down. In the case of a
mains set, however, where G.B. is obtained
across a resistance connected in the cathode
retum lead, the resistance should be tested
by replacement. The condenser wired in
parallel with the bias resistance can be
checked simply by disconnecting one of
its terminals : this might result in an
increase of hum, but if cmckling ceases the
condenser is faulty.

Overloading and Other Distortion

valve, as shown in Fig. 3, and to compare
the figure obtained with that given by the
makers for the anode voltage employed.
The G.B. voltage can then be adjusted,
either by altering the positions of the plugs
in the battery or by varying the value of
the resistance in the cathode-return lead,
until the correct anode-current reading is
obtained. In the case of a set operated
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from batteries it should be switched off
between each G.B. adjustment, while the
same thing applies to a. mains set unless a
continuously variable resistance is made
use of. Should it be found that alterations
in bias voltage have no effect upon the
anode current, it will be obvious that
the grid circuit is broken at· some point,
and, therefore, the various components,
such as transformer secondary, grid
leak, decoupling resistance, etc., should
be tested for continuity or checked by
replacement.

Instability
Oscillation is generally indicated by a
continuous high-pitched whistle of constant
intensity, or by a general "thinness" of
reproduction, or even by " cracking'' on
high notes. It can usually be checked by
touching the anode terminal of each L.F.
valve in turn until the trouble stops. A
more reliable method is to insert a milliammeter in the anode circuit of each L.F.
valve in turn (as in Fig. 3) and see if the
readings change when the anode terminal
is touched; if it does, the valve is oscillating. The simplest cure is to reverse the
connections to the secondary or primary of
the preceding L.F. transformer. Another
way is to connect a fixedresistanceofsome
2;)0,000 ohms in parallel with the secondary
winding of the transformer.
A similar kind of trouble often results
from the leakage of H.F. currents from the
detector into the L.F. amplifier. Such
leakage is indicated when the touching of
the grid terminal uf the first L.F. valve
p~oduces a noise in the speaker ur a
change in volume. A cm-e consists of
using a more efficient H.F. choke, connecting a .0002 mfd. condenser between the
anode of the detector and earth, or inserting
a 100,000 ohm " stopper" resistance in
the grid lead to the first L.F. valve.

LATEST PATENT NEWS
Group Abridgments eau be obt~ed from the Patent Oflic:e, .25 •• Southampton Buildinp, Londo.D,
W.C.Z, either sheet hy sheet ao usDed OD payment of .• uahoeraptioD of 5o. per Group Volume or ID
bound vol-.mes pnce 2s. each.
~t-ti..-..:J~II. . .!J. . .t)-1~~~~~,.-...-.IJ.-.t.-~~~~--.-1-----~

When distortion is experienced the valve I
NEW PATENTS
which is responsible must first be located by j
transferring the reproducer to the anode -~ These particulars of New Patents of intereot
circuits of the various valves, exactly as
to r ..dera have been selected from the Ofticial
Journal of Patents and are published by
described above. When the responsible
of the Controller of H.M.
valve is traced the reason for distortion can I .,ermiosioD
Stationery Oftice. The Ofticial Journal of
be found without much trouble. With
Patents can be obtained from the Patent
battery-operated sets, especially those which j Oftice, 25, Southamp~on Buildings, London,
are a few years old, the most fruitful source = W.C.2, price lo. weekly (annual subscription
£2 lOo.)
of distortion is an overloaded valve. This I
Latest Patent Applications.
can easily be checked by reducing volume j
either by means of the normal volume -~ 11451.-Mullard Radio Valve Co.,
control (where fitted) or by substituting a
Ltd., and Payne, C. E..:._Bandshort length of wire for the usual aerial. j
spread tuning circuits for radioIf a. valve is overloaded the distortion will
receivers. July 9th.
cease immediately the volume level is cut
ll654.-Leland Stanford Junior Unidown. In order to find the valve which is
versity, Board of Trustees of the.
responsible it might be necessary to transfer I
-Methodsandapparatusforreceivthe reproducer from the anode circuit of
.
l
J
th
ing, etc., radio Eilgna s. u1Y 12· · •
one valve to that of another, as described
111655.-Leland
Stanford
,Junior
Unipreviously. When the valve has been
located it will be necessary to replace it (if I_
versity.-Methods and apparatus
for detecting a high-frequency sigan old one or if the wrong type), increase
the grid-bias voltage applied to it, increase f
nal. July 12th.
the anode voltage, or to connect a second 111656.-Leland Stanford University,
Board
of Trustees of the.-Devices
similar valve in parallel with it. In many
for stabilising a. high-frequency
cases it will be found desirable to increase
regenerative amplifier. July 12th,
both the G.B.- and anode voltages so as to 1
enable the valve to .handle a. gre.ater signal
11779.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
input voltage. Where a pentode is the 1
Co., Ltd., Rust, N. M., Brailsford,
valve which is overloaded the simplest cure
J. D., Oliver, A. L., and Ramsay,
will generally consist of replacing the valve
by a triode.
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J. F.-Radio circuit arrangements
em pI o yi n g
potential-variable
capacity devices. July 16th.
Specifications Published.
523154.- Colc, Ltd., E. K., and
Kennedy, F. W. 0.-Tuning of
d·
·
ra IO-receiVCl'S.
523074. - Kulster- Brandes,
Ltd.,
B catty, "'
•
» . •-...,
and Chatterjea.,
P. K.-Radio-receiving systems.
523075.-Kobter-Brandes, Ltd., and
Bp~nd, P .. J\1.-Control of televisiOn receivers.
523372.-Jackson, D., and Pye, Ltd.Radio and television receivers or the
like.
523439. -J ac kson,. D ., and p ye, L t d . Television apparatus, (Divided out
of 523372.)
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My Spare Time !

of the first print.
Then the Wirele..
Encydopedia has been round the world
some hundreds of times on all types ol
ship ; it has visited every port of every
country in the world. Wireless operators
on board ships in almost every case own
every one of our wireless books. It is when
you are .away from home on active servicP.
miles from bookshops and civilisation, tha\
one appreciates the value of these books.
Now is the time to collect a set together.
It is less expensive than having to buy
them all at once when you are called to the
services. 'Ve have just published "The
Superhet :Manual," and "The Short-,Yave
Manual." Each costs 5s., or 5s. 6d. by po~t.

T

HE announcement that this journal
will appear monthly until the paper
position improves (when we shall, of course,
revert to weekly publication), has elicited
a large number of letters of regret that the
war should inflict a wow1d on the only weekly
technical journal. But so it is. All readers
agree, however, that it is better to have
PRACTICAL \\"IRELESS once a month than
not at all, and pay graceful and grateful
tribute t{) our services. Many readers who
have kindly commented on the interest
they find in my page, have asked me what I
shall do with my spare time. They imagine
that I shall have three weeks on my hands !
It is true that it will take me less time to
prepare one contribution than four, but I
have other tasks of national importance t{)
perform. I am, fortunately, or unfortunately, one of those restless individuals well
able to occupy my time. When one outlet
for my activities is restricted I am able t{)
turn my attention to other things. But my
interest in this journal, its policy, its
readers, and its future will remain. I reecho the hopes so many readers express that
the time is not far distant when the war
will be over, soon forgotten, and we can
return to peaceful activities.

.
.
By Jhermion
i
.i.......................................................
.:
!••••n••.. •••-•••••n••••••••••••••-•••••••••••••:

:

district of Norfolk.
will be forwarded.

Letters addressed here

Our Books on Active Service
ETTERS from readers on active servicP
L
remind mP of the fact that most of
them have one or more of our technical
books with them, and particularly our new
Radio Engineer's Vest-Pocket Book. This
is a veritable mine of information, strongly
bound in cloth, with rounded corners, and a
15-page index. It is printed on thin paper
so that it does not bulk the pocket, and
costs 3s. 6d., or by post, 3s. 9d. The largP
demand has already eaten away a big chw1k

Tho,se Cooking Items

I

LISTE1\""ED in on a recent Sunday t{)
the interrogation of housewives representing various English districts' concerning
the meals they were cooking, and how they ,
cooked them. They were cross-examined by
a woman expert associated with one of the
Government departments, and there wa.s a
compere. Let me see. His name wa.s, er-yes, I remember, Stone, Christopher Stone.
I deny that there is any ulterior motive
in picking a gramophone compere for a
woman's programme. It seemed to me a
great waste of Sunday programme time.
Male listeners did not want to know how
Mrs. Smith boiled her greens, and I felt
relieved when Christopher Stone, having
been round the various recipes, called upon
the expert to sum up. My relief, however,
was destroyed very soon. A Scots lady who
imagined that her country had been
slighted because she had not been called
upon a second time, interjected, and so
we had to listen to a description of her
culinary methods. Every woman imagines
that she knows the best method of cooking,
as well as the most economical. Few
women, therefore, wiU want to listen in to
such programme~~, and certainly no male.
I suggest that they stop these programmes.

Correspondents
PROPOS our Roll of Merit I am receivA
ing numerous requests from readers
to be put into touch with correspondents.
I am, however, not permitted to publish
the addresses of readers on active service.
I, therefore, undertake to put readers in
touch with one another through the medium
of this journal. One of my readers, W. I...
Bicknell, wishes to correspond with anyone
interesred in wireless, and particularly
short-wave work, in the South Raynham

Generous Offer

1.

K, of Twickenham, who has bcl'n an
experimenter for some years, will
shortly be called up for military service.
He is prepared to present, free of charge_
his collection of odds and ends of wirele~~
gear to the first applicant. The collection
includes, valves, condensers, coils, chokes,
etc. Applicants should address a lette~
to me marked " Offer '' in the top left-hand
corner, and give their full name and address.
I will pass along the first card received to

J. E.

Photocellogram

~ur

that word to apply to the
1Roll of merit inI COINED
ingenious new style of gramophone
which a celluloid film replaces the

Our Readers on Aetir>e Sennee-Sixth /Mt.

A. Ed<'n
(Dn., R.A.),
Bordon, Hants.
A. J. Letchford
(Gunner, R.A.),
Rickmansworth, Herts.

F. E. Rose

(L.A.C.),
S.W.20.
J. R. l\luddell
(L-A.C.),
·- Eastbourne.
E. M(oCallister
(L.A.C.),
S.W.l6.
J. C. Hammett
(Ld.g. Std., R.N.),
Rainham.
Mr. Tongue
·
(L.A.C., R.A.F.),
Wetherby, Yorks.
A. Blakdey
(L./Cpl. ),
Norfolk..
D. I... Walsh
(A.B.),
Liverpool.
J. B. Hodsman
(Sigmn., Royal Corps of Signals),
Weymouth.
G. Williams
(Gnr., R.A.),
Rotherham, Yorks.
G. H. Heppel
(1../Cpl., 4th Camerons),
Inverness.
A. Tyers
(Wirebs Section, R.A.),
Leeds.

ordinary gramophone record. It c'ontains a
sound track similar to that used on talldng
film~. and one roll of film, occupying very
little mote space than one record, will
play eontinuously for about five hours.
There is no soundbox or needle scratch
fot· a photo-electric cell transf01ms the
~ound track into music or speech, through,
of course, the usual amplifier and loudspeaker. Such gramophones were exhibited
a few years ago at one of the 'Vireless Shows,
but for one reason or 6nother thev did not
live. I still think, however, that" the idea
will be J'Cvived for it seems an obvious
move in the direction of progress.
NEW INVENTION WANTED
The l•m·"• delight must l!e the "Mike "
'" fro11t of which be yaps,
'
And at hi• own sweet will bolds forth,
To teach we lesser ebaps.
lit• knows we cannot. answer back,
Or sharply cry "Enough ! "
And so his voice run~ on and on,
Yapping his stodgy" stuff."
We can, of course, shut off our ~et;
But. Uoen. be does not know it..
8o what we want's some oth<'r means
When bored, to plainly show it.
'
Come then, Inventors, one and all,
A glorious field is bere ;
De,·ise a switch to " answer back,"
When hores tonnent the ear.
What. joy if, in the ·studio.
Our voice could shout " }~{,gone ! •·
Thus, silenced, mlgbt tbey not rct.ire.
Anti hrlghter turns come on I
The world wiU hail as Genius,
Who brings this tblog to pass,
Gives us the power, ael08s the air,
To say : " Shut up, you ass ! '!
"TOROH.'l
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Simple Volume Expansion Systems
M

A..~Y

systems for volume expansion
and compression have been ~ug
gested, but such systems usually
require the use of three or more valves,
nnd are consequently relatively compliSome simplified
eated and expensive.
>UTangements have recently been disclosed
by R.C.A. making use of heptodes and
triode hexodes, and details are given
below.
Referring to Fig. 1, the valve 1 is a
heptode, and may be of the 6A7 or 6A8
type, and the signals to be controlled are
applied to the inner grid 4.
The cathode 2, input grid 4 and anode 3
co-operate to provide an audio amplifier,
and the amplified audio voltage is developed
across the potentiometer resistor 5. One
end of the resistor 5 is earthed, while

7

fO SOURCE OF
AVO!OSIGNALS

control electrode of the valve, and is
disposed between the screen-grid electrodes 17 and 18; the latter two grids
are cOimectcd to a source of positive

Quality Schemes for
Gramophone Record
Reproducers

grid 4 increases, then the audio voltage
developed across 1·esistor 10 inf'reasPs,
thereby increasing the magnitude of the
audio voltage impressed upon rectifier ll.
In this way the voltage across load resistor
13 increases. Since the grid 16 is connected
to the cathode, or positive, end of resistor I 3,
an increase in direct current Yoltage
developed across resistor 13 causPs the
reduction of the initial negative bias on
gain control grid 16. The result of this
reduetion of negative bias is to increase
the gain of the audio amplifier. The
amount of increase in gain and thereby
the amount of volume expansion may b€
controlled by adjustments of tap 22.

potential. It will bC understood that the
grids 17 and 18 provide an accelerating field
for the electrons between grids 9 and 11\,
and between grid 16 and the plate electrode 3. The gain control 16 is connected
to the cathode end of diode load resistor 13
by means of a resistor 19, which functions Constant-pitch Winding of Grid
to lilter out the audio pulsations in the
While it has been explained that valve 1
gain-control voltage. The condenser 20 is of the 6A7 or 6A8 type, it is desirable
by-passes audio frequency currents from to have the fourth grid 16 of a const-antpitch winding. It is pointed out that in a
6A7 or 6A8 type of valve the second grid 9
actually consists of the rod supports usually
8
employed for supporting the grid winding.
,51-l-)......
With this type of constmetion the rod
supports have a minimum of influence on
+
..,
(TOLF
the main electron stream flowing to the
iilfWORK.
audio amplifier output electrode 3. It

6)~·

Fig. I.-An expander circuit
incarporaling a
heptode valve.

)
TOL.F. S16NAL
.SOURCE

+
its opposite end is connected to the plate
electrode 3 by an audio coupling capacitor 6.
The plate electrode 3 is connected to any
desired source of positive potential through
a plate resistor 7. The potentiometer is
provided with an adjustable slider 8, and
t,he audio voltage developed across resistor 5
may be regulated as to magnitude by
adjustment of the slider 8 along the resistor 5.

Gain Control of Amplifier
· In order to effect expansion of the
volume range it is essential to increase
the gain of the audio amplifier as the
intensity of the audio input energy increases.
The gain control of the audio amplifier
is provided by a portion of the audio input
energy to the audio amplifier. It is desirable to amplify the control energy prior
to its rectification. Hence, the second control
electrode9 is employed as a plate, or anode,
dectrode, and the load resistor lO is arranged
in. circuit with anode 9.
Resistor 10 is
:'onnected to a source of positive potential.
lt will, therefore, be seen that· the audio
e\lergy impressed on electrode 4 d\lvelops
audio output voltage both across the
output resistor 7 and the output resistor 10,
hoth electrodes 9 and 3 functioning as
audio amplifier output electrodes.
The audio voltage developed across
c>utput resistor 10 i~;~~pressed upon a
rectifier 11, and the latter may be of the
diode type. The cathode 12 of the diode
is connected to earth through, a p!!.th which
includes the diode load resistor 13 and the
condense{ 14. The diode anode 15 is
connected to the junction of condenser 14
and load resistor 13, the junction point,
additionally, being connected to a source
of negative direct current. potential so as
to provide an initial negative bias for the
gain control electrode, 16 of valve l.
Gain control electrode 16 is t.hl'l fonrth

7-

the grid end of resistor 19 to the
cathode 2. The cathode itself is
+
maintained at a positive poten·
tial above earth by means of the
usual self-biasing resistor net•
work 21 and, therefore, the
control grid 4 is at a normal
negative bias. The magnitude
of the audio voltage impressed
+'
on the control rectifier 11 is
Fig. 2.-Similar arrangement to the Fig. 't scheme, but
adjusted by means of the vari·
with a triode-hexode valve.
able tap 22 adapted to slide along
resistor 10, the audio coupling
condenser 23 connecting the tap 22 to the will, therefore, be appreciated that the
cathode end of resistor 13.
valve l not only provides normaL audio.
To ex1ilain the functioning of the arrange- amplification, but .also supplies amplifiment shown in Fig. 1, \et it be assumed cation of that 11ortion of the audio input
that the audio signal is applied to grid 4. energy which is ·to be used for rectification
The amplified audio signal voltage is at valve ll in order to provide the expandeveloped across the output circuit of sion control voltage for grid 16.
valve I. The gain of the audio amplifier
Instead of the heptode, shown in Fig. 1,
is controlled by grid 16 in a polarity sense a triode hexode may be used as shown in
such that the gain of the audio amplifier Fig. 2. Thus, the cathode 2 provides an
increases as the audio signal input intensity electron stream flowing through the control
increases. This follows from the faet that grid 25 to the output electrode 26, and
when the audio signal voltage applied to
(Continued on facing page.)

~
lro L F.
7 NETWORK
+

....

~' ·

Fig. 3.-Complete action, including rectifi·
cation. is Provided in this circuit.

7

+

Fig. 4.-Similar arrangement to Fig. 3, but with
strid rectification instead of anode rectification.
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SIMPLE VOWME EXPANSION
SYSTEMS

control voltage. In ]'igs. 3 and 4 are
' shown circuit arrangements wherein the
combined triode-hexode 1' may be utilised
(Contin~ from optJOsite IJOgt).
audio signal energy is impressed on grid 25. for providing the rectification action as well
'The output resistor lO is included in as the automatic compression or expansion.
circuit with the output electrode 26. In In Fig. 3 there is shown an automatic
other words, cathode 2, grid 25 and plate 26 compressor circuit. In this case the plate
QOrrespond respectively, in Fig. 1, to electrode 26 is connected to the same
cathode 2, grid 4 and output electrode 9. positive potential lead connceted to the
The
The audio amplifier section of valve 1' positive screen grids 17 and 18.
comprises the cathode 2, the grid 4' and cathode 2 is connl'cted to ground by means
the output plate 2.
The gain control of a pair of seril's resistors 30 and 31,
electrode 16 is located between the positive resistor 30 being shunted by an audio byscreen grids, as in the case of valve 1 in pass condenser 32, and resistor 31 being
shunted by an audio by-pass condenser 33.
Fig. 1.
The remainder of the circuit elements The blocking condenser 35 connects the
correspond to those shown in Fig. 1. Both audio input circuit to t.he control grids
signal grids, 25 and 4' are connected to the 25 and 4' which, in turn, are connected t()
source of audio input energy, and both of the junction of resistors 30 and 31 by
these grids are maintained at a normal means of grid leak 34. The gain control
negative bias by the self-biasing network 21. grid 16 is connected to the resistor 31
It is not thought necessary to describe the through the series path, including filt.er
detailed construction of the combined resistor 19 and adjustable tap 22.
The condenser 20, connected between
~riod~-hexode type valve shown in Fig. 2;
the grid end of resistor 19 and the cathode
Jt bemg found merely necessary to point end
of resistor 30, functions as a portion
out that cathode 2 provides a pair of inof the filter network 19-20. It will be seen
d.~pendent electron streams· to a triode
section and an independent hexode section. that in the arrangement of Fig. 3 no diode
The advantage of this arrangement is rectifier is necessary, since plate rectification
that the control energy amplifier section occurring in th!' triode section of tube 1' is
has minimum influence on the functioning utilised. Th!' resulting •cathode current
of the gain audio amplifier section. It is to change through resistor 31 is employed to
be clearly understood that in either of increase the grid bias of grid 16 as the audio
Figs. 1 or 2 automatic compression will be input energy increases. In other words, as
secured by merely interchanging the con- the audio input voltage impressed on grids
nections to the cathode i2 and anode 15 25 and 4' increases there will be a greater
of aiode ll. For example, if the anode 15 flow of space current through resistor 31,
is connected to resistQr 13 in plaee of and, therefore, t.he grid 16 will be biased
cathode 12, then with an increase of audio increasingly in a negative polarity sense.
input energy intensity there will result a This results in the reduction of the gain of
decrease in the gain of the audio amplifier. the hexode section of tube 1' such as is
desired for automatic compression.

Gain Control Voltage

High Amplification Factor

It is not essential that independent rect.j.
tiers be employed for providing the gain

It is desirable to design valve 1' so that
the triode section is normally biased close

Radio Mechanics Wanted

S

KILLED radio mechanics in the partially evacuated towns and other
places who are finding it difficult to make a.
living under new ciroumstance.s should
join the Air Force. l'Jtere is a big demand
for their services. Partly skilled amateurs
are not wanted for these posts. Applicants
should have a sound and thorough knowledge of ooth the theory and practice of
wireless sets. They will not be trained,
sinoe the type required is the man who
does not need any training. They will be
asked, however, to pass a. trade test. The
right sort of men can be accepted up to
the age of 50. They must be able to repair
sets and understand what they are doing.
Pay is at the minimum of 3s. 9d. a day,
with possibilities of rising to 5s. 6d. a day,
with all found. Applications should be made
in the first instance to a combined Recruiting
Centre, the address of which can be o btaincd
from any Employment Exchange.

Women Radio Operators for the Air
Force
OMEN of education and intelligence,
W
from 18 to 35, are wanted for special
duties and as radio operators. Good eyesight is essential. The main qualification
sought is that applicants should be able w
work under pressure and not get" rattled."
The pay is Is. 4d. a. day while under training
and 2s. 2d. a day when trained.
Women are also urgently wanted in the
W.A.A.F. for slip-reading. Thev must be
typists, and they go through· a course
enabling them to read. Morsc off a tape
machine, and type it in clear. Pay is 1s .. 4d.

NETvs --.11VD NarEs

to cut-off, while with the same bias on
grid 4' of the hexode portion of the valve
this latter portion is operating on a substantially linear portion of its characteristic.
This is readily accomplished by
utilising a higher mu, or amplification
factor, for the triode section than for the
grid 4' to grid 17 portion of the hexode.
In the 6K8 type of valve, for example,
such a difference in amplification factor
exist;; by virtue of the difference in spacing
between grid 25 and plate 26 from thr:
spacing of grids 4' and 17. If the triode
section mu is not sufficiently higlier thau
the mu of grid 4' to grid 17 of the hexodo,
satisfactory operation can still be obtained
by lowering the positive voltage applied to
the triode section plate 26 below that
of .the grid 17.
·
The circuit arrangement shown in Fig. 4
differs from that of Fig. 3, in that grid
rectification is utilised in place of anode
rectification in the triode section. The
signal grids 25-4' are connected to the
audio signal source through the grid
condenser 35 as in Fig. 3. The grid le,tk
34, however, in distinction to Fig. 3, i~
connected to cathode thus permitting grid
rectification. Resistor 31' connects cathode
2 to earth, the -resistor being by-passed for
audio frequf'ncies by condenser 35. In this
form of circuit the cathode 2, signal grid 2.'i
and plate 26 provide a grid-leak detector
circuit. Upon a signal intensity increase,
the flow of svace current through cathode
resistor 31' decreases due to the well-known
action of the grid-leak and condener 34-35.
As a result, the bias of grid 16 decreases ;
the gain of audio amplifier section 2-4'-16-3
there by is increased. Expansion of the audio
volume range results. If the hexode section
has a sufficiently low mu so as not to be cut
off for the strongest signals, distortion effects
will be negligible. The triode section mu
should be high, as in the case of t.he arrangement of Fig. 3.
E1nployment ExchAnge, or to a. Combined
Recruitinl?i Centre.

Link With Television to Disappear

W

HEN the two 284ft. towers of the
a day during training, and' 2s. 4d. a day
Crystal Palace, which withstood the
when they have satisfactorily complet{'d fire of 1936, are demolished, a well-known
their course. Age limits, 1R-43. Other London landmark a.ndlink with the developtypists are required as teleprinter operators ment of television will disappear. The
and for various clerical duties. Pay is 1,600 tons of metal are to be used for war
2s. 2d. a day when trained ; a.ge from 18-43. purposes. It will be recalled that the south
Applications for any ofthese posts should ~ower was used by the Baird Company for
be made, ifpossihle, to one of the W.A.A.F. Its 30-line television transmissions demonArea Headquarters, the ·address of which strated in 1935, and has since been used for
may be obtained from any Post OffiC'e or expei·imental purposes.

The Columhia Broadctuiing Sy1tem of
America take regular
relays of news from
this country. E. R.
Murrow,
European
Director of the C.B.S..
is
seen
in
thi.•
picture making one oj
the&e
twice
daily
broadcasts fromBroaricasting House. On busy
days he works up to
IWenty hours, all his
tal~s. of course, being
subject to censorship.
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The specification of
the Broadcasting Company called, forinstance,
for the supply of both
high tension and low
tension current from
accumulators, to avoid
risk of noise from background.
To maintain full
efficiency each circuit in
each receiver is individually tuned. There
are six circuits to be
tuned before reception
from any station can
be obtained, as opposed
to the single tuning
circuit of the ordinary
home receiver, three
being used for L.F. and

control lines bonded-the receiver which
has injected into it the greatest signal will
take charge of the total output. This is
explained by the fact that. the receiver
obtaining the greatest signal will bias the
other receivers back so as to make them
almost-or possibly entirely-inoperative.
As soon as the .strongest signal on aerial I,
for example, fades, aerials· 2 or 3 may be
in the strongest signal field, and the
receiver coupled to which ever is the
stronger of these will then take control.
Thus the total output is being supplied by
all receivers in their turn as they receive
the strongest incoming signal.

Locking Equipment
It is possible, of course, to couple the
output of two, three or four receivers as
desired, or to extract the outputs from each
receiver separately.· Precautions are taken

South African
Broadcasting System

Control
panels of the G.E.C.
receivers and other equipment used /or dfversity reception.

Details of the Equipment Used for Re-broadcasting
in the Union

FEW miles west of .Johannesburg,
South Africa, there stands a small
white building that is the broadcasting station Panorama. From thi~ tiny
centre in the heel of that vast contmcnt,
programmes of every kin,d are ~-broadcast
from the pick of Europe s stations and rediffused throughout the whole of South
Mrica. Reception from Daventry, from
Paris from towns all over Europe 1s of
such 'a consistently high order that it has
been commented upon by technicians everywhere. Indeed, completed only during last
July, the apparatus installed for t.ho
purpose bids fair to be ranked as near
perfection as possible to-day.

A

three for R.F. tuuing, the former, of
course, being adjusted only in tuning the
first station and subsequently left at the
right setting then obtained.
Automatic volume control voltage is
obtained from a valve which operates with
its anode load return to the earth line and
its cathode at minus 100 volts. The voltage
developed across the anode load resistor
of this valve is used to control the variable
amplification va.Jyes.
The stronger the
signal therefore, the. greater the negative
value of the voltage developed.
As an indication of the performanOO< of
The Aerial System •
the automatic volume control circuits,
In describing the equipment it is of there is a 0.9db. change in output for
interest to consider first how the signals 60db. change in input above zero level,
are picked up and to explain the aerial zero level being 10 microvolts.
system used. This is a rhomboid arrangeWhen receivers are coupled in diversity
ment of three aerials so placed that (1) is through the diversity locking equipment,
separated from (2) by 1,250ft., (2) from (3) i.e., when the outputs are coupled through
by 1,240ft. and (1) from (3) by 2,250ft. a mixer unit and their automatic volume
At present the aerials are directional on
Central and Western Europe, but it is
intended that additional aerials shall later
p A N
M ~ T E R
be set up to allow reception effectively to be
obtained from all parts of the world.
Although the present scheme is mainly
intended for picking up signals on waveH. f.
A M p
l I F I E
bands between 13 and 30 metres, it also
0
R
PAN
DE";-fCT
I"
functions effectively on the ·i9 metres band.
Beyond this point reception cannot be
'
maintained at peak efficiency.

to ensure that the outputs are coupled in
phase, so that cancellation, noticeable in
the bass frequencies, will not take pla~.
The line and monitor amplifier and
equaliser is of value should it be desired
to cut off the extreme high-frequencies
of the audio output.
The telephone line equipment transmit.s
the modulated signal to the distributing
studio.

Stand-by Provision
It has been proved in practice that if
aerials are separated by l,OOOft. or more,
the signal they receive from a distant
short-wave transmitter will fade only very
seldom at all three such aerials simultaneously. It is not, therefore, economically
worth while to use four or more receivers
in diversity, as the reduction in fading per
receiver, added in excess of a total of three
E
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The Receiving Apparatus
The radio receivers and associated gear
are completely housed and mounted in
eight racks each iift. 6ins. by 19ins. wide.
Rack 1 houses the aerial coupling board.
Ra.cks 2 to 5 carry the four receivers, and
rack 6 holds the diversity locking equipment. The line and monitor amplifier equipment is housed inra!)k 7, whilerack8js used
for mounting the telephone apparatus.
The aerial coupling board is provided with
flexible connectol'8 allowing any aerial to be
linked with any of the receivers. The aerial
connectors and receiver inter-eooneotors
are of the concentric co..axial cable type.
Each of the receivel'8 is an eight-valve
superhet, which was built by The General
Electric Co., Ltd., for diversity ftJQeption.
Several special features had to be considered in the design.
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becomes verv small. A fourth receiver ig
used, in order that a spare may be available for substitution in case of failure, or
for use as a stand-by.
Selective fading. that is to say, the type
of fading which is accompanied by severe
distortion, is not diminished by diversity
working. In other words. diversity only aids
in the elimination of straightforward fading.

The charging equipment consists of a
large rectifier unit for the low tension,
employing two mercury vapour rectifiers
capable of delivering a full wave rectifier
current of 50 amperes. The charger for the
high-tensic.m supply employs a mercury
vapour full-wave rectifier and is capable
of charging the complete high-tension
battery at 5 amperes.
The battery power for low-tension supply,
Power Equipment ~
i.e., 6 volts, is obtained from two batteries
The gPnerator equipment is housed in of nine cells, each connected in series
an outroom which is electrostatically parallel. The capacity of each cell is about
shielded in order to prevent any radiation 320 ampere-hours. Switching arrangements
of interfering signals. The generator set make it possible to have one set of batteries
is of a petrol-electric type capable of in use, while theotherisincharge. The highdelivering 3t kW. at 220 volts, 50 cycles. tension supply is obtained by the use of
. It employs automatic starting so arranged 33 13-plate, 6-volt motor-car batteries,
that as soon as a load in exc'tlss of 60 watts with a Gapacity of approximately 60
is thrown upon it, it starts from a storage ampere-hours. Provision has been made to
battery and will continuP to run until the transfer the house lighting to the highload is removed.
tension battery should it be desired to

discharge the high-tension cells more
mpidly, or if it proves necessary to shut
down the generator equipment at night.
Special arrangements have been made tc.
provide a good earth connection by the use
of 72 sq. ft. of copper plate consisting. of a
shet-t 6ft. wide buried on end. The surrounding earth is regulirly watered to
maintain efficiency.
Care was also taken when installing thP
electrical wiring to ensure that no alternating
tau·rent machinery could accidentally become connected to a direct current su~ply,
all power points being wired to the generator
t'ircuit only.
A borehole a.ud windmill are located on
the property. · Living quarters with all
.. modern conveniences " for one engineer
are provided at the station. It is fully
equipped with waterbome sewerage, hot
Rnd cold water and even a.n oil-burning
refrigerator.

Identifying Coil Connections
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Some Easy Methods of Finding the
Correct Connections for Different
Tuning Coils
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Fig. I.-A tuner o/ the simplest type.
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Fig. 4.-Aerial winding and wavechange switch acting on· both windings.

Preliminary Inspection
N a recent article I gave some
Fig. 2.-Simple test
Fig. 3.-A coil with separate aerial
Byexamiilingtheinsideoftheformcr
simple instructions concerning
/or
tire
tWiing
winding.
winding.
it might be possible to see how the ends
methods of tracing the connections to mains transformers
of the winding are brought out, whilst a
which are not marked with terminal There are, of course, many other possible tapping on a winding would probably be
indications. To a certain extent, the same arrangements, but most are modificationR evident from the fact that a double or looped
general procedure can be adopted when or adaptations of those shown. For example, wire was brought down from one winding to
dealing with tuning coils, although it is in the case of a coil intended for use on short a terminal. A coil of this type generally
rather easier to verify the results of the as wtlll as medium and long wave-bandR has six terminals with the following contests when dealing with coils. On the other it might hil.ve additional terminals and nections : aerial, grid, earth, wave-change
hand, there is such a wide variety that tappings. Very often this would be evident switch (other side to earth), reaction conrather more ingenuity may have to be from a careful inspection of the coil, for it denser, and detector anode. It will be seen
employed in order to ensure that the con- would probably be found that one winding, from Fig. 1 that the aerial is connected to a
nections found are actilally those which or a portion of a. complete winding, con- tapping, and that the wave-change switch
give best results.
sisted of comparatively few turns of a is joined to the junction between the
Primarily, the method is to find which gauge of wire heavier than that used for the medium- and long-wave windings.
terminals are joined together by the wind- remainder.
If it is possible to form a fair impressio11
Inspection might also reveal the number of the number and general arrangement of
ings and which are not inter-connected.
Having done that, it is necessary to find to of windings. For example, the simplest the windings in the first place, subsequent
which parts of the various windings the· type of coil, such as that represented by testing will be simplified to- a considerable
terminals are joined. The matter is some- the diagram in Fig. 1, would have three · extent. Having formed an impression as t-o
times complicated to a certain extent due windings with two of these in series. One of the number of windings, a rough, preto the fact that two, or even three, windings these would be the medium-wave grid coil liminary diagram should be drawn. Mter
may have one of their ends joined together. and would consist of about 00 turns if the that, simple continuity tests, by meanil of a
That would apply _when there were aerial, former had a diameter of lin. Then there dry battery and a pair of 'phones, a flashgrid and reaction windings, and whim a would be the long-wave winding with abOut lamp bulb or a milliammeter (in series with
portion of both aerial and grid windings three times as many 'turns-probably a 500-1,000 ohm resistor) can be made. By
had a wave-change switch wired across. pile-wound toward the lower end of the this means it should be possible to verify
former-and the reaction winding, with or disprove the original idea as to the
them.
rather more turns than the medium-wave circuit arrangement.
Draw a Diagram
grid winding. The last-mentioned is often
Should the coil be fitted with a built-in
Before commencing any tests it is well to placed between the other two.
This wave-change switch it is an easy matter to
have in mind the possibl~ winding arrange- winding lay-out is by no means standardised distinguish the grid winding by noting
ments, and a few of the' most usual are but it is not unusual on the simplest type of whether or not there is a change in meter
wadimr or test-bulb brilliancy when the
shown in the aceoiJlpanying diagrams. coil.

I
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switch is moved from one position to the
other. To find which is the tapping it is
best to examine the inside of the former,
since the difference in resistance between
one end of the coil and the other, or between
one end and the tapping, would be too small
to measure with the simplest type of
equipment.

not act as a wave-trap when used in this
way it will be known that the wrong winding
has been chosen, and that the test should
be repeated on another winding. As each
terminal is " found " it should be marked
with a letter G or E, bearing in mind that
the G terminal is generally that connected to the top of the winding.

' Reaction-winding Connections

A Good Test

When there are only two windings it will
If there is still some doubt as to which of
the two windings is the grid winding a usually be the case that the second is for
simple test can be made by using the coil reaction, and the terminals can simply be
marked R. To find which of these should
go to the detector anode and whi~;Jh to the
reaction condenser, and then to earth, it will
be easiest to connect the coil in the receiver
and find which connections cause the set to
oscillate when the reaction condenser
(.0003-mfd. should be ample) is turned
toward maximum capacity. If oscillation is·
not produced, and signal strength is cut
down by advancing the reaction condenser,
it will be known that the connections to the
two terminals should be reversed.
In the case of a coil of the type represented by Fig. 3 there will probably be
three windings, although the reaction winding has been omitted for simplicity.. The
separate aerial winding can be treated in
the same manner as the reaction winding by
trying the effect of reversing the aerial and
Fig. 5.-Connections for a typical H.F. tram• · earth connections. It is not essential to
former.
use the grid-winding tapping (if provided),
as a wave-trap, as shown in Fig. 2. A but by connecting it to the grid (but leaving
.0005-mfd. variable condenser is wired in the tuning condenser connected to the top
parallel with the winding under test and end of the winding) tuning will be sharpep.ed.
Fig. 4 shows a coil similar in style to that
the tuned circuit so formed is. connected
between the aerial lead-in and the aerial .in Fig. 3, but in this case a three-point
terminal on the set. If it is actually the wave-change switch is used to short-circuit
grid winding which has been found, it a portion of both the aerial and grid windshould be possible to cut down the signal ings when working on the medium wavestrength on the set to a marked degree by band. There would probably be a reaction
turning the condenser of the improvised winding in addition to the two windings
wave-trap to one particular setting. This shown, but that -could be considered
test can be repeated on both wave-bands- separately.
turning the wave-change switch on the
wave-trap after turning that on the set and An H.F. Transformer
The coil shown in Fig. 5 is again similar ;
tuning in a strong signal on the other
in fact, it may be the same coil as that in
waveband.
Should it be found that the coil does Fig. 4, but t.his time it is shown used as an

H.F. transformer. Because of that, and
since the primary winding (which corresponds to the separate aerial winding)
carries H.T. current to the preceding H.F.
valve, a double-pole switch replaces the
three-point switch shown in Fig. 4. Here
again, there would generally be a reaction
winding, and there might also be a tapping
on the grid winding to give increased
selectivity.
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In many cases when. there are three
windings, the lower ends of all three are
joined together and to the earth terminal, as
shown in Fig. 4. This is inclined to make
the identification of the three windings more
difficult. Sinr,e the aerial and reaction
windings may be similar it might be possible
to interchange the· connections, and for
that reason it would be wise to try reversing
the leads to the points marked A and
R.C. in order to find which is better ; this
should be done while the coil is wired
in a set. The idea of using a flash-lamp bulb
and small dry battery mentioned in the
a1ticle on mains transformers will usually
serve to show which is the grid or tuning
winding, since this will have the highest
resistance-when the wave-change switch is
"open "-and will therefore cause the bulb
to give a dull glow, or even to go out.

=:;;::::;;::::;;;;~~;;:::::;;::;~~=s~t;.ru~c;tl;n;g~a~n~d~tth~e£,o~th~e;r!is~se~t~a~sl;d~eJ~~or~a~l~ec~~~u~re~by~a==~la~rige:,;nu~n;l~be;r~o~f~w~lr~e~le:ss~c~·o~n~'l~'o:n:el~lt~s~w~it~l~l'~"l~li~c~h~h:c~h;,'
member. T. R. Munro started off this term by giving presented us.
1

a lecture on "T.R.F. S.W. Battery Sets." Wailer
followed this, giving general hints on aerials and earths
to beginners, P.A. Shears lectured on" The Superhet,"
and J. B. c. Bennett on" A.V.C." R. L. Denyer, the
secretary, lectured on "Television."
.
'
Various members have promised to construct, or are
constructing, pieces of apparatus such as coil winders,
capaclty bridges and multi-valve testers, for the use of
the members.
·-·-----·
Club Reports .should not ~o:ceed 200 words ln length.
a11d shovld be rr.uived :PirBt Pod each Monday
m01ning {OJ' publication in the tolknofna u:eek's issue.

EASTBOURNE AND DISTRICT RADIO IOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : T. G. R. Dowsett, ,8, Grove Road, Eastbourne, Sussex.
T a recent meeting of the above societ~· Mr. 8. M.
Thorpe, A.M.I.R.E., gave a lecture entitled
" Radio Reminiscences."
First of all he told how everyone it~ the early days of
radio had to make their own components, i.e., condensers, inductances, etc. ; the many hours spent on
trying different mineral mixtures in coherers. Glldredge
Park and Beachy Head were brought Into the story.
of how when Mr. Thorpe and his friend tried transmitting and receiving experiments at these places with
most discouraging results, the Marcoul Co. were even
unsuccessful when they tried out experiments on
Beachy Head.
He told of the researches of various scientists such
as Castelli, Llimls, Charles Maxwell, and Oliver Lodge.
Next he explained the action of an electrolytic detector,
and how one was always trying different crystal and
catswhlsker combinations.
Different valves were explained, of which he had
some line examples, and a demonstration of other
materials was also given.

A

CHRIST'S HOSPITAL WIRELEBB SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : R. L.-J)enyer, Lamb B, Christ's Hospital,
Horsham, Sussex.
HIS term we have continued to meet twice a week,
as before. One evening is nevoted to set con-

T
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We wish to thank Mr. Quick, of Horsham, fOr the_
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The secretary would be pleased to correspoud with
any other school radio societies to exchange information
and ideas.
ASHTON-UNDER·LYNE AND DISTRICT AMATEUR
RADIO SOCIETY
H•••IIUirttn: 17a, Ohlham Uoad, .hhton-uncl<·rLyne.
MHiiRII: Wednesdays 7.:l0 p.ln .. and tiundays 2.30

HJ'n:"sic.: K. Gooding (G3PM), 7, Broadbent .-lxenuc,
Ashton-under-Lyne.

letters have been receiwd from membet'll
SRVERAL
with H.M. Forces, aud have IJeeu handed to

members for reply after they had been read at a recent

m'i~:S~~- H. Hattersley aml W. Taylor presented their

report regarding the proposed Soeial to be held on
August'(thattheclub-roomat7.30p.m. Aprogramme
for the evening was duly compiled, including demonstrations of superhet.s of similar construction by
various members, demonstration of an automatic turn~
table, demonstration of an automatic Morse sender, and
a Debate on " Regeneration v. Multi Stages in Superbets." It Is hoped that all local amateurs will rally
round and give the event their fUll Rllpport by taking
advantage of the opportunity to enjoy a large scale
post-war "rag-chew." Suitable refreshments will he
supplied during the evening at an Inclusive cost of ls.
per head. It is also hoped to feature a Morse Receiving
Contest with prizes.
/
ROBERT BLAIR RADIO SOCIETY
HIH11urten: L.C.C. Evening Institute, Blundell
Street, Islington, N. 7.
ESPITE many members being called up, the
society still continues to fUnction at the above
address. We are pleased to announce several of our
members have entered the Forces In the wireless field,
one particularly being accepted In the R.A.F. as
ground staff radio operator.
Untllfurthernotlcewearemeetingonlyon Thursday
eveuings from 7.30 to 9.30, aud Mr. C. T. Bird, our
new President, and Head of the Institute, wishes it
to join
be known
that anyone
welcome
or
the society
if they Is
wish
to do to
oo. pay us a viKit,

I D
I
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For The Beginner

What

IS

Impedance?

A Simple Explanation of the Term and How Many
Problems May be Solved from a Knowledge of it
AYE you oft.!"n wond!"rt'd why your
s!"t oseillates mor!" Pasily as you
I'l"dU<'t' the mpacity of tht> tuning
eond!"nser ? Or what is the purpose of
the H.F. ehoke conneet!"d in the anod!"
circuit of a det.f:'ctor valvE:' ? Or why th!'
" tone " of th!' set is altered by t•onneeting
a eondenser aeross tht> primary winding of a
low-frequency transformer ? Or why the
loudspeaker works best when it is propt>rly
" matcht>d " to the output valve ?
Ko doubt you have frequently askt'd
yourself the abow questions without being
able to supply a really satisfactory answer.
As a mattt•r of fa.et all thest' little proble-ms,
and manY more, ean easily be solvt'd if one
ha~ a passing acquaintance with the nwaning of a word whieh is used very oftl·n in
wii'I"lt'ss circle~ and y!"t of which many
people seem t<J ht' ·· scared." I n>fer to the
word ·· impeda.nee." Perhaps it does sound
rather t!"chnical, but it io quit!> harmless and
Pxhvmely useful.

H

Resistance and Impedance
You know what resistance is : it is the
opposition which certain mat!"rials offer t{)
the passage of electrical current. Impedance has a similar meaning, but iR
applied, not to direct currt'nt. such as one
may obtain from a battery, but to alt!"rnating or high-frequency current of the
kind which is used in a wirt'less set to
produce sounds in the loudspeaker. It is
measured, like resistance, in ohms.

Impedance of Condensers
Perhaps the simplest way to observe the
difference between resistance and impedance
is to consider for a moment an ordinary
fixed condenser of the kind connected
across the high-tension supply. It usually
has a capacity of about 2 microfarads. The
•·onden&•r has an infinite resist.auee to
direct current-else it would short-cireuit,
or take current out of, the battery. But
the purpose of that condenser is to allow
unwanted alternating or speech frequenC"ies
to leak away. It must, therefore, present a
low resistance-more correctly, impedance
-to them. It does, because its impedance
to frequencies of about 250 cycles per
second (that of the average female speaking
voice) is only about 300 ohms. At a frequency of 4,000 cycles per second (rather
higher than that of the top now of a piano),
it has an impedance of only 20 ohms. If
the same condenser were inserted in series
""ith the aeriallead>in, where the frequency
of the alt!"rnating currents which would
flow through it might be anything from
100,000 pycles upwards, its impedance
would be practically zero.
In considering the latter points we have
observed one simple but important fact. ;
namely, that the impedance of a condenser
varies with the frequency of the alternating currents passed through it-as the
frequency is increased the impedance
beC"omes less. Suppose we now think in
terms of a ''smaller" condenser, say, one
having a capacity of .0002 mfd. or 10,000
times less than that previously referrt'd to.
Its impedance at 250 cycles is approximat!"ly 3,000,000 ohms ; at 4,000 cycles it is
200,000 ohms and at 100,000 cycles it is still
ovE"r 5,000 ohms. But at 1,000,000 cycles
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lower wavelength (higher frequency), the
eapacity of C is reduced. What · does
this involve ? Well, in the first place the
impedanoe of C is increased, which is
equivalent to reducing the " load " on the
coil L, and besides this, the impedance of
L increasea due to the higher frequency.
As a result the impedance between the
points A and E becomes higher, so that
the signal voltages between these two
points are madP greater. ExprcssPd differently, the " efficiency" of the tuning
cirouit is enhanced, and because of this
the valve oscillat.es more readily.

p(·r 8{-eond (corresponding to a wavelE>ngth
of 3l"l m.). the same condenser offers an
impt>dmH't' of rather mort' than 700 ohms.
It ean now be set-u that the impedance of Why Use an H.F. Choke ?
a eondl'nser varies with its eapac·ity, 11nd
ut. us look at the second question:
with the frpquenC"y of the Purwnt passing " What is the purpose of the H.F. chok(·
through it. As a matter of faet the im- connect.ed in the anode circuit of a dct<-c-tor
perlanc·p iR aetuallr proportional to th!c' valve ? " /See Fig. 2.) The chokP has
product of the papac·ity and frl"queney and, to do three things. It has to present an
given thP YaluPS of the two latter faetors, easy path for the dirt'ct cufrt'nt flowing
Wt' can !c'asih- ralculatP th<" impPdaiwe of from tit!' H.T. batt.ery to the anode of the
any ec>rtd!c'n8c·r from 'thP fin·mula : Iru- valws: to allow low-frequency (or audio1,000,000
fivquency) current to pass from the
pedanee (in ohms)c= - - - - . \\here :r i~ detl'ctor to the L.F. valve and to prevent
2:r :-.: f : c
high (or signal) frequencies from getting
3.14. f i-; tlw ft-.:·qnPtw~· and (' tlw c·apacity into thP L.P. amplifier. The first two tasks
in microtimuls.
Hmwn•t·, \\l' nel'd not arc ea,;y and could be performed by a.
worrv onr~Plv<·~ with mathematies at the straight piece of wire, but the third tends
·
Jll<'~<'nt time. but the formula to complicat!" mattt"rs. Let us think for
iK givPH jn~t to eonsolidah•, as a momPnt. · We saw that a. coil of wi:t"C"--it wen·, our dcdudiuus.
and that is all a dwke really is-has less
impedance to low than to high frequem•ies.
Impedance of Coils and "'ell.
then, if a suitable size of coil is
Chokes
chosen it will have a fairly low impedance
And now supJ)()St' Wf' considc>r to audio-frequencies below 6,000 cycles
the impedanc·e of different kinds or so. and a eomparatively high one t.o
of coik A piPee signal frequencies ranging from 100,000
of 24 gauge wire eyc·les upwards.
·
43. yards long:
Mv de~irP to enter into mathematics at
has a resistam•e thiH ·point i~ no greater than yours, so I
(to D.C.) of 3 will merelv state the results of calculations
ohms and its in res)lt'Pt 'to a choke of average ready-made
impedance t o type having a specified inductance (which
A.C. is not we ean take as being a measure of the
greatly differ- number a.nd diamet!"r of turns) of 100,000
Fig. 1. - A e n t , provided miero-hemieB. The impedance of such a
typical tuning thl' wire is kept choke to ft'!'qut'neies of the order of 6,000
circuit. As in one straight cve!P~ i~ about 4.000 ohms, whilst it.<:~
line. But if it is impedanec at 000.000 cycles (500 metres)
t~ capacity o/ C is reduced
a smaller "load" is placed wound into a is very nearly 400,000 ohms. Speaking
on L, so that the impedance coil of, say, 220 comparatively. then, the choke will pas8
between points A and E turns l;lin. the lower frequency a hundred times more
diameter - this easil~ than the higher one and, therefore,
becomes greater.
would actually it will sat.istactorily fulfil its required
be a tuning coil purpose. As rt'gards the choke's resistance
for the long waveband-it would offer to dir!"ct emrent, this can be ignored, as
an impedance of 5 ohms to currents it will onlv amount to something like
at lOO cycles per second or of 4,000 200 ohms. · In addition to the choke, a
ohms at 200,000 cycles. Kow suppose condenser iR sometimes used to assist in
we were to fit an iron core int{) the the separation of high and low frequencies
coil, its impedance would go up to over and is conneet!"d in the position marked C
lOO ohms a.t·lOO cycles. And so we could go in Fig. 2. In so far as H.F. is concerned.
on making compariS{)nS, but there is no the choke acts as a "rejector," but the
need for this, since we have found that the condenser is an" acceptor." The meaning
impedance of a coil increases with a rise in of these rerms is almost too obvious to
frequency-just the opposire to that of a. requir!" explanation, since it is clear that
condenser. We can a}s{) see why an iron
(COitlinwd on '""'' fNp),
core is used in coils which have to
deal with low frequencies, smoothing and L.F. chokes for example ;
it is to secure the necessary impedance at low frequencies.

1

Question Number
One
Having arrived at
these conclusions, some
of the questions stated
in the opening paragraph
are t' as i l y answered.
Starting with the first
H.Tone: the aerial tuning - ...----6----~------------e---.
circuit consists of a coil
Fig. 2.-T~ anode circuit of a detector valve w~re high and low
and condenser connecred
frequencies have tq be separated. T~ H.F. cJwlr.e PfBSU the low
in parallel as shown in
.
freqilendes and condenser C the high frequtncies.
l<'ig. l. To tune to a
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WHAT IS IMPEDANCE?
(Continutd from preyiou• page),

the condenser is to allow the high frequencies
to leak away to earth, whilst the choke
prevents their passage through it.
We can appreciate that the object of
lhe condenser is just the reverse of that
of the choke ; it must have a low impedance
to high frequencies and a high impedance
to low frequencies. · Again, however, the
imvedancc in each case must be considered
on a comparative basis. but since we
established a " standard '' of impedance
f(n· the choke we can work on ·the same ·
figures. \Ve must not consider the choke
alone, though, because this is only a part
of · the detector anode circuit·, and the
L.F. currents have to pass through both
this component and the primary winding
of the low-frequency transformer. The·
latter will probably have an impedance of
100,000 ohms at 6,000 cycles, so this must
be added to that of the choke. In other
words, .the total impedance to L.F. currents
is 104,000 ohms.
.
· It is evident, thcu, that the condenser
mJist havean impedance of not less than
104;000 ohms at 6,000 cycles, or else it
wilt ~·draw off_',' some of the L.F. as well
as the H.F. Using the formula previously
~iveri; it is an easy matter to firid that a
.0003. mfd. condenser has an iinpedance
of round about 100,000 ohms at 6,000 cydcs,
and so. we know that this is the highest
capacity that should be used under normal
circumstances. As its impedance at 600,000
eycles is less than lOO ohms, it will provide
an easy path for currents of such a
t'rcq uency.

Tone Control
What would ha.ppen if the capacity of
t.his condenser were increased ? As we
have seen, it would" rob" the transformer,
:tnd hence the L.F. amplifier. of some of
its audio currents. The a,cttml amount of
<mrrent it would take would naturally
depend upon its exact mpacity and upon
the frequency. For example, if the
condenser had a capacity of, say, .01 mfd.,
itl'l impedance at 6,000 cyeles would he
only about 2,500 ohms, so it would take
away nearly all the audio current at such a
1i-equency. But at 300 r·yeles its impedance
would he about 50,000 ohms, whilst that
of the transformer would probably he a
good deal less, so that practically the whole
of the current would pass through the
transformer. From this expla,nation it
will be seen that the condenser could he
used as a tone control to give a cut-off to
the higher notes, and by properly choosing
its capacity any desired amount of highnote attenuation could he obtained. It
will readily be appt-eciated that the condenser
may he connect,ed in the position shown in
Fig. 2 or directly across the transformer
primary winding-its function would he
precisely the same in either case.
If it were desired to obtain a gradual
vat·iation in tone whilst the set were in
use, it would be necessary to have a, means
of varying thP impedance of the condenser.
Obviously a variable condenser would
serve the pur!~)se, but one having a capacity
oo high as that, required would be both
cumbersome and expensive.
A much
easier solution. then, is to connect the
condenser in series with a variable resistance
as shown in Fig. 3. By altering the setting
of the latter com}IOnent the impt>dance
between points A and B could be adjusted
to any required figure, since a variation in
resist,ance is equivalent to a change in
capacity. In practice•, a tone cQntrol of
the type just rderred to is not generally
· uKcd in the IJOsition· Bho"·n, but is connected
aeroBs the sneaker 'termiiials as indieated

in Fig. 4. Its purpose is to counteract
emphasis given to the higher notes by a
pentode valve.
In an arrangement such as this the most
suitable capacity for the condenser must
be based on the -loudHpeaker impedanc-e, .
with which it is in parallel. Thus if the
speaker ·were of 15,000 ohms at 6,500
cycles the most convenient impedance
would probably be about one-third as much
at the same frequency. A suitable capacity
would be .005 mfd. and if it were used in
conjunction with a lU,OOO ohms variable
resistance a variation of from 5,000 to
15,000 ohms would he possible. , It is
ob'\iious that , the proper values for the
condenser and resistance we have just
considered would he .quite different if the
loudspeaker impedance were, say, 20,000.
ohms. In the same way, if a moving-coil
speaker of only 5 ohms impedance (1111
average value) were fed through an outpi1t
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former's im]X'dancc becomes much too
small at low audio-frequencies-below,
say, 500 cycles.
As to the ·input. (grid-filament) impedance of a valve, this is always high in a
lm1·-frequency valve ..which .is not. pasHing
grid CUIT<ent. Consequently, if we arc
Jlroperly to !\latch this to tht' anode circuit
impedance of the preceding valve a step-UIJ
L.F. transformer is Pmployed. :For best
n•sults the ratio bet"·ecn secondary and
primary Bhould be the same as the pro-·
portion hetwPen the grid circuit and
prPc('ding anode c·ircuit. impedances. In.
the c·ase. of a Class .. R" '·alvP, the c>on- ,
ditions are exaf'tly rPwrsPd. ~ince this
valvl' passc•s grid ~urrent, its grid-filament
impedan('e is lower than thl' anode im-.
pedane<e of the " drivPr" valve ; IH•Jwe a .
stc•p-dmn1 transformer must be employed.
You know that a 1 : 1 ratio coupling (a
tuned-grid circuit) is generally uRed
. bPtwec•n an ~.G. and
detc•ctor va,lve. The.
reason is now fairly
obvious; an S.G. valve.
H:T.+'' has a high anode impe- ·
dance, and the detector·
has a (comp<tratin·ly)
low g r i tl impeda.nce ·
since it passps a small
amount of grid enrrcnt..
In pradic·p the two.
iiilpPdancPs are .iust
aboutl'qual,and tlwrefore neither a step-up
nor stc·p- down effect
H_:r:.,..-. i;.; required between
them.

....______. .;. _____..,__

------<~~--_

Fig. 3.-A simple /one•control circuit.
If the impedance of the
suies condenser and resistance is made less than that of the transformer primary at any frequency, all sounds at that frequency will
be reduced in intensity.

Matching the Aerial
Circuit

\\'e now come to a
tranKfm·mer, the colldenser-resistance eom- Jloint which is n·ry fn'qut>ntly n<egiPett>dbination would have no effect if it Wl·rc the mat<'l1ing of the aerial tuning circuit to
t.'OnnPctcd dirPetly across the speab•r the• g1·id eil'c·[Jit impedance of the first valve.
termina Is. 'The mlue.~ must be clto/5€'11· in You kno11· that the ordinary ae>rial-earthsysm~ptcl to the circuit in which they fire to
tPm is aetuall~· a. c·mule11ser. and its eapaeity
be usn/. As a matter of fact. a condenHl'r may be anything from .0001 mfd. to .001
of 75 mfd. would be required to be eon- mfi:l. \\'c• havt> also KePn that a condenser has
nt>ctcd b.. t,n•en the actual loudspeaker impedam·c•. so that if a largP capacity Wt're
tPrminals to procluee thle same effect as the joim·d bet lll'C'n the l'nds of the at·rial
.oo;; mfil. comvmwnt 1t.et·oss the primary of tuning eoil it woulcl have the same effect
the output transformer.
as n n;sistmlC'c eomwc-ted between the same
points. Thus, no matter how "good" the
('Oil was, its eflicicney ,muld seriously he
Matching Impedances
impaired and it
So far we have considered the impedances
would not match
HT+
of condensers and induetances in a comthe «rid- filaparative way, so now we can study the
lllP.JJt i~npP(htnce
question of ·• rnatc-hing" impedances. In
of the valve it
any l'l'C'Piver the most imlJOrtant !JOints
LS
fed.
where matching must bt' attended to are the
output and input circuits of the valws.
The Series
The ano.de circuit impedance must he
Aerial Conmatched "'o the impedance between the
denser
filanwnt and anode of the preceding ''alw,
You can see
and to the impedance between filament and
PEN rODE now why selecgrid of the following one.
tivity may be
improved by
Output and Input Impedances
connecting a
To ohta in the maximum output from any
eo n de n se r in
valn· the impedance in its anode einmit
series with the
must be at least C(tual to that between its
;---~----H..;.T.•.- aeriallcad-in.
It acts ·as a
filanwnt and anode (stated on the Instruc- ..
tion Khcet as " Anode Impedance "). In Fig. 4. - The arrange1111!nt scriesimpedance
praetiee it is found hest to make the former used to counteract the high• -you can conl'qual. to twice th~, latter a~ aumge f~e note emphasis given by a sider it as a re<tncncies. I say
average ' frequenCies pentode. The impedance of sistance if you
because, as we have seen, the impedance of ·C and R must be less than like-and so
a coil or transformer varies enormously that of the speaker at higher increases the
with the frequency of currents passing
resistance in
audio frequencies.
through it. \Ve are now able to see why
parallel with the
a c-heap transformer does not do justice to coil. There are many other wireless prQlow notes : due to the small amount of iron blems that can he solved hy applying the
u~ed in the core and the comparatively ft'W principles of impedance, but I will leave
t urnl'l on its primary winding the trans- them for you to think out vourself.-R. E.

_[
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Practiical Hi1llts
Variable Aerial Series Condenser

T
can be obtained from the junk box.
They are : a screwed rod, about 2!in. lnn:.r.

HE parts needed for this condensn

_,
I

a knob, two metal plates cut from a pir·t·t'
of tiuplate, or better still, from spring~·
sheet- brass, a strip of ebonite, fin. Lr .[in.

friUrnovGi"'oF¥oiiRTtlI

I
.I
I

Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRE.
LESS" must have originated some little dodge
which would interest other readers. Why
not pass it on.to us? We pay £1-10-0 for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item
published on this page we will pay balf-aguinea. Turn that idea of yCIIUr& to account by
sending it in to uo addreased to the Editor,
"PRACTICALWIRELESS," George Newnes,
Ltd., T-er House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Plea.e note that every notion
Milt in must be original.
Mark envelopes
" Practical Hints."
DO NOT enclooe
Querieo with your hinto.

1......

j
~

I
I
I
I

has a two-wav

~1\-ikh.

the:

necL·~~'"'I"-

lead~ being inserted in its h•a(h-.

t,., '.

\\'it!. t h-.·
help of the accompanying illnstmt iun>'. th·:

apparatus may be ea.~ily •·on~truded.
On the front panel or'tlw box the "-1<-.-t<>r
~witch is plaePd. and al~o the terminals ior
(·arphonc connc<::tious. The tr·st kud~

J

~~~.-..._..~.-..-.........:~.._..

II

--~,_..~~.-~-~-~~~

i

SPECIAL NOTICE

All hints must be accompanied by the
coupon cut from page 444.
t_,._..,~~~.-c-..._...,_.. _ _,,_,.,..1

I

The drawing explains how D) mark them
a-ccording to their values.
The black cotton cursor is moved along
the table according to the position of the
meh·r pointer when it is in use. The

A novel variable aerial series condenser.

cross-section, and some cardboard for
making S)laeing washers. The part-s are
a-ssembled as shown in the diagram, and
the nuts and bolts are screwed very tight.
The central fixing screw is also screwt>d
up tightly. The screwt>d rod must be
threaded through a hole in the· panel
which is ma1le a bit too small for it to push
through. If there is a fear of cracking
the panel, which, of course, must be of
instflating material, a special bush with
the rod threaded through it ean be
screwed into 11 hole made in the panel.
When the knob is turned the rod is screwed
in _or out, and thus the' -condenser ea.n be
adjusted for maximum sensitivity, or for
removing
dcad-spots.-J.
0REASLEY
(Freshfield, Lanes).

protrude through a ~in. hok-. The batt(·r·.v
is 1•laeed in the box, and the leads are
soldered to the prongs. A hinged door
may be litted at the baek for replaein!! the
battery.
'rhe. apparatus wiU be of great s.·rTice
for continuity, and insulating tests, l'le.J. HILr, (Ruislip Manor}.

A Concealed Indoor Aerial
EADING the article " Why Use an
R
Aerial ? " in a recent issue of
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, I have found thi:i
simply-constructed indoor aerial very handy.
It should appeal to those who object to the
loose stringing of wire around the room.
and who are at the same time interested
in listening only to local stations. All
that is needed is a piece of corrugat<"d
cardboard, and a length of flexible \1 ire.
The flexible wire is then wrapped around
the eardboard, as shown in the drawing,
whieh can then be slipood under the set.
and concealed bv a table mat. In most
cases this pick-up-will be fmmd adequate.-·
E. L. DAVIES (Llanrwst).

Novel Multi-meter Table
HE accompanying table provides a
rapid method for reading correctly
T
· the various ranges of a mufti-metjer such
as the Twelve-range Test-meter published
in PRACTICAL WIRELESS, June 29th, 1940.
To make the table obtain two sheets of
graph paper and a sheet of very stiff
cardboard, size lOin. by Sin. Glue the
sheets of paper to either side of the cardboard. The scale of the meter is copied
. on to the top and bottom of both sides
of the table as shown in the drawing, and
between these scales are calculated the
scales of the various ranges of the muUimeter, on one side of the table volts,
and on the other side milliamps.
The calculation of the various range.~ is
easy because after the horizontal lines
have been drawn it is already divided into
tenths by the pale blue vertical lines of the
graph paper. All of these lines are marked
one-tenth of an inch from the horizontal
lines, and every second line is made twotenths long : at everv inch three-tenths.

A rapid method o/ reading multi-meter ranges.
teading of the same range as that to whieh
the meter is switched to is, of course, the
reading required.-A. TEAOLE (Badminton) .

Simple Test Equipment
.ECENTLY I had a little trouble with a
R
two-valve battery receiver I had
built, and, not having any multi-range test
equipment handy, I devised the following
simple but efficient testing instrument.
First I obtained the necessary cemponent.s,
consisting of a lamp, lampholder, two-way
switch, 2 crocodile clips, 2 terminals,
1 cycle lamp battery, l pair of earphones,
and a small wooden box measuring 4in. by
2in. by 3}in. The lamp and 'phones are
placed in parallel with the battery, which

A neat and easily· contructed concealed
i!lbor aerial.
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Constructional Details of
avoiding haml-vapacity efi'ects, and standard
values of g1 icl lr1tk and condens('r are
employed. The dl'tector anorle circuit is
(lecmwled and at this point it will be seen
that an altenmtiYe 'phone l'ireuit is provided. \Vhen searching for weak stations...
it is often found that hmdphonPs are very
desirable, but if conneetcd in the output
stage distn'KS is cau~ed when a loud signal
is passed. H~· c-utting out the output stage,
however, this trouble may be overcome, and
when a suitable signal is tuned-in it may be
transien:ed to the loudspeaker, or made
louder in the 'phones by addition of the
output stage. As an economy step in this
connection the L.F. volumP control is speeified to include an on/oft' switch, and this
is wired in the filament circuit oft.he output
valve. Thus, when the volume is turned
to minimum the switch is brought into
cjrcuit and the output stage is rendered
inoperative, when the 'phones may be
connected in the detector stage. The
remaining valve11 are, of course, switched
off by the usual on/off switch. The 'phones
are filter-fed, URIDg the L.F. transformer

I
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i
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I
I
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A rear mew o/ the msembled
receiver showing the aerial series condenser located in an easily accessible spot.

S

HORT-WAVE apparatus is generally
eharacterised by elaborate metal
chassis, screens and complicated layouts, for-which reason many experimenters
are not taking advantage of the enjoyment
of shoi't-v/ave - \Vorli, · thinking that it
is complicateu or beyonu their ability.
Actually; of course, this impression is
erroneous, and apart from the fact that
tuning is slightly more critical and thus has
to be ea rried. out more carefully, t!J('re is
nothing out of the ordil'lary in short-wave
work. To prove .that efficient short-wave
apparatus may be made, even by the
beginner; without elaborate screening or
similar devices, the Short-wave Three has
been designed and· is illustrated · and
described here. It will be seen that the
set. is con;lpact ithe chassis is only 8in. by
7in. in size); tlie layout is quite ordinary,
mid the receiver is no more uifficult to build
than a -sbt!1dard broadcast receiver. Shortwave components must, of course, be used
as the perform11-nce of the short-wave signals
is a little different from the normal currents
experiPriced on-broadcast frequencies. Insulation is one of the most important properti<'S in short-wave work, and accordingly
only the ·b,'st quality coil ami valwhold<>rs
are speeilicu .. Cemmic insulation is <'Hlflloyed in all but 'one of these, the remaining
six: pin eoH: holder not at the moment being
available in this material. A special highefficiency material is, nevertheless, usted in
the Eddystone compm]ent spePified, and
this will be found perfectly satisfactory.

The Circuit
The remaining components, namely
tuning condensers· arid choke, arc also of
the special short-wi\ve· type, whilst fixed
rcsistances, condensers a.nd the tm.nsformcr
arc of standard type. The Pircuit will
show that the anangcment of H. F.,
det{)etor and output st.ages is employed,

transformCI' eoupling being used in the
tuned eircuits. On the aerial side a.n a.irdielectJ:ic pre-set Pon<lPnser will take eare
of- aerial ·li,ading,' and " -standard four-pin
plug-in Poil is used' to' feed the grid circuit
of the H.V. pPntode valve. This is of the
" straight " type, with afloating H.T. lead
for the tiereen so that maximum effiei<'JH'Y
may be obtained by using the most suitable
H.T. voltage ori the screen. The next eoil
unit is of'the six:pin type. having primary
ami-reaction wlndin·gs. The reaction ~ircuit
is armn~;ed with the moving vanes of the
reaction . condenser earth ell direct, thus
r~~-~~-~~~~~-~~-~~-~~-~~.~---~~---~-~,_,

I
~

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR
SHORT-WAVE THREE

1

1

f
If'r,oSpectal,
.OO~ll5 ,:nfd.
tuning con.~n~ers, Short-wave,=
Cat. No. 2,043 (J.B. ).
·
I_OneCat..0003
infd. reaCtion conderiser, "Dilecon." I
No. 2,094 '(J.B. ). '
'
. :
-

I.T~re.e
ceramic.v.alv~h~lders (Eddystone):
1
One 4·pin,-type·t,073. .
:
•

t
=' . _One
type I,Q74.
. .
.
7-pin, type
·
1.
I OrieOne·4:pln
coilliolder, type 949 (Eddystone),
One 6-pin cojl ~older, type 969 (Eddystone).
1
I_Onetype J (Dubilier), volume control with switch,
i
I_One L.F. transfonner," Niclet ... ·5/1 (Varloy), · I!
I
~-p.in,

1,07~.

2~0,000-ohm.

Three two-socket terminal strips. A, E and
_ 'phones. (See tex!). (Bulgin). .
One H.F. choke, type H.F.3 (three-point)(Bulgin).
_One. push-pull. switch, type S.36 (Bulgin).
Five fixed con.dens.,rs_ tlljtbilier ).
One .0001 mfd., type 4601/S.
Two .I mfd, type 4603/S
- One .00~ mfd, type 4601/S.
:One 2'mfd, type 30).6,: • .
.
(One .Iit)fd, type
Three fixed resistance& (Bulein) :
= One 15,000 ohm 1-w.att type,
One 50,000..ohm !-watt type,
- 0..,- 3-m.ei!Ohm l;1tlatt type. . ;
'oa.X~i.·setc~nden~er! so. ~fd. Cat. No. 2,144

f
f

t

II

4603/S-se~text).

f

f_One
One Z21, one L2l0, one PT2 valve (Osram).
pair 4,000-ohm headphone9 (Ericsson).

I Set of 4- and 6•pin plug·in coils (Eddystone
).
=Chas~is, "'ire, screws, etc.
'

1
-

1
1
t·
I
I
t
t
1
!
j

ll-11-11-tl_l_ll_l_l~ll-fl-.11-1~1~

For those who like to examine the theoretical c
they require. Note the

primary as an L.F. choke. An H. F. ~topper
is ineluded in the output grid circuit to
ensure stable working, whilst a by-pass
condenser from the anode of the output
valve will help to prevent " head capacity"
effects.

.,

Construction
The chassis will have to be home-made,
ordinary plywood serving quite well. The
size, as ah-eady mentioned, is 8in. by 7in~.
with runners 2!in. deep. A panel may also
be cut, . although in the· origi.ital model
brackets were used for mounting the parts in
order that a more detailed illustration could
be obtained without obscuring any of the
parts or wiring, FurthC!more, it will be seen
from the illustJ'ation on our cov<·r thatsim pie
dials have· been fitted: I!'or short:wave·work
it is generally desirable to use slow-motion
drives, and there is a variety of these from
which to ehoose. The drive will nPePssitate

~~~-~~~-~~-~~-~J-ll-ll-11- 1 1-ll-l•-ll-tl-•-•l-11-l--l-ll-ll-II-II-I-II-IJ-II-II~~~_.-,_. 11 -Il.-.cl-l--l..-l-\l-l ,_,,_1~. . .1
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>RT-WAVE THREE
Simple Short-Wave Receiver for the Beginner

Q

that t!H' e<;mknsPrs:ln' mmmtPdon bra.ekets,
but. thPR<' \\·ill ha,.,, to be plarr,rl h;wk from
the front. Pdge of tlw chassis in ordt'l' to
aecommodatP the rlrin'. and this mav
mean that the two eoilholders 1rill nls;>
havt• to lw pushed mor<' to the rear. ThPre
is, howPvt>r. no otlwr top of Phassis Pomponent whi('h will Jll't'V!'nt this and thPre
is thi.ts suffieient latitndP for any typ<' of
driw to suit individual pn'ferenC'e. If a
nlC'tal parwl is nsrd to provide serePning
no preeautious need be takt'n regardinuinsulation of the panel-mounte(f corn:
pont>nt~. 'fhe moving vanes of both tuning
and the reaction co11denser are intended to
be earthed and thus they could be clamped
to the panel. The push-pull switeh is a-lso
on the earth-line and thus this is in order.
The volume control whic·h is specified has
a " dead " spindle and thereto re this is
~!so in order. If, howevPr, any departure
ts made from the specification this y>oint
must be wakhPd as certain ,·olume Pontrols
are supplit>d in which tht• spindle is "live"
to the moving arm, and this will mean that
if such' a eomponent is used and mounted
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casing, and if the control is mounted before
hl'ing wired it mny be found impossible to
,;older (.]Je leads tu the ,;witeh. Thl'Y nHtY.
of l'Onrse, he soldPred on to the 'swit~h
hefon· this is mounted. or alt<'matin'lY tlw
tran"fmmer mav be ld't off until the ":irinoto the switeh h;is bet>n eompll'tPcl.
~
Ea.Ph eonstmetor will, no doubt, have his
own idt>as as to wiring, but when difficultv
is experienced due to inaccessibility, it i's
not a diffi('ult nuttter to remove tt part to
facilitate tltP \mrk. However. in this
partieular reeeiwr, it will be found thnt it
is preferable to lt>;we all pand pa.rts until
tht> last possiblP moment, wiring valveholders, fixed resistors and eondPnser~, as
they are needed. and finally connecting up
the tuning eondensers, volume cont-rol,
reaction condenser and switch. 'York
through the circuit-, marking oli' all leads as
they are put in.

Testing the Receiver
When the set is completed there are two
alternative courses available.
:Firstly,
batterit>s mav be connected, withottt the
valves pluggP~l in. ami all voltages carefnllv
measured. ·I r ,.,·prything is iound in m·dci·,

then valves may be inserted ami c·nrrent
takPn at e;ich point. Tlwn the a!'rial
may be conm'd<'<l'aml"signab s<·an·hPd for.
The other method i,; nwxd.v to dl(•ek that
tht>re is no H.T.-L.T. short-circuit, <1nd
then to inst'rt the valves and eomnH'IlL'P bv
<ignal-searehing.
There should bt> n~
ditlicnlty in this; using the 'phon<'~ in the
detector stage for Iireferenee, aml with the
aerittl pre-set condenser adjush·d Ho that
the \'anes' are completely intermeshed.
Both condenser dials should be t mned
togPthPr, keeping them balanced as twarly
aK posHible. The aerial condenser will be
found slightly flatter in tuning t ban the
intervalve condei1ser. and a Hcareh round
the dial on the 20-metre band should
enable you to locate some <·omm<;n·ial transmitters. In the event 'of your b<·iJw unable
to find any signal, the· reacti(m~ eontrol
should be advanced so that th<'re is a
rushing noise in tl).e 'phones. Stop just
short of the point where a whistle or howl
is heard;· and then search through the dial.
If this is unproductive of signals it would
tend to indicate some fault in the wiring,
although it must be· remembered that on
certain . s signals cannot be heard at
cert\tin
of the· day or night. As a
guide w
ori · the next page some of
the statio which youshould hear on the
popular bands, but owing to the present
conditions arising from the war, it may be
found that these are not giving scheduled
broadcasts.
lt'Hts

(Continued on. ~txl poge.

Ph ant-s

9

.i
ircuil this diagram will give them all the details
alternative 'phone circuit.

',,
'

on a metal panel without insulating bnslws
the grid of the output valve will be earthed
and no signals will be obtained.
Holes for the three valveho!ders are
drilled on the centre line, lin. diameter
holes being used for the fom- and
five-pin holders, and a l!in. hole for the
seven-pin holder. The two coil holders
are next screwed down in their respective
positions, and on the underside the
choke and transformer are screwed into
position; after which wiring may be commenced. . The wiring diagram is drawn to
scale and therefore exact positions may be
marked off from this. Some constructol'B
prefer to assemble a complete receiver
beti>re undertaking whiag, but this is not
always the best plan o\ving to the diffieulty
• of obta.it1ing access tD certain parts. ' For
instance, the contacts on the switch section
of the combined volume control and switch
will be found very close to the transformer

PltJn view of the undmiJe

o/ tk chassis, showing tk utJCI location of parts wu1 the
associated wiring,
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THE SHORT-WAVE THRBE
(Continued from pre~iom page.)
~~~>~J.-..c~~~~~..-.c~l~l~~

-,

Metres

,

41.32 Lisbon (Portugal)

41.32 B.B.C.
II 41.34
· Tokio (Japan)
41.49 B.B.C.
_ 44.94 Radio Nations (Switzerland)
I- 48.86
48.47 Schenectady (U.S.A.)
Pittsburgh (U.S.A.)
-~

I
I-

49.10
49.59
49.67
49.75
50.00

B.B.C.
B.B.C.
Boston (U.S.A.)
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)

II
30·40 metre Band
IMetres
30.96 B.B.C.
31.25 Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
I-, 31.25
B.B.C.
_ 31.28
31.35
31.41
i11.48
31.48
31.70
J2.12
~9.89

f

II
II

Sydney (Austealia)
Pittsburgh (U.S.A.)
Schenectady (U.S.A.)
Tokio (Japan)
Schenectady (U.S.A.)
Ankara (Turkey)
Radio Nations (Sw,iuerland)
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)

WIRING DIAGRAM OF THE S.W. THREE

j

40-50 ._.etre Band

CSW8 - -~
GSU
JBW
~
GSW
:
HBQ
WGEO ~WPIT
GSL
GSA
-,WRUL
RW96
RNE
_

l

I
j

GRX
RAL
GRY
VK2ME
WPIT
WGEA
JZI
WGEO j
TAP
HBL
RKI
~

e

I

~~20~30metre.Band .
I
I ;!().64
Radio Nations (Switzerlaad . ,.:.
J
I
25.00 Mosq>w (U.S.S.R.)
. . NE
Ch-.killl (Chllla)
. XGOY I
I"I p~i
25.27 Pitubnr,h (U.S.A.)
WPIT I
25.29 B.B.C.
GSE
_
25.38 B.B.C.
GSM
I
I 25.45 Boston (U.S.A.)
WRUL ,125.58
25.53 B.B.C.
GSD
Booto11 (U.S.A.)
WRUL I
I 26.31 Radio Nations (Swi-laacl) HBO
I
16-20 metre Band
I
- Metre•
16.85 B.B.C.
16.86
16.87
16.87
19.47
19.57
19.60
19.66
19.67
19.72
19.74
19.74
19.76
19.76
19.82
19.83
19.95

B.B.C.
Bound ..... (U.S.A.)
PittobatJJh (U.S.A.)
MOIC8W (U.S.s.R.)
Schellectady (U.S.A.)

B.B.C.
B.B.C.
Bosto11 (U.S.A.)
Pitubnr,h (U.s.A.>
Allkara (Turkey)
Ch-.ki111r (China)
B.B.C.
Mo8cow (U.S.S.R.)
B.B.C.
Bo-n (U.S.A.)
Mooc:ow (U.S.S.R.)

.l~~~~~t-.:~ ......

GSV
GSG

I
I
I
GSP
GSI
I
WltUL
WfiT 1
TAQ
I
XGOX
GSO
I
RW96
GSF
I
WRUL I
RKI
.J
WNBI

WPIT
RW96
WGEA

..-.c.-ct.-.f .....

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ALL
READERS OF" PRACTICAL WIRELESS" WHO MAY BE LEAVING
THEIR PRESENT ADDRESS.
If YOII are movln1 from JOUr
present address Into another dlitrict
it Is most Important_ 'to pl&c. an
order with your newsa,.m: as 100ft
as possible after arrival. By this
means the copy cancelled at yqur
old address will be made available
In your new district, and you will be
able to contln- reading " Practical
Wireless" without Interruption.
Please ·remember to order from
your
_Hc:ause owing to
the paper lhortaaoe he cannot supply without your lnstructfons In
adnnce.

.....,....t

~~~
~·~~~-'
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ROUND THE WORLD
.Qf WIRELESS
.School Broadcasting in 1940-41

Frequency Modulation

ETAILS of the year's programme of
broadcasting for ichools starting on
September !Jth next are now available.
The Central and· Scottish Councils for
Hchool Broadcasting are pursutng the poliey
of keeping as elose to norma.! school broarlt'asting as is consistent with war conditions.
Uopies- of the year's programme may be
obtained on receipt of a ld. stamp from the
Secretary. · Ccntral Council for School
Broadcasting, lj;· Duchess Street, London;
\V.l. Hitioe the Government evacuation
Heheme of last :-leptember, touch has been
lost with many sehools and all are s~cially
aHkPd to register with the Central or
1-kottish Coun-cils.

H ESIDENT SHI£1'P
PAHD of the Yankee
Xetwork. spPaking recently

D

The Candler System
T is with regret that we announce the
dmth of :Mr. Waiter H. Canrller, the
originator · of the Candler System and
timn(ki· <if t hC' Candler Syskm Company.
Mr. Cawller hai< planned fot a continuation
of his \I'OJ'k by training and l>rPparing
thomughly <ltmlified succes~or~. and in
this country no alteration is l)('ing made
with regard to the -W~~9n office, wh,ich
remains at 121, Kingsway, W.C.2. E41l
details oft his system of code training may
be obtained from that address.

I

for F:\1. Broadcasters, Inc.,
said that the investment ·
of the Yankee network
in frequency - modulation
Pxperiments to date was
~250.000.
He urged · an
in .. n·aHe of power limits
from 1 to 50 kW.

Car Radios
EVEHAL firms arf\ now
taking up t.lw tpll'stion
of l'onverHinn of <·ar-rad io
n•<·ein•rs f(Jl" indoo1- use.
In some eaHt·s a small mai11s
unit i~ being fitted, witibt
in others eompktP ·nmins
~eetions, inc·lnding n·eti rying
valves, are bdng used. ln
many models it is neet•ssary
to exchange the I o u dspeakt'r fiu· :1 perma.nentmagtJPt. motkl ot· to rewind
the fil'id to:~ high re.;iHbmce.

S

Young apprentices are being /rained as mechanics at an R.A.F
station "somewhere in the Midlands." Most of the boys are
recruited at the age of 15! years, and they serve an apprenticeship o/ three years.

H. F. Apparatus

I

Sir Edward Wilshaw

T is now necessary fc;>r all persons using
T is ann<JU!H'ed that Sir Edwanl \Vilshaw,
diathermy, clectro-therapy, eddy -current
of Cables and Wirele~s has
heating or Bimilar apparatus, inclmling beenehairman
honoured by His Majesty the King of
Circuit Date
H.F. furnaceR, test oscillators . or other Greeee.
The Cross of the Grand Officer of
OST manufaeturerR supply circuit and H.F. equipment, to notify the authorities the Royal Order of George I has been
Enemy aliens are awarded to him in connection with the
data shePts of their prodn!'tg for the of such apparatus.
use of servieemen and others. l\lost prohibited from possessing any such develop•ment of Greek communications.
Certain
important dPtails are found on these sheets, equipment without a permit.
but the Radio Corporation of America test equipment whieh eomes undt·r thi"
heading
is
exempt
but
fuller
dPtails
may
recentlv introduced an innovation in the
U.S.A. Sales
circuit ·diagram, wherein they now indiea•e be obtained on application to the ncan•st.
the stage by stage gain values. In view of police station.
T is stat<·d that during 1930 the sales of
the inn~·asing use of the Signal Trace
radio rceeivers in the United States
testing d~viee this additional mate1·ial ~-ill
Ie<whed the figure of 10,500,000. M01-e
Schwarzenburg
Transmitter
greatly facilitate fault finding.
a million of these were portables ;
HB Swiss station at Sehwarzenburg than
has now been rebuilt following the roughly a million and a half were carfire in 1939, whidt destroyed it, and it is receivers and five million were table models.
Money in Radio
NTEREST has been aroused by the fact being used for the direct U.S.A. wirelees
-that a radio dealer who died last March telephone service.
Marconi International Merine
left gross estate at £49,633, with net
WENTY-THREE
radio officers in the
personalty at £.'15,395. This would seem to
Air Settle Commentary
service of the l\-Iarconi International
disprove the common belief that there is
HE B.B.C. broadcast in ,July an account l\Iarine Communication Company have so
no money in radio !
bv Charles Gardner of an air-hattle far lost their'lives during the war, according
over the Uhannel. This caused some to ~Ir. H. A. White, chairman of the
controversy, but was nevertht>less a stitTing company. Included amongst these were
Valve Boxes
cye-witnessaccountofan atta<·k on a convoy.
EALERS are asked by manufacturers This commentary has now been recorded by three who were setTing on the Rawalpindi.
to save all valve cartons in good Decca and is available on a 12in. disc,
condition, when they will be collected from :No. SP35, price 2s. 6d. Profits fmm the
Radio Cabinets
time to time. It is hoped that by doing sale of the record are to be devoted to the
this future deliveries will still be pos11ible RA.lt'. Comforts Fund.
LTHOUGH n·strietions have now been
in cartons, rather than in wrappers or
plaeed on the supply of timber undPr
other paper-saving devices. If earb>ns are
the new Timber Control Orders, the Timber
Radio Provides Ambul~nce
soiled they will probably be stamped
Controller has intimated t.hat every en•• reissued carton."
R. R. A. ROTHER~TEL, well- deavour will be made to supply certain
known radio aeeessm-it:~ agent, has wood for simple radio cabinets.
made a suggestion which has led to the
New Interval Signal
provision of an American ambulance unit
HE B.B.C. has announced that it has to operate in this country in connection
Old Valves for New
decided on a new interval signal with air-raid c-asualties. Subscriptions have
based on the musical notes B, B, C, and that been made entirely by Americans resident
RECE~T order in Berlin provides t.hat
in future purchasers of new valves
the new ~ignal will be first used on Sunday, in tltis country, and the first unit is to
August 11th, after a short programme consist of lOO vehicles to be maintdined by must givP an old 11alve in part-exchange.
illustmting some of the many altematives an organisation to be known as the This is simila-r to the ordei in force regarding
Amcriea.n Ambulanee, Great Hritain.
~nlmophone recordH.
conllitlcred by the B.B.C.
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Reducing Temperature Effects
1n Permeability Tuning
Methods of Obtaining Reliable Tuning

I

T is known that the. value of an inducttance wound upon an iron core can be.
changed by altering the current
flowing through a polarising winding
arranged on the same core, and it has bren
suggested that radio-receivers should- be
tuned in this way. When this method is
used care has to be. taken to ensure that the
current throngh the polarising winding
shall not be subject to undesirable casual
changes, and it is found that one of the
most troublesome causes of such changt>s
is the variation of the :resistances of the
polarising winding with temperature. It
is possible, however, to overcome thi~
difficulty, and a few suitable circuits will
now be described.
Fig. l shows the cireuit in simplest

.

Double Regulation

Fig. 2 illustrates an application of douh\e
regulation. the two resistanc.es R 1 and R,
being adjusted in opposition. The greater
R 2 becomes, thl" smalll"r must be thE'
:resistance R 1 in Sl"ries with W. Actually.
to the l"xtent that R 2 increases, the temperature l'Oefficil"nt of the wholE' circuit decreases: whenc-e it follows that the compensation affordE'd by the diwrgence of the
temperature coefficil"nts of the two Bhunt
arms, and therefort> thl" divergenc-e of
these temperature coefficient~:~ itself, mu~t
decrease.
In Fig. 3 th!' makhing of the temJIE'rahue coefficit·nts of the shunt ann~ i>~
assisted by the resistanct' S, whic·h is
n.gulated in the same llense as R 2 : at Uw
lowest value of R", the value of S is zpro
or low.
In Fig, 4, H 1 and S are combined into a
potential divider P, which enables the
temperature coefficients of the two anus
to be controlled in opposition in a wry
simple manner.
The methods of regulating indicated in
Figs. 2 to 4 Pntail the disadvantage that
whm H 1 and S are regulated in the dirE'<'w
t ions as shown, their effect opposes that of
H 2 as n·gards variation of (·un-ent through
R2.
W. The arrangement of Fig. 5 is designt>d
to avoid this difficulty : here the matPhing
I<
of the temperature coefficil"nt of the arm W,
R 1 with that of the parallel part of the
circuit is done by means of a :resis.tam'E' 1'
shunted across K and rl"gulated in oppol;lition to R 2 • Over a wry wide regulating
range thl" regulation of the resistance T is
limited below in such a way that the
temperature coefficient of K, T does not
fall below that of W, R 1 • Over small
I<
s
regulating rangeB the whole regulation may
be performed by the rcsistaneE' T, only two
Figs. I, 2, mul3 .h011! the simplut ejfedive circuit ; It-ads, A and B, bE'ing !'equired between the
' - double regulation is obtained anJ finally tlte deviee and the regulating point.
addition of the resistance to ami in tlte matching
of the temperature coefficients.

Component Values
The n>lative component values required
for thE' eirruit of Fig. l should be dtosen
aPcorrling to the following equations, which
relatt- to thP ea1W when the hi~est current
in the rPgnlating r,mge is floWing through

p~

W

RI

Fig. 4.-An elaboration of Fig. 3 and (Fig. S)
an arrangement to avoid the disadvantage of the
other schemes which are illustrated.
the coil W : i.e., the greatPst power
consumption in W.
l. J.'or least possible dl'pendence on
temperature :
RI Rs = 1

w w

2. For lowest total power:
H" 05 t 0 l H,_2.~to3

R

=

·

•

w- ,)

·

Rdation (l) should always be oh!Wrved,
and relation (2) also obscrwd when power
lo~S<.'8 lll'e to be kept to a minimum.

s

form. W is the polarising winding, tl1e
current through which is 1-equired to be
independent of temperature. In series with
W is a temperature-independent :resistance
Rt. and shunted across this series armngemeJll; is a pure copper :resistance K. In
series with the whole shunt circuit is
another temperature-indepe11dent resistance
~- Other conditions being equal, the
current through W has a positive temperature coefficient for smaller values of R1
and a negative coefficient for larger values
of RI. The resistance R1 serves to establish
a divergence of temperature coefficients
between the two parallel arms, and may be
dispensed with if such a divergence already
exists. Ail the temperature rises, the
resistance of the coil W ·increases, and the
resistance K also increases. This increases
the total resistance of the whole circuit,
and, therefore, the total current decreases.
Since RI is .practically temperature independent, the resistance in the upper arm in
Fig. l rises less than that of the lower arm,
so that though the total current is less, a
greater fraction :flows through the upper
arm, thus the current in this upper arm
may be. maintained sufficiently temperature-independent.

A

new

battery

superhet

by Messrs. A. C. -C-r,

using the latest form of f>e~
"meability•taned
iron-cored
/.F. transformers. It u ~wn
as MaJel 34 and covers three
wave-hsnJf,

16-50, 200.580,

and 900 iinJ 2,000 metres.
Automatic grid bias is provided, and tAt controls are
tuning, tone, volume atul
wave-change switch.
The
price is 11 guineas, mul more
complete details will be founJ
in our issue of July 27th or in
the descriptive lea/let obtain·
able /rom the makers.
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Skilled
wireless mechanics
wanted by the

f PU~~;~ED

RADIO
ENGINEER'S
VEST
POCKET
BOOK
By F. J. CAMM
Contains in easily consultable form nearly
every fact·, figure and formula which
service engineers, students, circuit designers, radio-operators, transmitters,
constructors and manufacturers require.
.
lt Is fully indexed.
A mine of radio information, including : Valve
Symbols, Wavelength of Tuned Circuit, Inductance,
Inductive Reactance, Capacity of Variable Con·
densers, H.F. Transformer Ratio, Capacity of
Fixed Condensers, Resistances in Parallel, Condensers in Parallel, Condensers in Series, Resist·
ances in Series, Resistance, Capacity and Inductance
in Series, Reactance of Coil, Reactance of Con·
denser, Wavelength Formula. Resistance of Tuned
Circuit, Valve Base Connections, Valve Leg
Spacing, Reflector Aerials, long-wave Coil
Data, Medium-wave Coil D;~ta, Short-wave Coil
Data, Transformer Data, Crystal Combination,
Accumulator Data, Miscellaneous International
Abbreviations, etc., etc.

I

A Time Saver ! A Money Saver!
FITS THE WAISTCOAT POCKET.

Jf6

NET

(By Post 3/9)

At all Booksellers or direct from the Publishers
on Order Form below

.-------------------,~·
To GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.),
TOWER
HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON
STREET,
LONDON, W.C.2.
Please send me by return ............... copy(ies) of
RADIO ENGINEER'S. VEST POCKET BOOK.
I enclose P.O. value ............... , ..... No.............. ..

Name ............................................................. ..
Address .................................................... , ..... ..

........................... P.W.9.-40.

---------George Newnss. Ltd.

Increased aircraft production demands more men
on grour1d duty to maintain the radio appliances of
the R.A.F. There are vacancies NOW for fully
qualified mechanics, aged 18-so with a good
theoretical and practical knowledge of radio. No
experience of morse code is necessary. Pay for
accepted recruits will be from 3/9d. to 5/6d. per day
according to proficiency, with good prospects of
promotion and higher pay. Men already employed
on radio instrument production and other work
directly connected with the war effort are not eligible
but any men within the age limits, who are on the
servicing side of the ra!lio industry and qualified as
wireless engineers, testers or repairers, including
wireless mechanics, are invited to volunteer. Men
registered under the National Service (Armed Forces)
Acts who have not yet been posted for service with
one of the Forces may volunteer for enlistment.

• . APPLY IMM( 0tAT ELY
RA. F. Section of your nearest Combined Recruiting
Centre, the address of which may be obtained
from any Employment Exchange.
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More·Short Cuts for the Constructor
Simple Calculations and Other Hints for the Non-mathematical Experimenter
HERE is a simple rule for finding the less. In other ~ords, when a lower H.T.
approximate grid bias for an L.F. voltage is used the grid bias automatically
amplifying valve of the triode type. It adjusts itself to a lower. figure. There is
is obtained by dividing tlw H.T. applied one warning needed when calculating the
voltage by twice the amplification factor value of a bias resistor for a pentode valve,
of the valve. For examp!P, suppose you and that is that thP " total anode current "
have a valve, such as a Cossor 230XP, and must include the current taken by the
want to know the correct. grid bias, having screen. For example, to find the value
mislaid the pamphlet issued by the makers. of bias resistor for a pentode taking 60 mA.
From the lists you find that this valve has anode current and 10 mA. screen current
an amplification factor of 4.5. Using the and requiring a bias voltage of 22 volts
maximum anode voltage of 150 volts the you must add togethe.r 60 and 10 milliamps,
grid bias required is 150 divided by 9= divide this into 22, and multiply the
17 volts (approx:).
22
answer by 1,000, thus: fo >c 1,000 = 314
Mains Receivers
ohms. Say 300 ohms, as the nearest
In the case of a mains receiver a know- round figure.
iedge of the correct bias voltage is not
When we come to deal with the output
sufficient. The bias voltage is obtained stage of a receiver there are three very
by means of a resistance across which the handy rules of thumb which are well worth
required voltage is dropped. The value of knowing and which can easily be memorised.
this resistance is easily found by dividing The first concerns the impedance of the
the total anode current of the valve into external circuit when using an ordinary
the bias voltage and multiplying the three-electrode valve. What is meant by
answer by 1,000. Thus, if the makers state the " external circuit " is either the speaker
that the anode current of the valve is windings when the speaker is connected
10 milliamps at the maximum anode directly in the plate circuit, or the choke
voltage of, say, 200, and the necessary windings, when choke output is used, or,
grid-bias is 8 volts, the value of the required again, the transformer primary, when
tr~nsformei' output is adoptE>d.
In each
f{'Sistance is ~ X 1,000=800 ohms.
case the impedance of the speaker,
The value thus arrived at also holds good choke, or transformer primar;~r should be
for rower values of applied H.T. voltage, one and a half to twicE> the impedance of
since with a lower voltage the anode the output valve. (The impedance of
current becomes less and so the drop in a valve is the same thing as its A.C.
voltage across the bias resistance becomes resistance.)

T

1

An

If you do not know the impedance of
your speaker, then you take it as a rule
that in the case of a moving-iron speaker
it is approximately equal to its resistance.
With a moving-coil speaker its impedance
is about twice its D.C. resistance.

Speaker Matching
When endeavouring to match your
speaker with the output valve, by means
of an output transformer, the ratio of the
required transformer is given by the
formula : Ratio=
/Optimum load of valve
V Impedance of speaker
The "optimum load" of the valve means
the impedance of the external circuit which
is most suitable. We have already seen
that this, in the case of a three-electrode
valve, is equal to one and a half to twice
its impedance. In the case of pentode
v:alves, however, there is no easy rule for
finding the optimum load, and the makers
should be consulted. As an example of
how the formula is used, let us take
the case of a speaker whose impedance is
2,000 ohms, and which is to be used
with a valve requiring a load of 4,00()
ohms. The ratio of the necessary transformer equals:
·

~ 4,000 = 2
2,000
The square root of 2 is 1.41, and, therefore,
the ratio of 1.41 to l. The nearest standard
ratio of 1.5 to l would be suitable.

feeding the anode voltage to the anode of
the oseillator valve. via a resistance \V2
connected to thP junction of the padding
condenser C. and the coil S, as shown, so
that the resistance W2 is in effect tapped
down on the ttmed circuit, and therefore
introduces much less damping than would
An Improved Arrangement Utilising a Small Reaction
be the case were it connected directly
across the circuit according to the usmtl
Coil for· Maintaining Oscillation
arrangement previously mentioned.
N order to reduce costs of production, connected to the upper end of the coil s·
By thP adoption ofthis improved method
it is important to limit the number It will be observed that the resistance W1 of feeding the anode voltage to the oscillator
of wave ranges of an all-wave receiver is effectively shuntPd across the tuned valve it is found that the number of turns
as far as possible. To cover the widest circuit, and as it may be as low as 30,000 on the reaction coil can often be reduced to
possible frequency range on one set of ohms, has a considPrablc damping effect about half, and the capacity thrown into
coils, the stray capacities of the tuned on the tuned circuit. It is this damping the tuned circuit of the oscillator by the
circuits must obviously bf' f{'duced to a which mainly nPccssit.ates the use of large reaction coil thereby greatly n'duced, with
minimum, but this is found to he difficult reaction coils to maintain oscillation at the the result that a useful extension of the
in the case of the oscillator cirPuit because higher frequencies.
frequency range for each set of coils is
large reaction coils have to he used to
ThP damping can be largely removed by obtained.
maintain oscillations at the highest freIt will be appreciated
quencies, and such coils are found to
that a suitable H.F. choke
resonate with their self-capacities to a
may be substituted for the
frequency so close to the frequency to which
resistance W2.
the oscillator is tuned that they introduce
a capacitative CQmponent into the tuned
circuit of the oscillator.
This undesirable effect of the large reaction coil leads one to inquire into the
possibility of generating oscillations more
efficiently so that the reaction coil can be
reduced.

Os~illator

Circuit for

Short Waves

I

Frequency Changer

Circuit of the oscillator stage
arranged as described in the
accompanying artide.

.,

The accompanying illustration shows a
conventional triode hexode frequencychanger with a tuned anode oscillator circuit in which feed.back is provided by ·the
coupling between the reaction coiJ R in the
grid circuit and the coilS in the tubed anode
circuit and additional coupling is provided
over the padding condenser C. The anode
voltage is usually fed via a resistance WI

I
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Comment, Chat and Criticism

Outline of Musical History-11
T

HE name of Franz Liszt, 1811-1886,
looms large in the history of music,
and of the nineteenth century in
particular, for many reasons. His title to
greatness, apart from some splendid works,
tnay best be founded on the influence he has
exercised on almost all subsequent music.
Few composers would be aole, or would
care, to admit that the greatest of all
pianists had not powerfully affected their
outlook in some way or other. Even the
mighty Wagner cannot claim immunityfar from it.
l'ilr. Newman has styled Liszt "the
greatest of the second-rank composers.
'Tis pity 'tis true, but pity 'tis 'tis true."
For all that his is a striking name in the
story of musical evolution, and his personality probably unique.
Born at Raiding, in Hungary, his life was
a glittering cavalcade from start to finish.
A scandal and a reproach, if judged from
even the most liberal and unconventional
standards, there were few facets of life of
which he couldn't boast experience. From
U1e age of twenty, and for about twenty
years, he enjoye«} an unexampled career as a
pianist during which period he wrote most
of his finest compositions for the piano.
Strange to relate, his trashiest things, aad
his poorest operatic pot-pourris, were
poured out in his old age when he was a lay
abbe.
Even to-day, an age of pianistic
giants, the nalllC of Liszt is still maintained
at the head of them all.
Always a poseur, and the possessor of
striking masculine beauty, he was the ihst
pianist to play with his profile turned
towards the audience.

At Weimar
He settled in Weimar in 1842 and later
became conductor of the Court Theatre
orchestra. He reigned there as undisputed
sovereign of the mll.E!ical world. Always an
ardent admirer of Wagner, he produced
many of that master's operas there and
elsewhere. The story of their rela.tions, of
I;iszt's many acts of charity, and of the
influence each had on the other's music,
forms a bizarre tale the la.st of which has
not yet been heard.
(See Newman's
monumental "Life of Wagner" and the
short but revealing "The Man Liszt.")
\Vaguer's famous wife Cosima, formerly
the wife of Hans von Bulow, was one of
tluee daughters Liszt had by his liaison
with the Countess d'Agoult.
A man of unlimited and boundless
generosity, he was the prime force in raising
the money for the famous Beethoven
memorial at Bonn.
His spell over women must have been:
even more remarkable than that of Casanova.
or Benvenuto Cellini. Many have been
known to leave husbands and homes, and
to travel a. thousand miles in order to try
to obtain a. few lessons from him, their
sole impulse rising from having heard some
of his exotic JllWlic played at a concert, or
even through having merely bought it and
trie<l to play it themselves.

Old Age
. In his old age, in Italy, Liszt ran a
"' master class" of about twenty young
pianists, who lived with him and studied
with him as his guests. After having sa.tis1ied the master of their gifts they had to
take a vow consecrating their lives to

music.
This remarkable class included
mauy of the most famous pianists of the
following generations such as Morit:r.
Rosenthal, Siloti, Saner, Sophie Menter,
Tausig, Joseffy, Freidheim, etc.
In his last years he entered the Roman
Catholic Church and became a. lay priest.
He died in Beyrouth.
Liszt's fame, like that of Schumann and
Chopin, rests chiefly in a. series of master
works for the piano. But he also wrote much
for the orchestra., choral work and songs.
He didn't touch opera or chamber music.

Our Music Critic. Maurice
Reeve. Reviews the Works
of Liszt
His piano music ranges from the sublime
to the ridiculous. At his best he is incomparable. Not even Chopin can eclipse him
in sheer magic and brilliance. In some of his
transcendental etudes and short piece~
like " Au bord d'une Source," no one has
equalled him.
He is the father of the modem concert
grand piano, and fums like Steinways incorporated most of his suggestions ·in their
mo<lels, such as the second sustaining pedal.
In his pages the piano becomes a. veritable
orchestra, and no effect is impossible of
achievement. In such works as the Sonata,
the two Legends of St. Francis, the three
Years of Pilgrimage, the Poetic and Religious Harmonies, the best of the Schube1t
arrangements, and a few others, piano
music reaches its apotheosis ; and although
it is not all to everyone's liking, it remains a
superb co~tribution both to piano literature, and to music itself.
Liszt is unquestionably at his best
either when he is painting a. little l!lcene such
as "Au bord d'une Sonrce," "Feux
Follets," "Gnomenreigen," etc., o:r. when
he indulges in Satanic or diabolic disquisitions like the inimitable Mephisto Valse,
the Dante Sonata, parts of the Faust Symphony, and the" Dies Grae "Variations for
piano and orchestra. In purely romantic
or melodic music he is apt to cloy and oversentimentalise.

Valses Oubliees
In the first-mentioned genre, which also
includes such little masterpieces as the
three Valses Oubliees, two of the Consolations and many of the Years of Pilgrimage, he stands quite unrivalled ; at
least only Debussy can challenge his
supremacy (his pupil, Rosenthal, wrote one
piece, Papillons, whicll is at least the equal
of anything the master himself accomplished). In the second category, not even
Wagner himself surpassed him in sheer
diablerie and hellishness.
The incomparable Sonat" is o. truly
wonderful work in every way. Although in
six " moventents," which are more like
sections, they are all linked up and the
whole work is played through without a.
break. It is exotic, hothouse music, and
bears absolutely no relation to the sonatas of
Beethoven. Every possible source of the
instrument is tapped for effect, a.s well as
some almost impossible. The fonn of the
work is more like that of Liszt's Symphonic
Poems-copied later by Strauss-with

" leitmotivs " running through it, than
the ordinary sonata.
It is fabulously
difficult and none but the finest executa.nts
can ever hope to do it justice.

Hungarian Rhapsodies
The most famous of all Liszt's works are
unquestionably the fifteen Hungarian Rhapsodies, marvellous confections of Hungarian
folk t1~es dressed up in all the passionate
and wild beauty of the Puszta. The technicalresources employed in the arrangement
of these tunes, and their ornamentation and
embellishment, are astonishing in their
inventiveness and originality. Under the
fingers of a skilled pianist, all the instru!lle.nts of a Gipsy orc~estra. can be faithfully
Imitated. In talkmg of rhapsodies, the
beautiful and brilliant Spanish one must
receive special mention. Based on three
famous Spanish folk tunes, including the
Gota Aragonesa, it is at least as good as its
Hungarian companions.
Liszt's transcriptions are a curious.
medley, l'Elaching the perfection of artistry
in such examples as Schubert's " Hark,
Hark the Lark," and" Thou Art Repose"
Schumann's "Dedication," Mendelssohn''s
"Sprin~ Night/' Chopin's "Six Polish
Songs,' Wagner s " Spinnerlied" from "The
Flying Dutchman," and the closing scene
from" Tristan andisolde,"etc., and passing
to the depths of banality in Wagner's
" Ta.nnhauser Overture " and other Wagnerian excerpts, Schubert's "Ave Maria"
and Serenade, most of the overtures from
the Italian operas, Mendelssohn's "Wedding March,'' etc.
He made marvellous reductions of all
the Beethoven symphonies, and a classic
arrangement for two pianos of Berlioz's
Fantastic Symphony.

Orchestral Music
Liszt'.s or<;hestral music, like much else,
lacks smcenty and depth, though it is
extremely brilliant and original. His chief
works are twelve symphonic poems, a form
which he created, a.nd which has subsequently been used by Strauss, Scriabin,
Saint-Saens, etc. Mazeppa, Les Preludes,
and one or two others, are in most repertoires to-day. The Faust Symphony, with
choral attachment§, is a huge, uneven work
which takes over an hour to perform. And
the marvellous ·Mephisto Valse, wherein
we are made to gaze into the very jaws of
hell without regret ; in fact, with om
appetite for another peep whetted !
Liszt piano works with orchestral accom.
pa.niment are as brilliant as would be expected.
Two concertos, the Dance of
Death (a gorgeous set of variations on the
Dies Grae), the Hungarian RhapsodicNo. 13 in the collection for piano-and a.n
exquisite setting of Schubert' s " Wanderer"
Fantasie. All these lack the passionate
depth and Ret purpose of a. concerto by
Beethoven, but they fascinate by their
dazzling brilliance and wellnigh impertinent audacity.
In summing up, Liszt may be said to
present the student and historian with a
bundle of contradictions. Subtract the
gold from the dross and few composers, if
any, would be found to surpass him in the
powers of imagery and suggestiveness,
daringly original harmonisa.tion, exquisite
or exotic portraiture.
'
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Fig.

1.- The basic skeleton circuit /or an H.F.-Det.-Pen. receiver.

N general, it is desirable that the homeconstructor should adopt a complete
PRACTICAL \VIRELESS design
when
building a new set, but there are instances
where this is not favoured. For e~ample, a
constructor who has been building receivers
for a number of years may wis:ti t'o break
away from published designs so that he
may exercise his own ingenuity and try out
a few ideas which have occurred to him
while handling other sets.
Provided that the inherent difficulties are
recognised there is no reason why this
procedure should not prove to be entirely
successful. It must be appreciated that,
after the set has been built, it mav be
necessary to carry out a good deal ofe:Kperimental work to bring the receiver to the
high state of efficiency detfired.
Additionally, it should be bome in mind that
a few simple test instnunents '1\iH prove
extremely valuable when carrying out
these experiments.
It will, at least, be
necessa.ry to have a fairly good milliammeter, whilst a multi-purpose meter is
better.

I

The Initial Circuit
It may be assumed that the constructor
who proposed to design his own receiver
will have decided on the general form of
circuit to be adopted. Additionally, he
will probably have in mind certain features
which he will wish to incorporate. What
is the next step ? The first job is to sketch
out the general circuit arrangements, preferably devoid of all ''frills" and perh_aps
without the special features which are
to be incorporated.
When the skeletonform circuit has been drawn on paper it
will be possible to study it in greater detail.
First it should be analysed in comparison
with other complete published circuits
which have been given in these pages,
and which are of the same general form.
That may bring to light one or two " weak
spots" in the arrangement, or'it migbt
make evident the fact that, say, tbe H.F.
coupling system could be improved. •
Fig. 1 shows an example of the type of
initial skeleton circuit which I have in
mihd ; this is of very simple type, but
it will best serve our present purpose.
Looking over this, it would be realised that
tuning would probably be too flat. We
might, therefore, substitute an H.F. transformer with tapped secondary in place of
the tuned-grid coit. · The screening l!'rid

thought that automatic grid bias would be
desirable ; and 80 it woyld, but it could not
always be provided satisfactorily when
using variable-mu, because the current
passing through the bias resistor would
vary according to the setting of the variablemu control. In practice, this difficulty
need not be of great in1portancc provided
that the V .1\i. valve passes a small anode
current in relation to the total H.T.
consumption of the set, and that it is of the
short grid-base type. This means, in effect,
that if the output pentode passed, say,
7 mA while the maximum current consumption of the H.F. valve was 2 mA (under
. the working conditions of screen and
anode voltage which will apply) it is probable that auto bias would be satisfactory.
This is because the total maximum eonsumption of the set would be about 10 mA
(allowing one mA for the detC'etor) and the
minimum would probably be between
8! and 9 mA. Thus, the percel.tage variation would be no more than 15.

Current and Voltage
If we work out ~ few figures this point
will be daritied. Supposing that the output valve required a G.B. voltage of 4!,
~he required bias resistor would have to be

Problems of Amateur Receiver
Design
Building Up the Complete Circuit from a Skeleton Diagram; The
Incorporation of Special Features ; The Effect of Different
Available Compone~ts
By FRANK PRESTON
of the H.:F. pentode ill fed from a tapping
on the H:T. battery; it would be better
to p.rovide a fixed potentiometer in this
circuit.
Turning to the reaction circuit,
it would be noticed that hand-capacity
troubles would be less likely if the reaction
condenser were placed on the " earth "
Bide of the rea.ction winding.

V.M. and Auto-bias
Variable-mu volume control would certainly be desirable 80 provision should be
made for this. At this point it may be

qf 4} divided by 10 and multiplied by

1,000 ohms. This is 450 ohms, and we
should therefore use 500 ohms, as being the
nearest standard resistor value.
If the
total current were ()Ut down to 9 mA
the theoretically correct value for the bias
developed would be exactly 4} volts.
Should the current be reduced still ~her
the bias volt&ge would also be reduiled. bv
a further small amount. but this would
not be of very great importance. It should
be noted that figures similar to those given
would apply only when using a short
'H.r+

H.T.-

~

50f1.fl

r-r-i~•sc;r:'r~

L.T.+
L. T.-

Fig. 2.- The /intil circuit including the features re/erred to in the text. V.M. control is prooided
by means o/ a potentiometer in parallel with the auto-bias resistor, .but since the resistance of the
fJotentiometer is relatively high it does not have any mari(ed effect on the fixed bias. Component
oolues not shown are thore which should he taken /rom valve-maker's literature .
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grid-base V.l\t valve and a small output
pentode, tetrode or triode.

fn indicating the resistance values of the these have a marked influence on the
resistOI"s forming the fixed potentiometer exact circuit which can be used. Valves
tor the screen of the H.F. pentode it is mu~t also be taken into account, whilst
The L.F. Stage
wise to be guided by the recommendations L.F. coupling components are not without
Turning to the L.F. coupling it will be of the maker of the valve to be used. There imporf,ance.
Heen tha.t •t parallel-feed tmnsformer is is little point in expPrimenting with
shown in Fig. l. This would be perfectly altematives, since the maker's research Forni of Construction
satisfactory·, but reproduction would prob- department will already have carried out
Having drawn· up a final circuit and
ably be just as good jf a direct-feed trans- exhaustive tests before making r<'com- decided upon the components to be used,
it becomes necessary to. consider the form
former of reasonable quality were used, mendations.
· Throughout the process outlined above of construction to be employed. Here again,
since the anode-current consumption of the
detector valve is assumed to be only l mA. the amateur designer will also have had in experience will help in coming to a decision.
The choice of coupling would then•fore mind another very important point; the Besides, if a cabinet is available, this might
be govt>rned largely by t.he particular ~election of components. In this he will be a deciding factor. In general, however,
L.F. component available.
no doubt have been guided by a knowledge it is best to use a metal or metallised chassis,
When using a pentode in the output stage of the collection which he has on hand or since this is most convenient and efficient
it would be desirable to introduce some in the junk box. This is of especial import- and also helps to give a neater appearance.
form of time compensator or control. ance to-day when cost has to be considered
We must leave a discussion of chassis or
In most instances a .02 mfd. fixed con- so closely, and when difficulty may be baseboard layout until a later artiele.
denser in series with a 10,000 ohm variable experienced in obtaining certain parts due Other articles in this series will also deal
to their makers being engagerl in the pro- with mains receivers and superhets, and
resistor would be most convenient.
'T'he above are just a few representative duction of war materials. In most cases with the special problems which are likely
points which would call for consideration, coils will be a deciding factor, because to arise in designing them.
and they hel11 to show the lines on which
the amateur designer would work. They
are all incorporated in the complete circuit
shown in Fig. 2. It is not suggested that
for Bargains in Radio, £1ectrical,
this is an ideal circuit, although it should
be perfectly satisfactory, but it does illusMechanical & Scientific Apparatus.
trate most of the important features, and
T,U'PERKEYS ·for Morse Signal Transmission. Ser"NITNDAY" CUARGJo;llS, with metal vice
Silent Practice Keys, 3/-. T.X. Practice Key.
show how the skeleton circuit may be L!o:SDIX
rectifiers for charging on A.C. mains.
used as a basis for building up a final Uodel NIA 21, Radio Home Charger. To charge 2 volts ~i~~t~~~~~ro¥i'x!eac:~~~~e~·.U.o~M:n~~l<i
bar, 6/8. Superior model B2,
layout.
A.:~~i ~~1 8!, Trickle Charger. To charge 6 volts
with back contact. a well

ELECTRADIX

Component Values

1 amp. 1718
llodel NIB 61!. Car Trickier. To charge 6 volts 1 amp.
24/Model NiB 8/1-!. Car Trickier. To charge 6 volts!! ampti.

finished key on pol!shed
wood base, 718. Operators'
P.F. plated pivot bar and
terminals, mahogany base,

/£8,'
ko~git!. ~c.~~t~ .!p~~~e~or~W.~·. ~lro. x n.
No. 2. Larger size. 1100 watts. in Steel cabinet, 48in. x

Service Field Phones are dltllcuit to

After reaching this stage the original
circuit may have been drawn several times ; fl~~el N/C 812 Cat· Charger. To charge 6 volts 2 amps. ·
~~kli~~.~- ~~r~~dl~~d
on polished base.
if so, it is ail to the good, for the constructor fitdel N/D 1211. H.M. Car Trickier. To charge 12 volts 10/8. Panel Keys to foldfittings,
up flat, 818. Fullerphone
amp. 38.'After 1J\Iodel
will know the circuit by heart.
NiD 1212. N.K. Car Charger. To charge 12 volts ~f~bl~~~ioJ:~f'ttK~~i~Yii~~~u:'~~~'k~~r
reaching the final stage, make a " clean ' ' 2 amps. 551·
NIE 2. Doubler. Meter Car Charger. To charge code signalS,4/8. s.~.Brown:totally enclosed type, 42/-.
drawing and start to mark in the component 6llodcl
LEARNERS' MORSE PRACTICE SET. Special Duvolts and 12 volts 2 amps. 851plex with Key Buzzer and Lamp for sound and visual,
Many of these are practically·
values.
Ail models {or 200/250 volts input.
standardised and in any case each con- F\lLL RATE '\li.'TAL CHARGERS
i'tz·,;~'W~~':~il 'f~~Jft~cover, 1/6. Power Buzzers.
with screw contact and adjustable armature,
'\lodel LN/D 8/4. To charge S volts • amps. £4110
structor has his own ideas about such :Uodel
LNiD 11118. To charge 12 volts S amps. £7110 218. Bean• Buzzers, In Bakellte case. 3/8. Siemens
points as the best combination of grid leak :\lode! LN ID 24/5, To charge 24 volts 5 amps. £10115 Morse Line Transmitters, with key and brass-cased
Power Buzzer. 17/CI.
Magneto
Model LN/D 40/3. Trade Battery Charger. wall type
and condenser for a particular valve, and for
up to 45 cells, 40 volts, 3 amps., meter and controls.
~m\?/"A'itiJi 1FIELD PHONES FOR
would use those values even if he were told £811718
LISTENING POSTS, L.D.V. Al'iD
LARGE WESTINGHOUSJo; RECTII<'lliRS for Special
that others were better.
A.R.P. Leather cased W.D. Type 135.
241
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PROBLEM No. 411.
ENKINS had a commelfcial battery 3-valver
1novided with auto·bias circuits. This
gave very good results but was not quite loud
enough, and he found that volwue could be
1m proved hy replacin~ the output triotle by a
pentode. He purchased the valve, calculated
the modification required in the bias resistor,
and made the necessary change. When he
tested the receiver in the new condition
results were di.appolnthJg, signals being not
quite so loud as previously, and distortion
was present. He checked and made certain
that the bias modifications were correctly
carried out. What was wrong ? Three books
will be awarded for the first three correct
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Entries must be addressed ;

: .:, to The Editor, PnACTICAL \VIRELESS, Ueorge :·':,'·,
Newnes, Ltd., Tower Hou"e. Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.IJ.:l. Envelopes
; must be marked Problem No. 411 in the top
l left-hand corner and mu"t be posted to rrach i
this office not later than the first post on
! Monday, August 19th, 1940.
\
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Solution to Problem No. 410.
Sturvis overlooked the fact that the short-wave
tuning condemer-would not give the required coverage
with broadcast coi)s and accordingly he could not tune
Wgb enough to obtain the Home Service transmission.
The following three readers successfully solved
Problem No . .W9 and books have accordingly been
forwa.rded to them :
J. W. Davison, Roosebeck, Redrow,. )forpeth,
N orthuru berland.
0. L. Hmith, Mount Royal, Carleton Road, CarliHle.
C. Martin, " Lynton,'" Pound Road, Bursledon,
Southampton.

24in .. 200,250 volts A.C. to 35 amps. 23 volt, D.C. £14110.
VALVE CHARGERS.
LVR DOUBLER CHARGER. Si8 volts and 12,15
volts at 5 amps., in Steel case, is a low priced charger

~..r.ll'tta1M Is identical to above, but fitted with
meter and all controls, £5/5.
A.C. :\IAINS LESDIX ·TUNGAR CHARGERS.
Model No. l(for 70 volts 6 amps.
with meters and controls, etc ..
100 cells a day, £7117/8. No. 2
Tungar for two 5 amps. circuits
with meters and variable volt
controls, 70 volts, 10 amps.,
for 200 cells, barp.in, £12115.
DAVENSET A.S.C.4. 4-circult

charger for uP to 80 cells. List
Price £32~ Four sets of Autocharge regulators, of l amp., 1 amp .. 2 amps., and 2
2

~g~:t.;ft:J'r:~~n;e~~a~f; :X,"c!h~~
~~:s.~~~a~~~: 1~1'k'"l' anJ'iffi,~~:,

EXCHANGES, Plug type, 5 line and
20 line. Wire and cables cheap.
TELEPHONES for all purposes. House. Shelter and

f~eSOLO PHONES. The extra receiver you want on

yow· phone line~ For use with buzzer morse. A circuit
tester, with a pocket cell. Sinl'le Ea!])iece, 40 ohlps.
metal hook loop, with cord. 1/3. Ditto. D3 60 ohms. Wlth
C?rd,1/8. W.E.l.OOO ~bms with cord, 21-.2,000 ohms Ear~&~i>X~~~rd. ~.ri .. Marching compass. Jewelled,
course setter. etc. :Mahogany case 3in. x 3in. x 1in .• 10/-.
w.D. Prismatic watch type, brass case. floating cardfolding prism. 351-. :Mariners Sin. Binnacle Boat Compass. portable. g!lnbal bases. etc .. 45/-. Kelvin Ship
Compass, pattern 14, liquid type. :Mahogany case. lOin.
x IO!in. x 7!in .. 801-· Plain 11n. pocket compass, 1/-.
MILLIAMMETERS.
Where the

~ftosvgft!~r:n~;.1 ~E·stee~~Faci· s~~~mS.:lt~: £l4?10~ ~~~i~~\~~gr

D.C. ROTARY CHARGERS. 3h.p. 220voltD.C.motor.

~~~;,~~- ~~~1~0 ~ ~o~~~-o~r;.~;o~t~~~g;

1!8/10, and others up to 6 kW.
A.C. ROTARY CHARGERS. 3-phase motor. 200 volt
to D.C. dynamo, 8 volts 15 amps .. £4/17/8- R.C.A. 3-fth

§\8t~A.7'~Mi'J.ts. s~~r~::h;~e ~ocb~'Wi~s~ v~o~

~fio~0~~f:J~u&t~.t~ f?.~·~=~itt ~1).t,."ti~ g~C~ii

with 15 volt 30 amp. dynamo, £7110.
800-CELL A.C. Crypto Motor-Gen. Set, for 220 volt
A.C. mains. for Radio Cell Circuits and ten 12 volt.
10 amp. Car Batteries D.C. output. 100/lllOv. 30 amps.
with Starter and Regulator, £32,
STORAGE. You may have charging facllltiesand want
to Install high capacity steel accumulators which will
hold their charge almost indefinl tely.
EDISON HIGH CAPACITY STEEL CELLS at half

~~~~~~r ~~:;:,"oyJ!,f!t1f:£s~ tl!-f~ ~t-r· ;.tuPf:t

PARTICULARS gladly given as far as we are able to
A.R.P. ENQUIRIES.
ACCUliULATORS, for stand-by H.T. at 8d. per volt.
3 amp. hours, in 24 volt unit crates. glass cells.llll• each.
Can be parallel charged olJ 12 volts.
MOTORS. We still have a good stock of fractional H.P.
motors. A. C. and D.C.• 'as well as large machines of all
sizes and types.

SWITCHBOARD, PANEL AND
PORTABLE
METERS. We can supply Sin .. Sin., 31n. and 21n. meters
in certain l'BI)ges still at the old prices.

New.

rg:n'i= slg;pl:arJ~h~~~
'
Back of
tYi>e. as illus...

testing.
pan~!
full scale. Plain scale and 1in.
needle with mica panel, back lamp and
bracket. Neat and compact. Can be

a mA .•

g';!~ts~=t~~ w~fJ' ~~':.resistance.

1

METERS. We have a large selection with dials from 2in.
to Sin.
METER MOVEMENTS. with magnets, switchboard
size. with moving coil on Jewelled pivot. For home made
. relays or meters, 5/· each to clear. Movements from A.C.
Unit Recorders. induction motor. magnet brake, gear to
5 dials to 10,000, 5/-.
DIX- :\IIPANTA VEST POCKET
TESTER.
A wonderfully versatile
moving-Iron mufti-range meter for
service on A.C. or D.C. Job!t. No projecting terminals. THREE ranges of
volts : Q-7.5, Q-150. Q-300.
Used for
MILLIAMPS. reads : 12! mA. and 75
mA. In black bakelite case. Measures
r:Ks ~~~- p~~-·in:Le:n~r ~!; ?~lltt~~
formation.
19/8.
5/- EMERGE.."iCY PARCELS of useful ~
experimental electrical and radio repair
material and apparatus, 7 lbs. for 5/-.
Post 1/-.
Stamped envelope mmt be enclosed [or Free
Bargain I.f.st " N," or [or replies to e1lf,Juirtes.

r

,...

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, Upper Tbamn street, London, E.C.4.
T elei>Aone : Central 461/.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Washing, cleansing and examining cathode-ray tube bulbs is a very important process.

C.R. Tubes and Graphite
T first sight there does not seem to be
any link-up between cathode-ray
tubes and graphite, but if sOme of the tubes
used for !~pecial purposes are examined
cal'{'fullv it will be seen that the interior
walls of' the glass envelope have applied to

A

to treat the glass envelope interiors with
met.allic element<!.

Absolute Cleanliness
CATHOD}~-RAY

tube is an accurate
preeision instrument which is capable
A
of providing invaluable
observations
vi~ual

September, 1940
electrons strike against the meshes of the
regularly spaced grids t,o which is applied
a progressively increasing voltage. This,
of conrse, is the normal process of secondary
!.'missive multiplication, but due to the
finite size of the apertures in the grids and
the infinitesimal size of the electrons themselves, some of the electrons will follow a
straight path right through without impact
against the grids. Naturally, these electrons
will possess a higher velocity than the
secondary electrons released at each grid
stage and attracted to the subsequent
stagPs by the graded voltage field. It has
bet>n proved that if a modulation is to be
applit>d to this device it is preft>rable to
carry out this operation on thos<' electrons
in the stream which have approximately
the same velocity. The method employed
in practice to catTY this into effect is to
plaec a modulating grid at right angles to
the path of the main stream, that is to
say, the plane of the grid is parallel to the
mid axis of the stream direction. A voltage
is applied to this gl.'id to deflect the electrons
of a predetermined velocity, and these are
attracted to the grid to be multiplied in
int{'nsity by normal secondary emissive
grids before reaching a second collecting
anode. Electrons with a veloCity in excess
of the required one pass over the grid to
a separate collecting electrode arid serve
no purpose in the modulating action.

Local U.S.W. Interference

T

Hl~

exigencies of radio communication
in war-time necessitate the use of a
very large proportion of the available
frequency sped;rum in order to meet the
needs of the fighting and civil services.

·EleCtronic Brevities
them a conducting layer which extends
from a '(JO!!ition on the neck of the tube
where the electrons are emitted at high
velocity from the cathode and anode
electrodes to the edges of the fluorescent
screen it<!Clf. This layer has an important
function, and being conducting has, by
design, been made t,o assist in carrying out
accurate focusing of the stream of electrons.
If a lust.rous surface is used for this conducting layer, then internal reflections produce
many ~s of diffusion in the locality of
the focused spot, and annoying halations
frequently destroy the sharpness of any
tracing being observed on the screen, or
give imperfectly focused pictures when the
tube is incorporated in a television receiver.

Graphite Films
N some tube designs, therefore, it is found
necessary to have a conducting layer
Iwhich
provides complete opacity and a dark
matt surface. Graphite films are specially
advantageou,; in this respect, patticularly
when formed through the agency of
colloidal graphited water of the proper
concentration.
YPt auothcr important
factor with these types of films is t.hat they
are very highly resistive to oxidation and,
in addition, acquire " getter" propertie,;
when baked, and possess a low coefficient of
expansion. It has been found that films
fonned with colloidal graphited water
adhere equally well to metallic parts when
suoh a course is found necessary with
certain of t.he cathode-ray tube electrodes,
or even lead-in wires. When these graphite
films were emploved initially the course
adopted arose from the requirements of
OP,i&City and dark surfaces, but subsequently
tests showed that the conductivity of the
~phite deposits made it quite unnecessary

Notes on U.S.,V. 'Vorking,
and Cathode-ray Tube
l)eYelopment
of every conceivable form of signal. Apart
from its utility in all types of television
re<--eivers, no laboratory or research
engineer's equipll1Cnt is complete without
an oscillograph. It is for this reason that
so much individual atwntion has to be
given to the manufacture of each tube, and
the watchword throughout every process
stage is absolute cleanliness. Any trace of
impurity, no matter how minute, is liable
to spoil the tube's final performance and
· ·
·
h "-~1
be h
turn rt mto a reJect on t e ll.IJa test- ile ·
Foreign matter which is present during the
appliPation of the fluorescent screen can
produ<-'C patches of the wrong colour, and
in consequence the washing, cleansing and
examination operation is a vital factor.
The a~companying illustration shows this
stagp, in one import.ant factory, and the
bulbs arc pla<--ed in wooden raeks before the
long neck is welded on. A verlical column
of water is injected into the tube and left
nmning for some hours so that every trace
of impurity is removed. As will be seen on
the right, the small circular opening is then
covered and the glass envelope dried
thoroughly in readiness for the next process.
•

Electron Stream ModulatiOn

HEN electron. multipliers are used .
W
under certain special conditions it is
necessary to undertake a modulation of the
stream during the passage from the initial
emissive cathode to the final colleoting
anode. If reference is made to a multiplier
of the Weiss type, as an example, it is
found that a large, proporlion of t.he

That is to say, not only are the medium and
long waves employed but alw the short
and ultra-short waves to an extent far in
exclc'ss of that existing in peace-time.
FmthermoiT, dn"' to a variety of special
needs these multitudinous carrier frequencies radiated into space do not
necessarily ca!Ty simple speech modulation
for telephony or morse characters for
C.W., but may have other forms of modulation for special purposes. It is therefore
possible that when ordinary broadcast
listening is undertlll.en within the vicinity
of an ultra-short-wave transmitter, owners
of some of the earlier forms of homeconstructed radio receivers may experience
interference in the form of a whirring sound
or high-pitched whistle. As a rule, this is
not noticeable on a modern type of commercial l'{'ceiver, and must in no way be
confused with the all too familiar electrical
interference. whioh evidences itself as
crackles. due to a variety of causes. Perhaps
the poor frequency response of the home
set prevents the U.S.W. interference being
heard, but when the trouble is apparent,
then the cure is quite simple. It can be
effected by inserting a grid-stopper in the
detector valve circuit. The connection to
the grid terminal of the detector valve
should be broken and between that connection and the grid terminal of the valveholder insert a 10,000-ohm one-watt
resistance in series. In the majority o1
oases this will be found quite efrectiv~, but
if the trouble still persists, then a choke in
series with the aerial down lead tian be
tried. Ten turns of wire spaced tin. aparl
on a lin. former will generally be found
to be quite satisfactory, although adjustments either side of this number can be
tried where necessary.
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correspondent to forward further detailed
particulars.
The writer has spent many years on this
subject, and the theory was first published
four years ago, and has been circulated
in many countries of the world·. I have
forwarded your correspondent a copy of the
book as originally published. The writer
correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the name and address
of the sender (not necessarily for publication).
hopes that he is not being personal when
he savs that he has entered into correspondeucc with technical experts and
scientists in this country and America,
WIRELESS which, by the way, is sent to me and the correspondents are sincerely
Curing a Fault
each week from home, being unable to thanked, but no one has forwarded any
IR,-In reference to your article in obtain it locally. PRACTICAL WmELESS is experimental proof to prove that it is wrong
July 13th issue regarding " Electro- my only means of keeping in contact with in any fundamental. The nearest they
chemical Faults," I would like to bring the radio world.
have approached to this is on the question
to your notice a fault that I recently
'Vishing PRACTICAL WIRELESS cwry of sidebands. That, however, has been a
witnessed.
success in these trying times.-C. \Y. •f difficult subject, and it is agreed that it
I was called in to service a commc'rcial GREEN (Bognor Regis).
has not previously been stated clearly
mains model which was of the Rect.
enough, but in the new theory it is not
S. Grid, Det. and Pentode type, the
claimed that there are no sidebands.
IR.-Being a regular reader
of
speaker being built on to the chassis.
The writer is hoping to be able to write
PRACTICAL WmELESS, I cannot let
The receiver would function clearly for a
one or two articles entering into the
this
fine
chance
of
sending
a
line
along
pass
time and would then break into distortion
by without response. Many thanks for a sideband question in more detail and, it
and instability.
fine magazine and also the many interest- is hoped, more clearly.
This set incorporated two aluminium ing pages of good reading.
Although the theory as first published
8 mfd. smoothing condensers, and on
was perhaps a little difficult to understand,
I
still
do
my
daily
dozen
on
the
key
pushina one of these chassis - mounting
it is hoped that the letters and articles
compo;:ents the set played perfectly. to keep in trim for peace-time again. when which the writer has contributed have
I
hope
to
again
apply
for
a
ticket.
I
have
The condenser could not be removed from
cleared up many points, and have helped
the chassis, and you will readily realise made a diversity amplifier for P.A. work at to make it capable of being more clearly
camp
and
for
dances.
In
my
bunk
I
also
how impossible it was to apply a soldered
have a small commercial all-waver (28 mc/s and more simply understood.-D'ARcY
wire to earth.
to 600 mc/s.) battery operated, which helps FoRD (Exeter).
On the ohm-meter from chassis to casing to pass away the long evenings in camp.
a 1-esistance reading was shown.
Wishing PRACTICAl. WIRELESS the best.
Back Number Wanted
Seeing that I could not remove the of luck.-E. M. VARLEY (Selby, Yorks).
condenser, the fault was cured by applying
IR,-As a regular reader of PRACTICAL
a wedge-shaped piece of metal between
WmELESS, and a B.L.D.L.C. member,
the casing and a metal upright of the
H.T. Battery Problems
l would be glad if any reader who has a
(-hassis, this tending to bear t-he condenser
IR,-ln reply to S. Peach, of Penzance, copy of "Wireless Magazine" in which
slightly over and thus cancel out the
I wish to state that until quite recently the A.C. Standard Four-Valver" WM391"
resistance. The set in question was about I used to make my own H.T. batteries, but · is described will kindly drop me a postcard
low· years old and gave a perfect perMr. Peach, I used to press out my stating how much he would sell the copy
f(mnance after this cure was effected.- unlike
own cells and when bound with zinc they for. I will refund postage to anyone who
F. J. GRA!'!T (Andover).
used to slip into llb. jam jars. Of course, will oblige.-JoHN PARKIN, Junr., 18,
Rowley Grove, Cottingham Rood, HulL
this type of battery takes a lot of room, but Yorkshire.
as to performance, I made one in April,
Radio Lectures from Station
1939, and it's still going strong with a
drop of 10 volts.-A. STANLEY (Dent.
Proposed Club for Bradford
WRUL
Sed bergh).
IR,-I much regret that, owing to
IR,-I was interested to re~ your note
pressure of work and A.R.P. duties,
in the July 20th issue of PRACTICAL
I am compelled to abandon, at least for the
WmELESS on the radio courses recently
A "Spares Box" Superhet
present. the idea of forming a radio club
broadcast by station WRUL in Boston.
IR,-Will you kindly consider pre- for the Bradford district. Will local readers
U.S.A.
paring for us a " Spares box " supcrhet please note ?-G. HABRISON (Heaton, BradUp to a month or so ago when conditions to make up when the long evenings come 1 ford).
permitted I have tuned this station in
Failing this, perhaps you would consider
regularly on 11.79 mc/s. to listen to this a·· Straight" :Four from the same sourcefeature. I have also heard it on 15.25 mc/s. preferably with A.V.C.
and this last few weeks I have been very
Pa1ts are very difficult to get now, and
Correspondents Wanted
disappJinted at being unable to tune it in in many cases the prices have gone up so
on either ' and.
that a 'minimum of new parts is very
As I am one of those r('aders who have desimble in these days.-H. EDGAR
HUTCHESON, 86, Inglemire Avenue,
not the time to delve into books apart PARKER (Southampton).
• Hull, is anxious to get in touch with
from my PRACTICAL WmELESS (l find time
[IV hat do other readers think of this any local reader who is building the
to read that), listening to these lectures suggestio'! ?-ED.l
" Students Three."
by C. Davies Belcher was certainly most
A. Simons. 361. Roman Road, Bow.
inte1-esting.
Audible Radio Frequencies
E., would like to hear from another
As you will know, this station is a noncommercial organisation and is maintained,
IR,-! am very much obliged· to reader residing in the district with a view
I understand, mostly by voluntary subMr. Gerald R. W. Lewis for his letter to practising morse together on one or two
scriptions.-NIGEL J. NICHOLS !Don- in your issue dated July 27th, and I can nights a week.
caster).
assure him that it is apprceiated. Your
E. M. Barlow, "Burnside," Bawtry
correspondent appears to deal with the Road, Canklow, Rotherham, S. Yorks,
matter
from
the
point
of
view
of
the
audiowould be pleased to meet at his QRA, or
On Active Service
frequency outflut, and it is agreed that this hear from, any S.W. enthusiasts--about
IR,-! have been a regular 1-eader of is difficult at first to believe. Your corre- seventeen years of age--living in the
PRACTICAL WmELESS for the past spondent states that the effect of shifting Sheffield-Rot.herham district.
four years and have obtained most of my the datwn line (which personally I prefer
knowledge of radio from your excellent to call the zero voltage line) of a wave,
E. Pickin, 16, Michael Road, Blaencwm,
publication.
whether modulated or not, can be achieved Treorchy, is anxious to get in touch with
Like many other readers, I have been by adding to it a source of constant another reader interested in radio service
~alled to the Colours and am serving in the
potential, i.e. D.C. I am aJraid that I and repair work. je would also be glad if
Royal Artillery.
Although on active cannot agree with this, but am· willing to Mr. Moyes, of Bury St. Edmunds. would
service, I still find time to read PRA.CTICAL he corrected, and should like your communica~"' with him again.
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stages. I should be glad if you would
explain why this remark should be made,
as I always understood that the screen was
connected to earth and therefore should be
neutral so far as any stage is coneerned.
What dillerence can it make, therefore, if
a single screen is interposed between two
stages? "-R. R. (Jedburgh):
LTHOPUH it i~ <Jnite true that the
screen is at earth potential thl' reason
for the remark~ rdl>rred to is that thel'e iR
a risk of instabilitv due to the screen
carrying currents fro'm adjacent stages. If
the coils, for instance, are so placed that
the screen cuts into the fields, it is possible
for the two stagPs to be eouplPd together
through the screen-although earthed.
This may sound rather paradoxical, but a
few tests will show that it is quite true.
lt is therefore preferable to use separate
metal boxPs for adjacent stages, and to
l(,ave an air space between the two inner
surfaces. You will, perhaps, remember that
we have also previously mentionPd this f'aet
in connection with certain short-wavP
supPrhets where it was found desirable to
insert a sPparate •· lid " to the bottom
of LF. screens in order to prevent couplin"
between the I.l<'. tran~formers.
"'

A

Filament Supply
"Would it be possible to use 2 Leclanche
cells with a resistance instead of a 2-volt
accumulator for the L.T. side of a battery
wireless set? I have recently made up
two such cells and in the L.T. lead (-) I
have inserted a resistance-home-made. As
I am moving to a country district where the
facilities of getting the accumulators charged
are very erratic, and having regard_:to the
fact that valves are now on the market
which take their current from a 1.5 volt dry
cell, I do not see why cells of this nature
could not be used for 2-volt valves if the
voltage could be brought down."-A. H.
/Lerwick).
Ol'll suggc~tion is quite in order, and
tlwre i~ no difficulty in using dry cells
for the L.T. supply. The only problem is
in the resistanee, and to ascertaitdhe value
of this you mu~t add together the current
of each valve in usP and then divide this
into I. which is the difference between
the sotn·ee of supply and the required
voltage. \Ye assume, of course, that you
an: conneet.ing your two cells in series so
as to obtain a :~-volt supply. Altemativdy,
you could uRe the cells singly or in parallel
to feed modern 1.4 volt valves.

Y

Erecting a Mast
" I am thinking of building up a mast for
my garden, and I have a fair quantity of
wood which I intend to use. There is a
point which I think may cause some difficulty and that is in the method of getting
the mast up. Is it best to build the mast on
the tlat and then pull it up (1 think I should
have sufficient room for this), or can it be
raised stage by stage? I have not decided
upon a pattern and should be glad if you
could also help me in this direction."L. T. R. (Tewkesbury).
HERE are two methods available.
You can, if there is sufficient room,
asst•mble the ma.st in any desired form
whilst it re;~ts on the ground, and then pull
it into a VPrtieal position, or it may be
built section by section and raised during
building. Tlw method to adopt ,depends
mainly on the design. Thus, if you as~emble
on the lattice principle you would undoubtedly find it best to adopt the.Iatter
procedure, attaching guy ropes or wires;
and whPn the top section has been built,
raise this and support it in place whilst the
next section is built. The top is thPu
lowered on to the finished second section,
bolt-ed in place and the two raised by pulley
and tackle, and the process repeated. The
guys should be paid out regularly, and thus
you would need two or three assistant~,
but the mast would go up perfectly easily
and without difficulty. If you try to haul
sueh a mast from a horizontal position you
may find that it will buckle or break in the
cen-tre. A single mast, however, could be
raised in this way by hauling on several
rear guys and with others running through
>uitable guides.

T
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Mains Unit

0

" I believe it is possible to use rectifying
~ves in series or parallel in order to obtain

an Improved output, but I am not certain
regarding the arrangement and should be
glad if you could explain it to me."H. B. A. (Camden Town).
HE scheme is to use two valves in
parallel, Pach valve being of the halfwave type. The usual centre-tapped transformer winding is employed, the ends of
the H.T. section feeding each anode, and
the filaments being operated from a single
winding capable of delivering the current
required. It is also possible to use a bridge
circuit, wherein therP are two further valves
fed from separate filament windings, and

T
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RULES

I fact
We wloh to draw the reader•• attention to the
that the Queries Service Is intended only
for the solution of problems or dlfficult.!es
I ari•ing
from the construction
receivers
I1 deseribed
in our pages, from articles appearing
In our pages, or on general wireless matters.

Poor Insulation

" I have a very old set which I was
thinking of converting to a modern design,
but there are two points which I cannot
_ "re regret that we cannot, for obvious reasonsquite understand. First, I can take out
(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi-valve receivers.
the grid leak in the detector stage without
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
any dillerence in signals, and secondly, if I
rereivers described In our contem•
put the aerial oil the aerial terminal and
poraries.
(3) Snggest alterations or modifications to
straight on to the tuning coil, the set is
commercial receivers.
twice as loud. Could you explain this?"4) Answer queries over the telephone.
S. T. E. (Paisley).
(5) Grant Interview& to querlst&.
A stamped addrened envelope must be
HE first permliarity is probably due to
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should bear
the fact that as the set, is an old one
the name and addreH of the sender.
tht> material from which the valveholder
Requests for Blueprints must not be encl011ed
is made is of poor insulation. There is
with queries &I they are dealt with by 11
= separate department.
thus a leakage path from the grid terminal
which acts juRt as a grid leak. Replacing
Send yoar tatrits to ihe Editor. PJtACTICAL ~8,
Georro llewnM, Lld,. ~- Roue, -llamploa lino!.
the valvPholder b~- a modern component
Strand, London, W.C.!. lfU Cewpoa ·mat •• n.cJond
made from good insulating material should
with e•ftJ' tU flY •
OV('reome this. 'J'he aerial problem may bt·
..-c~~._,....,.~~~~.-c~~·J
due to a similar fault, the leakage taking
the output is then taken from the junction place between aerial and earth terminals
of the two anodes of the additional pair of or, on the other hand, the input eircuit mav
valves. Tlw centre-taps of the filament be in the form of an H.F. transformei.
winrlings for the additional valves are con- ami this never gives sueh loud volume as
nceted to the anode" of the first pair.
a direet coupled coil, although. of course
it gives better 8deetivity. Thus. when vo~
Abbreviations
tmnsferthe aerial lead you prob11bl y cut "out
" I have noted several times in your the primary winding and this naturally
results
in improved volume.
·
paper, and also In others, amateur abbreviations which are not clear to follow. I
have been unable to find them in any other
publication and should, therefore, be glad
if you could explain to me what ' x ' stands
for. A letter you published some time ago
The followi-ng r.plits to ptries are gitvl1i flli
from a reader referred to his Rx. What Is
abbrtt-riated.form eitlu~rbecause ofnon-ctnnpli41tt:e
this ? DX I am told means long distance,
rllith ourrults, MNCIJu.,tlle,ointraiudu flOt.,
but I should like to have a ruling on this."
f811trltl interut.
-M. S. B. (Lisburn).
8. E. R. (York). The eoil b not •nit:o!Jie, as it dors
HE letter " x " is now u~ed for varions
uot tuue dowH low enough fUr modern needs. It ,
things, although originally it was ('Uilld
lw used tempnrariJy.
'
used to replaee the prefix "' trans." Thus
K. E. (Bancor). Tlw 116-\'0lt supply i' not sufficient.
xmitter stood for transmitter ; xmission Get anothrr btttP.n· ~nd emmeet t.h(l'm both in series.
F. R. C. (Porhmoutll). Transmitting apparatus or
for transmission and so on. Kow we have f-:.imilar
C4lliPlllent is uow illegal.
DX meaning distance ; WX meaning
H. N. (Hull). TI1P ca•e may be iron and tl1is il! quite
weather ; PX meaning press, and so on. ~uitablf' ou tht· J •. F. !-'hie. :Make ~ure it is effectively
The only " rule " that eau be offered is that enrt11etl.
P. P. S. (Wokincham). The re,bt:mee or the coil
any part of a word may be omitted and the should ht• iu tltr r!"~i011 of 5 ohm!-~.
C. P. U. (Watford). Spring clips wouhl suffice,
letter "' x" substituted, but as with all
tll('y mH!'t lw ~troug ~o thnt a ~ound conta,...t is
abbreviations it is essential to be jndieious l•nt.
nwdr.
in the use of them.
<>!

1
I

I-

1 (

I

I
I

I
I

L

T

I
I

~~~J.-.:J.-...-~..-cl~t-.c...-c..-..-.'-1:

-f REPLIES IN BRIEF III
1
I

J

a.ct.-t~.-..~,_.l,...l.,_..~..-c.-c.._.,_,.

T

Screening Boxes
"A bQok which I recently read (American
origin) said that it was not advisable to
use a common screen between adjacent

r~==;~-::-.:;~=-==·:,,

attached to every query.
l,_,.._.,._...._.,,_,._.._._..-.c.-tl-.t.-....i
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itistllon~-Distance

isteners' Club

Super One-valvers

C

than to continue hoping that this or that
leature will he incorporated in this page.

in his district know that he will be wry
pleased to make contact with them, with
the hope that it might he possible to form
a small club to l,l:eep interest in radio alive
and up to date. To enable direct contacts
to he made we would mention that the
member's address is 8, East View Terrace,
Sea ton Carew, West Hartlepool, Co.Durham.
)lany thanks to Member 6304, of Bridgwakr, tor an interesting letter, and for thE•
trouble he has taken is sending u~ a photo
of his receiver, Unfortunately, however.
the snap is lacking sufficient detail and
contrast for reproduction. The circuit is of
the o-V-2 type using the Eddystone bandsprPad tuning unit, Eddystone coils and
pentode output. An a.erial of the inverted
L type, 75 feet in length, is used running
east to west.

ONSIDERABLE interest has been
caused by our remarks about hotted- Contact Wanted
upsingle-valve receivers, ami although
We are very pleased to receive an interWl' have received quite a large number of
letters about the subjent, we are still waiting esting letter from one of the early m em hers
for a member to send along a copy of the of the club, namely, Member 1.139, of
circuit lw has found ~uccessful, together West Hartlepool (ex-G3LS), and the main
with suffieient eonstructional details to object of his letter was to let other members
enable other;; to try to emulate the suef~sses aehiPvPd by so many of the older
INDIFFICULTTIMESLIKE
H.W. fan~. We havP, however, heard from
THESE FATHERLY ADVICE
Membl'r 6,ii~:J, of Dunfermline, who gives us
AND GUIDANCE IS
some detail;; of the log he has been able to
REAL HELP
compile with a home-made one-valver.
I HAVE HELPED THOUSANDS OF OTHERS ~~~~~~~ort·;sdr.~lm}:,~""'e•s: it is
To quote a part of his letter: .. I am Hi
Jf it i:-< ~·our dP:-;ire to make progrt-s5 and
. . . and when I aay thousands, I do not t"XHggt-ratP.
years of a.ge and started S.W. listening a
c:-.tniJii-..lt ~·our8elf iu a good "-'areer. write to
as I can produce well over lO,(X)() uu~;olieit('d t(•t~t imonials
from
grateful
students
whn.
w:o for free particular:! on any
little ovN a year ago. My first set was an
through our Postal Training, haw
subject. wh!ch interests you, or if
0-v-U. eonstructed from odd parts, homeachieved their life's ambition.
your career is undecided. write
made eoi!H and grid-leak rectification. It
and tell us of your likes and disDurin!'( the last war many people
afforded great experience of S.W. listening
learned how to write short stories,
likes, and we will give you practical
etc. ; to·day a number of them are
as I was able to receive India, Japan,
advice a8. to the possibilltieB of a
world·famed authors.
vocation a.nd how to succeed iu
Oanada, U.S.A., ~ortheru Rhodesia, and
By becoming efficient in your
it. You will be pnder no ol>llGuatemala. together with others which
vocation you eau give the lw:-~t
gatiou whatever. It Is our plea•ure
brought my log up to 36 countrif's. Nearly
Hervice to your country and to
to help. We never take students
yourself. The more you ilH·rra~e
all the stations logged were amateurs,
for cour~e8 unless we feel satisfied
your earning power the better it l!"\
amounting in all to approximately 300.
they are •uitn ble. Do uot forget.
for the country and for yourself
that sueee\ls is uot the prerogative
Quite> a number of Q.S.L. eards were
personally.
of the brilliant. Our experience
roeeiwd in reply to my frequent reports,
'Yar or no war, earning power
of
on•r thirty year~ proves that
always
brings
its
_poto!sessor
to
the
and during half the time I spent on listening,
front. It. is uo UHe waiting: for
On• Kill to tJUn'P~d achieve~ more
the af'riai-T u~ed was a bedstead ! "
better times. The ideal opportunity
than
out-~
never arrives. We have to make
::;tanding
While we certainly agree with the owner
LET ME BE YOUR
the best of exisUng condition..
lJriHitnwy. FATHER
of t.his little set that his log is certainly
very satisfactory, we hope that too many
DO ANY OF THESE SUB.J.ECTS INTEREST YOU?
·members will not make use of the same
Accountancy Eumiuations
lliuiug, Electrical EuciDetriDC
aerial-system; but this only goes to show
Adveriiaiq aad 8alel Management
Motor Engi.neerinc
Acricallun
Jlotor Trade
that a keen enthusiast is not going to hold
A.ILI. :rUe 11. Eums.
llnnieipal and County Engineers
up his hobby for the want of an orthodox
Applied·-..
Naval Architecture
Army Ctrtillcaleo
Novel Writiac:
aerial an-angement.
Au.ctioDNl'l and Bltate A,ents
Pattl!m Making

You WANT HELP

Aviation EnlineeriDc

Play WritiD&

Blue Priull

Preceptou, College of

lltmking

A Suggestion
While making his application for the
A.C.R., which has been duly granted,
Member 6,679 makes the following suggestions. " Regarding your art.icle in a
recent copy of PRACTICAL \VIRELEBS I
should like to see- a section of your F.B.
}Japer set aside to infonn readers the hest
time to hear certain DX transmissions.
Some readers may be getting a certain
station every night by just knowing what
time and frequency to listen, while other
readers may have been patiently listening
for the same station without results
because they do not know the best time to
1liRten. If your paper could give just a
·, few stations in each issue~ and the best time
to listen, I think many readers would appre! ciate it, and would he willing to help by
sending _in information of any DX station
:of which ·they had the schedule ; - and if
anv readers care to send in reports of the.
stations mentioned in your paper, compari. sons could be made between various areas.
Another item that, could be included is a
· 'Radio Quiz,' questions of interest to
amateurs and S.\V.L.s of an educational
nature.''
._ As mentioned before, we are always
ready to receive suggestions, but before
devoting space to any proposal it is very
essential for us to know if they have a
general appeal, especially during these days
of restricted space. It doesn't take long to
write us a letter or postcard, and it is far
· bettn to spend a few seconds doing that

Poli~.

Boilers

Book-ketDiq. Accountancy and
Boctem Buinesa Methods
,

B.Se.

<Euc->

ol

w..u

Special Coune

Press Tool Work
Production EDciDeeriD«

Pamps and Pumping Machinel'J
Radio Commnnioations
Radio Service Engineering

Bailden' QaaatiiHs
Bail4ias'9 Arehitectural and Clerk

Road Malrinc and Jlaintenance

Cambridp SODior Bohool Cerlilleale
Civil EngineeriDI

Saluman1hip, I.S.M.A.
Sanitation
School Attendanee Olleer

Civil Seniee

Secretarial Enms.
Sbeel llletal Work

AD Commercial Subjects

Commercial Art

Concrete and ltractural Engineering

Dr&DihtamUllhip.

Allltruobes

BDciaeeriJlc. All branchel, aubjects
and eumiaatiODI

Shipbuildillc
Shorthand. (Pitmu 's)
Short Sto1y WritiDr
Spealc:ing in Public

Structural Eagineering

General Education
G.P.O. Bar. Dept.
Beatillc aad Vmiilatiuc

£liJ

.m
~
~
'

Surveying

Teaaller1 of Bandicrafta
Tolepbouy aud Telograplly
Television

IDdDJtrial CllomillrJ

Illllitute ol Bouilltl
Iuuranoe

Transport IDat. E:um.J.

••trioDlatlou

Welding

Viewen. Gaugers. lupecton
Weil'hts and lleaaurM Inspector

loumaUsm
llathematict

Wireless Telegraphy and TeiQJaany
Works Managers

HetaUarn

lliuiDC, all 111bjeela

11 you do not see your own requirements above. U'rite to us on a nu subject. Full va:rttculars free.

STUDY AT HOME IN
YOUR SPARE TIME

JOURNALISM
Short Story, Novel and Play Writing
There is money and pleasure in Journalism. an<l in
Story Writine. No apprenticeship, no pupilage, no
examinations, no outfit necessary.
W ritinl' for
newspapers. novels or pictures, is not a Rih ; it is
a science that can be acquired by dilieent application and proper ruidance. It is !he most fascinating

way of makinv pastime probtable.

Trained ability

only is required, we do the training by post.
tell you about it.

Let us

Department or Literature No. 104

Please send me (free of charge)
Particulars of ....•...•• }(Cross out line
Your private advice about
does not apply.)

Name

....
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS
No. OJ
SUPERHETS.
Date of Issw
Blueprint · Battery Sels : Blueprinti, 11. each.
CRYSTAL SETS
£f> t:luperhet (Three-valve)
6.6.37
PW40
Blueprints, 6d. each.
ll'. J. Camm's 2-valve i:iuperhet
PW52
lU~i Crystal Receiver
..
PW71
PW94 Mains Sets : Blueprints, ta. eacll.
l'lie" Junior" Crystal Set
:: 27.8.38
A.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve) • ,
PW 43
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
D.C. £5 Superhet(Three-valve) ..
PW42
One-valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.
Universal £5 Superhet (Three·
All-Wave Unipen (Pentode)
•.
PW31A
valve)
..
..
..
PW44
lleginncrs' One-Yal ver
..
• • 19.2.38
PW85 F.J_Camm'sA.C.Superhet4 ..
PW59
The "Pyramid " Oue-valver (BF
F. J. Camm's Universal £4 Super•
l'en)
27.8.38
PW93
het4
..
..
..
..
PW60
"Qualitone" Universal Four
16.1.37 PW73
Two-valve : Blueprint, 11.
The Signet Two (D & LF)
24.9.38
PW76 Four-valve : Double-sided alu.,rint, 11. &If.
Push Button 4, Battery Model •• }
Three-valve : Blueprints, 1s. each. '
Push Button 4, A.C. Malus Model 22.10.38
PW95
6electone Battery Three (D, 2 LF
SHORT·WAVE SETS.
aattery Operated.
(Trans)) ••
I'W10
One-valve : Blueprint, 1s.
Sixty Shilling Three (D, 2 LF
•• 23.12.3\l PW88
(lW & Trans)) • •
•.
PW34A Simple S.W. One-valver • •
J,eader Three (SG, D, Pow)
••
PW3i>
Summit Three (Bl'' Pen, D, Pen)
PW37 Two-waive : Blueprints, 11. each.
MidgetoShort-wave Two (D, Pen)
PW38A
All Pentode Three (HF l'eu, D
(Pen), Pen)
••
..
• • 29.5.37
PW39 The "Fleet" Short·wave Two
(D
(HF
Pen),
Peu)
27,8,38
PW91
Ball-Mark Tllree (SG, D, Pow) ..
PW41
PW48 ThrH·Valvt : Blueprints, 11. eacll.
Hall-Mark Cadet (D, Ll', Pen (RC)) 16.3.35
1'. J. Carum's Silver Souvenir (Hlf
J:;xperimenter's Short-wave Three
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All-Wave
(SG, D, Pow)
•.
..
••
PW30A
PW49 The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and
Three) . •
•.
••
. • 13.•• 35
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
PW63
Trans)) ..
..
..
..
PW51
(Trans)) ..
..
••
..
The Band-Spread S.W. Three
1936 Sonotone Three-Four (BF
PW68
(BF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
1.10.&<
PW53
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen),
Battery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LF
PORTABLES.
PW55 Tllfllovalve: Blueprints,1s. each,
(RC))
..
..
..
PW61 }'. J~ Camm's ELF Three-valve
The Monitor (BF Pen, D, Pen) ••
The Tutor Three (Bl'' Pen, D, Pen) 21.3.36
PWH2
Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen) ••
PW65
J'he Centaur Three (SG, D, P) •.
PW64 Parvo l!'lyweight Midget Portable
}'. J. Camm's llecord All-Wave
3,6.3U
PW77
(SG,D, Pen)
PW69
Three (BF Pen, D, Pen)
. . 31.10.3G
The "Colt" All-Wave Three (D,
Four-valve : Bhl.,rint, 1s.
PW72 "Imp" Portable 4 (D, LF, LF
2 LF (RC & Trans))
••
• • 18.2.39
The " Rapide " Straigl•t 3 (D,
(Pen))
PW~6
2 L}' (ltv & Trans))
..
. . 4.12.37
PW82
I<'. J. Camm's Oracle All-Wave
MISCELLANEOUS
Three (BF, Del,, Pen)
• • 28.8.3<
PWiS Blu.,rint, 11.
1938 "Triband" All-Wave Three
t:l.W. Converter-Adapter(! valve)
PW48A
(HF Pen, D, Pen)
•.
. . 22.1.3d
PW8~
F. J. Camm's "Sw·ite" Three
AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAIA:ZINE:
(BF Pen, D, Tet)
••
• . 26.3.33
PW87
CRYSTAL SETS.
The" Hurricane" All-Wave Three
B....,.11ts, Id. eacll.
(SG, D (Pen), Pen)
..
.. 30.4.38
PW89 }<'our-station Crystal Set , ,
23.7.38 AW427
1'. J. Carum's •· Push· Button"
AW(44
1113U'rystal Bet ••
Three(BF Pen, D(Pen), Tet)
3.9.38
PW112 150-mlle Crystal Set
AW450
Feur-valve: alueprinta, 11. each.
ITIAIIHT SETS.
Battery Operattll.
PWt
Sonotone Four (SG, D, U', P) • •
1.6.37
qfvt : Bhte,rint, 11.
PWll B.li.C. Special One-valver
l'ury Four (2 SG, D, l'en)
••
8.1>.37
AW387
lleta Universal Four (SG, D. J,~',
l'W17 Twe-'lllvt : Blueprints, 1s. Hell.
Vl.B)
..
..
..
..
AW388
Melody Ranger Two (D, Traus) ••
Nucleon Class B Four (~G. D
AW392
(SG), LF, Cl. B)
..
..
PW3'B l!'ull·volume Two (SG det, Pen) ••
AW426
FuryFourSuper(SG, SG, D, Pen)
PW34C Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) ••
WM409
A Modern Two·valver
Battery Ball-Mark 4 (HF Pen,
PW46 Tllfllovalve : Blueprinta, 11. eacll.
D, Push-Pull) • .
•.
••
1'. J. Camm's "Limit" All·Wave
AW412
£5 5s. S.H.3 (SG, D, Trans)
•.
PW67 Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, 'frans) ••
Four (H.F Pen, D, L;', P)
• . 26.9.36
AW422
•• Acme" AII-Wnvc 4 (HF Pen, D
£5 5s. 'L'hret': De Luxe Version
PW83
(Pen), Ll', Cl. B)
..
.. 12.2.3S
(SH, D, 'fraus) ..
..
..
10.5.3t AW43::>
Tloe "Admiral " }'our (BF l'en,
Straight Three (D, BC,
PW90 Lucerne
HF Pen, D, Pcu(RC))..
3.9.33
Trnns)
.•
••
•• · ••
AW437
Tmnsporl able Three (SG, D, Pen)
WM271
- Mains Operate~
Simple-Tune Three(SG, D, Pen) •. June'83
WM327
Two-valwe : Bluaprinla, ts. each.
Three (SG, D,
PW18 Economy·Pcutode
A.C. '!'win (D (Pen), Pen)
Pen}
_.
..
..
.. Oct. '33
WM337
PW31
A.C.-D.C.l'wo (SG, Pow)..
..
"W.:l!." 193~ Standard Three
:Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two
(SG, n, Pen)
•
.
•
•
WM351
PW19 £3 3•. Three (SG, D, Trans)
(D,Pow)
..
..
..
•• Mar. '3t
WM35~
TllfH·valvo :
alu.,rints, 11. euh.
1935 !:6 (Is. Battery Three (SG,
l>ouble-Diode-Triode Three (BF
D,
Pen)
..
..
..
WA1371
PW23 PTP 'l'lu·ee (Pen, D, Pen)
Pen, DDT, Pen)
WM~SU
PW25 Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen}
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen)
,•
WM::na
P\\r:m
A.C. Three (SG, D, Pen) ••
Minitube Three (SG, D, Trans) .• Oct. '3;;
WM:MI
PW35C
A.C. Leade~:(BF Pen, D, Pow)
7.1.39
Winning Three (i:!G 1>,
PW35B All-Wave
D.C. Premler(BF Pen, D, Pen)
WM400
Pen)
Unique (BF Pen, D (Pen), Pen) ••
PW3GA
Faur-valwe : Blueprints, 1s. &d. each
Armada Mains Three (HI<' Pen, D,
AW370
PW38 6511. Four (SG, D, RC, 'l'rans)
Pen)
..
..
..
••
2BF Four(2 SG, D, Pen}
•.
AW4~1
~·.J. Camm'sA.C. All-Wave Silver
PW50 Self-contained l!'our (SG, D, LF,
Souvenir Three ( HI•' l'en, D, Pea)
WM331
Class B) ..
..
..
.. Aug. '33
"All-Wave" A.C. Three (D, 2
PW5t Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,
I.F(RC))..
..
..
..
WM350
LF, Trans)
..
..
..
A.C. 1930 Sonotone ( Hl•' Pen, Hl!'
PW56 £5 5o. Battery Four (HF, D, 2 LF) Feb. '35
WM38l
Pen, Westector, Pen) • •
..
WM38~
The H.K. Four (SG, SG, D, P~
Mains Record All-Wave 3 (BF
PW70 The Auto Straight Four (BF Pen,
Pen,D,Pen)
BF Pen, DDT, Pen)
•• Apr. '36
WM404
.,our·vaiYe : alueprtnta, 11.uc11.
PW20 five.Yalvt : Blueprints, 11. N.
A.C. Fury Four ~SG, SG, D, Penh
Super-quality Five (2 Bl<', D, RC,
A.C. Fory Four uper (SG, SG, ,
~
PW34D
WMS20
Trans) ..
..
..
••
Pen)
..
..
..
••
A.C. Ball-Mark (BF Pen, D,
Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, Ll'',
PW45
WM34t
ClassB) ..
..
..
••
Push-Pull)
..
..
••
Universal Ball·Mark (HF Pen, D,
·New Clase B Five (2 SG, D, LF,
PW47
WM3l0
Push-Pull)
CiassB) ••

-

o...

-11.

September, 1940
These Blueprints are drawn full size.
Copies of appropriate issues containing descrip.
tions of these sets can in some cases be supplied
at the following prices which are additional to the
cost nf the Rluevnnt. A dash before the Blueprint
Number Indicates that the Issue. Is out of print.
Practical Wireless (Issues dated prior to June
·
1st, 1940). 4d. Post Paid
..
(Issues dated June lot,
1940. and after)
5d. Post Paid
Amat•mr Wireless

-

... 4d.

~:·~~~::~r:t~:~ewhich.. preci;de11ilie

..

u

Blueprint

Number indicate the periodical in which the des-

cription appears : Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to AmateurWireless, W.M. to Wireless Maqazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost
of the blueprtnt, and the issue (stamps over 6d..
unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., Gcorge Newnes, Ltd., Tower House. Southampton Street. Strand, W.C.2.

Mains Operate~.
Two-valwe : Blu.,rinta, 11. each.
Conaoelectrlc Two (D, Pen) A.C .•
AW~3
Economy A. C. Two (D, Trans) A. C.
WM286
Unicorn A.C.-D.C. Two (D, Pen) •
WM394
TIII'H-valwe : Bllteprlnts, 11. aacll.
Home Lover's New All-Electric
1'hree (SG, D, Trans) A.C.
AW383
Mantovanl A.C. Three (BF Pe'n',
D,Pen) -·
•.
•.
••
£15 15s. 1936 A.C. Radiogram
WMtOl
(B:Ji', D, Pen) • •
••
• . Jan. '36
Four-valve : Blueprints, 1s. &tl. eacll.
All Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen) .. July '33
WM329
Barris' Jubilee Radiogram (HF
Pen, D, Ll!', P) • .
• . May '35
WM386
SUPERHETS.
Battery Seta : Blu.,rinta, 11. N. each.
Modern Super Senior
••
••
WM375
'Varsity Four
..
..
.. Oct. '35
WM395
The Request All-Waver ..
.. June '36
WM407
1935 Buper-l<'ive Battery (Superhet)
WM3711
Malna Seta : Blueprints, 11. aach.
Beptode Super Three A. C.
• • May '3j
WM3all
"W.M." Radiogram Super A. C...
WM366
PORTABLES.
Fear-valve : Blueprinta, 11. N. aacll.
Holiday Portable (SG, D, U',
ClassB)..
..
..
..
Family Portable (BF, D, RC,
Trans) ..
..
..
..
AWU7
Two BF Portable (2 SG, D,
QP21) ..
..
..
..
WMaes.~
Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans) •
WM367
SHORT-WAVE SETS. Batteryi»perat...
One-valve : Bla.,rints, 11. Hch.
S.W. One-valver for America
15.10.38 AW4211
Rome Short-Waver
AW.02
Two-valve : Blu.,rinta, 11. eacll.
Ultra-short Battery Two (SG, det,
Pen)
..
..
..
.. Feb. '36
WM~2
Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen) ••
AW440
Thr-walve : Blueprints, 11. each.
World-ranger Short-wave 3 (D,
RC, Tr1ms)
••
••
••
AW355
Experimenter's 5-metre Set (D,
Trans, Soper-regen) . •
• • 30.6.3!
AW438
The CarrierShort-waver(SG, D, P) July '35
WM390
Fear-valve : Blueprint•, 11. 111. eacll.
A.W. Short-wave World-beater
(BF Pen, D, RC, Trans)
••
AW436
Empire Short-waver (SG, D, RC,
Traos) ..
..
..
..
WM313
Standard Four-valve Short-waver
(SG, D, U', P) .•
22.7.39
WM383
kJIIrllef : Blalflrlnt, 11.111.
Simplified Short-wave Super
•• Nov. '35
WM397
Maills OperatM.
Two-vaiYt : Blueprinta, 11......
Two-valve Mains Short•waver (D,
l'eu) A.C.
_.
••
• • 13.1.40
•• \\r .M." Long·wave Converter ••
Tll,..valvo : Blueprint, 11.
Emigrator (SG, D, Pen) A.C. ••
Fenr-valve : Blueprint, 11. N.
t;tandard !<'our-valve A.C. Short•
waver (SG, D, RC, l'ran•)
MISCELLANEOUS
S.W. One-valve Converter (Price
6d.)
..
..
..
..
Enthusiast'& Power Amplitlor (1/6)
Listener'• 5-watt A.C. AIII]Jiitler
(1/ft)

..

..

..

..

Radio IJnil. (2v.) for WM3Y~ (1/-). No'D. '85
Harri~ Elret.rograru battery am·
piiHer (1/-)
..
..
..
De Luxe Concert A.C. Electrogram (1/-)
••
••
• • Mar. 36
New style Short-wave Adapter
(1/-)

..

..

(1/·)

..

..

..

••

WMS&Z
Wllllllll
AW~

WM387
WM39Z
WM3118
WM3911
W)1403
WM388

..

Trickle Charger (6<1.)
••
Short-wave Adapter (1/·) ••
Superhet Converter (1/·) ..
••
B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter

AW.03
WM380

AW~2

AW%6
AW457

May'36

Wilson Tone Maater(l/·)..
.. June '86
The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Con·
verter (1/·)

Wl\f405
WM~6
WM~OS

···~~--
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SHORT-WAVE COMPONENTS
1

BDDYSTOIIE SHORT-WAVE B.F. Choke llith ' patented lnw
losR aJUI t·nmwdion D.L.·!• l\1nuf'rs "'ith spaced honeycomh
v.omH.I t·oil~- D.l'. 1<'1-btaun· :!:! ohms. Indud'ance 1.'25 milli·
hemles. &.1811 llll'tre~. :".<•. 11110,,
•• 2 2
EDDYSTONE 11""' Type
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J. CAMM.

A complete, practical and up-to-date work on the testing
and servicing of all types of wireless receivers. With
over 200 illustrations.
Contents : Theoretical Symbols, Choice and Types of
Instruments. Fault-tracing without Instruments. ·D.C.
Multi-range Milliammeter. Measuring Resistance. Measuring A.C. Voltages. Measuring Capacity. Using the
Universal Meter.
Calibrating and Using ~he Valve
Voltmeter and the L.F. Oscillator. Tracing Faults in a
Superhet. A Signal Generator. Trimming and Aligning
Receivers. Testing Valves. Valve Replacement. Reaction
Faults. lmprovi.ng Old Sets. Universal (A.C.-D.C.)
Receiver Faults.
Checking Receiver Performance.
Distortion-Causes and Cure.
Tracing Sources of
Interference. Temporary Repairs. Renovating Cabinets.
Servicing with the Cathode-Ray Tube. Tracing and
Eliminating Hum.
Simple Tests for Components.
Adjusting and Testing Coils. Servicing Commercial
·Receivers. Second-Channel Interference. Background
Noises. Speaker Faults and Remedies. Equipping a
Workshop. Wireless Calculations, etc.

1
l
l
l

This important new book devoted to Modern
Superhets deals with. fundamental principles of
radio problems of sele~tivity, valve fundamentals, the principles of the Superhet, general
design, aerial design, vari,ble selectivity, noise
SUppression and A.V.C. tone control, servicing
·· Superhets with the Cathode-ray tube, etc.

Of all Booksellers, or by post from

By F.

,

Edited by F. J. Camm

NET (By Post 5'6)
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ll PRACTICAL WIRELESS ll
l
SERVICE MANUAL
l

GET IT FOR YOUR WIRELESS LIBRARY TO-DAY!
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Invaluable to all whose work concerns the
tracing of faults and the effecting of repairs.
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NOTES FROM THE TRADE
upon at all t.imPs. It is 7!in:high by 5in
wide and tiin. deep. The price is 45s., and
LTHOUGH the well-known Ohm's Law the makers are La tern Electrical Co., Latem
is not a diffkult. mathematical cal- \Vorks, East\mod f:ltrect, Hall Lane,
culation, it does offer at times some trouble Bradford.
in arriving at an answer. Ionic LaboraThe Bu lgi n tories, appreciating this fact. have thereRange of L.F. or fore produced a handy pocket caleulator Taylor Testmeter No. 90
A.F. Chokes in- in ivorine which enables all problem~ whieh
NEW 32-rangP meter has bt>en pro.
cludes models are solved by the application of this law to
dueed bv Tln·Jor Electrical Instru.
to meet all he answered without mleulatiun. The ments and is iilustnitPd on this pagP. This
requirements, device consists of three discs, tllf' onkr 5in. has a 4!in. square meter movement and
both for new in diameter, the inner :!.~in. and the rrmain- giv<>s the following r<>adings : Up to 1.000
receivers and ing one 3Jin. in diametPr. A transpal'E'nt volts A.C. or D.C : up to 2.5 ampH. A.C.
equipm•ent, and cursor is hinged at the el'ntre and carrieR a
for
replace- hair-line. The imwr disc is markrd
ments. All logarithmically with J't'sistance valuPs from
types are true to one hundredth of an ohm to nine lnmdr'{'d
rating, . and the induct- thousand ohms ; the next disc is markPd
ances
given
are
working with voltages from .l to 1,000, whilst the
values.
Generous a 11 o y. cores outer disc carries current and wattage
are used with clamp-shrouds, a.nd ratings in milliamps and amps .. and milliflexible leads for connexion. Wind- watts and kilowatts. With the aid of
ings are mono-metallic throughout- indicating points and the cursor it is thus a
a sure precaution against any possi- simple matter to arrive very quiekly at an
bility of breakdown.
answer to a problem, the method of applying Ohm's Law being fully detailed ·on: the.
All prices advanced 16!%
STANDARD L.F. CHOKES back of the device. The priee is 4s. H,d.
Thell clamp-shrouded L.F. Chokes an all ol from the makers, Ionie Labomtorics,
high elllcltncr and low JWice. . Flexible leads 514, Ipswich Road, Trading Estate, t~Huugh,
lor cannectlon are fitted.
Shrouds finished Bucks.

Ohm's Law Simplified

A

A

matt
-uu.•

1"':11.81cellulo11,
anll pnwent " laminatien
in. IIY 2 in. IIJ 3 in. hirh.

J,JstNo.
J •.F.14.S
LF.15.S
J •.F.16.S
L.]'!17.S
L.F.18.S
L.F.20.S
L.F.21.S
L.F.34.S
L.F.47.S

!}
400
600
700
1000
320
900
450
1800
6.1

Henries @ mA.
20
32
20
60
10
32
15
100
0.25

50
30
20
25
60
15

lOO

10
0.75

.,....

Jlll"''

1/&d.

6/611.

10/ld.
12/&d.

7/111.
11/N.
1!/011.
12/011.

SMALL L.F. CHOKES
Thla new ranre 11 L.F. Chtkll comprista tctnemr
IJpts o1 extreme •tllllf. Wltll wiiiiH Jtintl,
th- clltkll an tr111 te ratinr and are tntH at
IK V. te earth. FiltH .with pppH llllll·ptrmea·
llilitJ iren cen tlttu with IIIJ callulottll shroud,
witll filin1 Iura. ProwiiiM with I in. lulls.
Slxe 21 in. llr 1f 111. llr 1.&8 in. 111111.
J.lst.No.
J •.F.67
J •. F.68
J •. F.69
],.1<'.70
1•.1''.71
],.]'.72
J1.F17-3
J,.]\74
L.lf.39

Henries@ mA.

!}

210}

5

60

7

250
50
:lllO
45
35
580
30
ur~}
25 1000
20 1250
15 1500
GO
400

10
15

20
30

40
50

H!

8/311. Itch

The Latem Lamp
HE rec'Pnt int.rodnetion of thf' \'arlf'y
T
drv aeeumula.tor has resulted in the
product!on of a number of intPrest.ing
devices which have hitherto not h<·en very
w~ry popular on account of the probl(•ms of
battery replacement. The latP~t devieP to
be brought to our notice is the LatPm lamp
illustrated on the right. This i~ d""igm·d
primarily for use in air·raid shPitN~. and
is oflwavy iron construction, provid(•d with
a secret switch if desired, and is JH'aelieally
indestructible. The Varley erll fith·d to it
provides about 26 hours' continuous light
pN charge. The lamp may be att.aehed to a
ePiling or wall and the arrangPmcnt of the
covPr glass and switch is sueh that no
umtut.lwrised person eau obt.ain access to
the inside and thus the lamp may be relied

fftll. each

7/ld.each

NEW 1940

RADIO. SERVICE MANUAL
Servicing and Modernising Radio
Receiven is easy with this New Manual,
with its 280 pictorial and theoretical
diagrams, and clear, concise, ~~ection
alised text. Solves your problems.
Price 1/· post free.
To: lt F. Bulrin a eo., Ltd., Barkinr, El!ex.'
.

Please send me the New 128 pp. Cat.aloguc
No. 1G:l, showing full range of .Bulgiu Products,
iOr whieh I enclose Od. stamp~.

Nante ••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••···
Atldress ................................. ..

r.W.9/40

The new La/em lamp.

or D.C., and resistance values up to I
mrgohm with t.he in<'orporated battery. A
higlwr n•sis1mwe range may, of course, be
obtained in the usual way by addition of
another external battery. The sensitivity
of the mete1· on all A.U. and D.C. ranges is
1,000 ohms per volt, the total resistance on
the hight>st volt range being 1 megobm.
The rt'~i~ta.nce S<'alc is actually marked from
JO to 100.1HJO ohms an<l the desired readings
an• aseertained in eunjundion with a range
sPII'dOI' s\\·iteh whieh indiPatl•s at one
~ett.ing the vahws marked on the dial, on
anothct· setting Yalues are one-tenth of
tlwse, aml on the third I'{'sistanee setting
. thev are 10 times th<.:..marke'd values. The
intt:nml ha.ttNy iH of the !l volt type and is
easily r<>plaeerl· by removing the panel
serews. · Hph•ial a)ur novel an-angemerits
luwe been adoptPd by the makPrs of this
instrument to ensure that the resistors used
ff>t' the varion~ ntrJg,;s·wm not materially
clm.ngc during the lit.c :ot: .the instmment,
a.utomatie eompensa.tion bein~ provided to
<J\'Preome ehang('~ in value due to tempera.
h1re; ·~ f;ltiguc;" m:. other;: similar external
fitc:tur.-;. As lt i·e:,;ult the instmJl1en) may
hP. reiiPd upon to opi't'ate effectively over
its <,'ntit'l> .·l·lJ,nge. inddin:itcly a'!ld -it' rep~·
scnts very good valu<' at £8 15s. Od. The
nmkers are Tavlor Elc'ctriral Instruments.
Ltd .• 4l!li4~~. l\lontrose Avenue, Slough,
Bucks.

............................... .

f ..................................................................................--..··"'

BULGIN

! ·advice reopec:tinc Pat6ats, Trade Marks or :

j
!

QUALITY COMPONENTS

Advert. of A. F. BULGIN & Co., Ltd., BYE PASS
ROAD, BARKING.
Tel. Rlf'pleway, 3474 (4 lines.)

Taylor mode/90 32-range tes/me'cr.

J

PAl'ENTS AND TRADE MARKS.
f
Any of onr readers requiriq information ancl

i

Deoicuo, should apply to Meooro. RaJaer and r
Co., Patent Acento, of Bank Challllbero, 2t, £
Southampton Bwldinco, London, W.C.Z, who ;
will ciYe free advice to readers mentiolliq r
tbio paper.

"···~

i
... ..................................................--····. ..·---·..·
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Classified Advertisements

RECORD

ADVERTISEMENTS are acfepted for these columnR

at the rate of 2d. per word (minimum charge 2/each paragraph). Series discounts of 5 per eent. for 1:3,
10 per eent. for 26 and 15 per eent. for 5::! iusertions
arc allowed. All advertisements must iJ<> prepaid.
EACH paragraph will commence with the first word
printed in bold face capitals. Additional words in
bold face capitals are charg~d at 4d. per word.
ALL communications should be addre••ed to tl1e
Advertisement Manager, .. Practical Wirele~s," Tower
House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

PUBL.IO APPOINTMENTS

BREAKING
WITH

A

TROPHY

"70 different countries and
I ,200 stations on loudspeaker "
is one Trophy user's recor-d.

VACANCIES IN THE AERONAUTICAL INSPECTION
DIRECTORATE. MINISTRY OF AIRCRAFT PRO-

IDUCTION.
acandes exist for

unestablished appointments ns
Examiners in the General Engineering, W/T Instrument Branches.

1 \'

From the depths of the wireless one night
Came a spook, and " 01 " trembled with
fright.
"I'm the ghost of the set and it's my job you

bet
'To h1unt those
FWXITE.!"

who

forget

to

use

See that FLUXITE is always
by yo~in the house-garageworkshop-~herever s p e e d y
soldering is needed. Used for 30
years in government works and
by leading engineers and manufacturers. · OLirt.nmongers-in
tins~ 4d., · 8d., I /4 and 2/8.
As( t~ see the· FLUXITE
SMA(l.,SPAc;J: . SOLDERING
SET-compact but substantial
-complete with full instructions, 716.

QUALIFICATIONS.

All eall(lidates must have good general education, be
able to reac.l drawings, understand specifications, Ul'5e
micrometers and other measuring instruments. ·
(a) Applicants for the General Engineering Branch
must have had practical experience in an engineering
wotks. An elementary knowledge of materials teBting

is de:-;irable.
ApplicantR for the Instrument Branch must haw
kuowledge of phy~:dcs and training in light en~inceriu~
or in~trument making. Candidates with knowledge of
opt kal iu~trmnents are also required.
(,. ) Applicants lbr the W fT Branch mu•t ha 1·e practica I
J,:uowledge of W fT and electrical equipment with
tedmical training in radio communication equal to
City and Guilds final examination staooard.
AHe,t.- candidates will undergo a periO<I of training
in inspection as applied to the above subjects, not
exceeding three calendar months, and will be paid
£~/15/0 weekly during tnl.ining. 8ubsistence allowauce
of £1/5/0 weekly during training is payable to married
men normally residing outside the training area. On
sucee~t,ful completion of training, candidates will he
appointe<tas Examiners at a salary of £270 per am111111
(payable monthly in arrear) subjeet to a <leductiou
of £1:! per a anum for each year of age below that of 2~.
Payment, for overtime. Examiners must be prepared
t.o sen·e in any part of the United Kingdom.
Xormal age limit", 2:! to 60.
t'audidates should indirate on their applications for
which type of vacauey (i.e., (a), (b), or (c)) they wish
to Ue eonsidered.
ApplicatioJJ!'i mu~;t be made on Form 786, copies of
whieh can be obtained on application, by ]IOSicanl
only, to: Ministry of Labour and National SerYire,
1lox Xo. 1il, Head Post Office, Small Street, Bristol.

GOOD REASONS for

CABINETS

Learning Code the Camller Way !

(l>)

r--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;

I

TO CYCLISTS I Your wheels
will NOT keep round and true,
unless the spokes are tied with
fine wire at the crossings AND
SOLDERED. This makes a much
' strongerwfleel. lt's simple-with
FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT

'----- ----------------

The FLUXITE GUN is always
ready to put Fluxite on the
soldering job instantly. A little
pressure places the right quan.tity on the right spot and one
charging lasts for ages. Price
116, or filled 2/6.
Write for Free Book on the art
of " soft " soldering and ask
for leaflet on CASE-HARDENING STEEL, and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE.

FLUXITE

LTO.

(Dept.

W.P.),

RAGON WORKS, BERMOND-

SEY ST., S.E.I.

A CABINET for every radio purpose. Surplus cabinets

(uudrilled) from noted makers. We have hundreds in
stock (no catalogues). l'lend measurements of cll<lssis,
rt!'., and say what kind of cabinet required. Stamp
for reply. Inspection invited.
H. L. SMITH AND CO., LTD., 289, Edgware Road,
W.~Tel.: Pad. 5891.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE.-" Televbion To-Day." bdund;

l'vrr~·

\VireJe:-<s Book; Television Short·wave Hand·
book ; Etu:yc.:lQD~CJ,j~___f.o_puJa.r :Mechanics; 5 yt>ars
PRAC1'!<'AL WIRELESS, 44s.-4, Waldeck Gro\e.
S.E.27.
·
,. -~ ~ , . '
.... r •
man·~

NEW Edition. American Amateur Relay Lea~ue
Haudboo\<, 50() pages of yp-to-the-minnte teehniral
intbrmation,.Sf·, post 6d.-Webb"s Radio, 14, 8oho
Street, London, W.l. 'Phone: Gerrard 2089.

.L-.OUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American, any

make.

24-hour service, moderat<> prlces.-Sinciair
Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Strtlet,
Londoll, N.1.
Speal!..~,

REPAIRS to ·moving Qoii'. speakers... : ci:me8icoils
fitted -0 r .rewound. Fields altered or wound. Prices
quoted, ipcluding eliminators. Plck·nps and speaker
transformers rewound, 4/6. Trade invited. Guaranteed
satisfaction. Prompt service. ,
..
L.S. Repair Service, 5, Balham Grove, London, S.W.12.
Battersea 1321.

This &·valve A.C. receiver with all essential tuning
refinements for efficient short-wave operation still
remains unbeatable in performance and price.
Wa:'erange 7 to 550 metres, concinuous bandspread
tumng. R.F. on all 5 bands. For use with separate
P.M. type speaker.
'Phone sockets.
Accurately
aligned and ready for use, Price, 114. 19. 6d.
Matched Cabinet Speaker available, 4613 extra.
Terms : £3 down and +4/· monthly.

TROPHY 6 · • •

£11. 11. 0.

lncludina built-ir
speaker.
Terms : 45/- down and 34/6 monthly.
SEND FOR FULL LISTS.

PETO SCOTT CO. LTD.,
77 (P) CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.O.
'Phone Clerkenwell 5911.

'' Since my work takes me away irom home each .
day. the time for practice is limited. but 1 can send
a steady 8-1 0 words P.,r minute and read 5-6 which 1
think very good in only 4 lessons.-V. D. F."
" After studying the first twa lessons I am able
to read at 5 w.p.m. and ta send at 8 w.p.m.-W. P."
~~J'!s 5 weeks later this student reported

\

as

"Am now able to read at 10 w.p.m. and to send
at 12-15 words per minute.-W. P."
• .
(Original letters of above ·can be seen on request.)

CANDLER CODE COURSES
The. Candler system of Code Training ...;a~
devtsed for those who intend to enter
or have entered the commercial side
telegraphy, the Services, or who take· a
real interest in Amateur Radio work.

o!

Scientific
Code
Course for beginners. l=eaches
the necessary code funda·
mcntals scientifically.
ADVANCED
Hl1h- Speed
Telegraphing for operators
who want to increase thtir
w .p.m. speed and improve thf:ir
technique.
Tele1raph Touch·Typewritina for those· who Want
to become expert in the use of
the typewriter for recording
messages.
Courses supplied on Cash or Monthly Payment terms.
·JUNIOR
all

~------cOUPON

Please send me a Free Copy

of the

•
Candler '' Book :

~A~:t~. . .·-····-·-. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . ..

ADDRESS ......... , ........... ,,, ............................ ..

MORSE EQUIPMEftlT
FULL range of Transonitting Keys. Practice Set,,
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph
Apparatus, designed and manufactured l;Jy T, R.
.M.cEJro;', World's Champion Telegraphist. Sole <lbtrihutors: Webb's Ra<lio, 14, 8oho Rtreet, Londot1,
\V.l. •rhon~: HPrrard 2089.

.==:::5::::

..................................................................
Post Coupon in I d. unsealed envelope to :
CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
(5.L.O), 121, Kingsway, London, W.C.l.
Candler System Co., Asheville, North Carolina, U.S.A.

9/40
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'ARMSTRONG
SPECIAL OVERSEAS MODEL EXP48
8-v. 4-IAND ALL-WAVE SUPERHET CHASSIS

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS

foR THE
RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER
The man who en rolls for an I. C. S. Radio
~ourse learns radio thoroughly, cam•
pletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are
not content merely to teach the prin·
clples of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply thbt training in
practical, every-day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!
INTERNATIONAL

CORRESPONDENCE

SCHOOL;;

Dept. 94A1 International Buildin&'&1
Kingaway, London, W.C.2.

l'lease explain fullr about your Instruction In
the subject. marked X.
Comjllete Radio Engineerinc
Radio Service Encineers
Elementary Radio
Television
If you wish to pass a Radio examination,
indicate it below.
Inst. of Wireless TacbnoiOIJ
P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony and
Telegraphy for Aircraft
City and Guilds Telecommunications

~peakers, 1'.1\f. and eHPrgisNl 4iu. to 14iu. including: l:'Cveral J<.:poch l8in.-Sinelair Kprnkrr~.
Pulteuey Terrnee, Copenlw.geu Ktreet, J. ondou, :N.l.

3,000

RADIO CHASSIS
ARMSTRONG COMPANY haw a limited number of
C'hassis not included in the ('ttrn~nt <·atalognr, hut
carrying the makers· guarantE'e. ( 'has~i~ urP oftPrPd at
Cl"pe<'ially cronomital prke~. ~<·n~ral cxamplp:-. are
gh·en ·J)rlow.
ARMSTRONG RF96 All-wave llndiogram f'lwssis with
JLF. pre-a.mplitler, snppliPd f'ompletc with matehed
mo\-ing-coil speaker. £6 10s. Od.
ARMSTRONG RFPP7 All-waye Radiogrnm r·ha"is
wit.ll -1t.l4~. pre-amplifter and Pn~h-pull out JHtt U!oiiHg
PX-! Yalves capable of handling- n watt:-.. £7 7s. Od.~
ARMSTRONG 7 stage Radio~ram thassb tomplete
with n>atched speaker, £4 10s. Od.
ARMSTRONG have se\'eral other moflel.l. !'lease
write for particulars.
ARMSTRONG
COMPANY, WARLTERS
ROAD,
HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7.

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE
WEll'S Uaflio l\lap of the World eua\oles ron to
lorute any station heard. Size 40" l1y :10" ~ tolour he-avy
Art. Paper, 4/6. po~t Ud. Limitf'fi ~npply 011 Li11ell, 10/H,
post Ufl. WEBH'S Uadio taohe-superh 12" full~·olour model.
l{adio prefixes, zonr~, et<·. HPa,-r oxydised mount. Post Paid. 27/n.-Wrl•l>s Uadio. 14,
Hoho ~treet, London, "'.1. 'J)IIone: (~e-rranl ~0~9.

Name ..•••••••.••••..•.•••.•.•••••• Age ••••

READERS' BARGAINS

Address .................................. .
SALE t'.T. liOO awl ~LC. speal\er, :10/- lot.-HainC's.
t'hutf', Amlover, Hauts.
2 WATT Q.P.P. 13att<'r,y Amplifif'r <·oJnpl<·tc with
\Y.B. P.M. JowbpPI.lk{"r aml j Yaln·:-: in t:a!.int>t. :~0/

-Hedf!eland,

1-l

r·-·;;·;;·~~~;-::~~~:~··-·-,,,
Thh;coupon i:-:nv:1ilnl~teuntil ~('ptrml,rr7th.1040, _
nnd must aerompany all Qurrit·:; and Hints.

" PRACTICAL
11'1_.,,_,_,,_,,_,.._.,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_
W'ITIELE5~. ~•·pt<•mloor. Hl~il.

~

~•

.H:1S·Je J{oad, l\lahl:-:ton<·.

HALLICRAFTER ~k~· ('hnmpinu rrt·PiH•r.::t<.; lit\\, U:L
J->cto-:•-11-ott Prt"t'f"lretor. hraml 11rw, fl. \'alve:-;, tran~
hJflller:-~.

i11

~·our

HocHL

t·ompotu•nt:-;, cl<'. St:nup 111r n•plit•:-;. :-iewl
requirf'lllt"llt:-o to; X. Y. J)a\"it:"t;, 4:..!, Crauhourue

~alt

FERRANTI

Hill.

Thi~ cha~"iR has bef'n df'l\'C"lopcd on the Hnes of our
Model AW38 which has proved an outstanding success since its introduction at 1939 Radiolympia.
0\'erseal" requirement~. however. have been gh·en
primary consideration. Firstly; an additional shortwave band has been lncorporated and the chassiR
now gives an efficient continuous short-wave coverage from 13 to 160 metrr-":i. All coils and I.F. t.ranf;formers have been spPcia11y treated to render them
impervious to humidity. Switching is of extra
robust construction and contacts heavily plated.
The- mains transformer is interleaved and has a
generous iron content to avojd excessive tempera

~~~;1f~s~a~~~l~e P~~~:~ i~~~~~Pf~~~~~s~~. · 8 I

· EXP4B is equally suitable for Home Market.
Packing and Carrfage 4{6 on all models~

nS

With S" P.P. Speaker ...
£9. 9.
With 10" P. P. Speaker
£10. 3.
Please write for Specification.

o

o

ARMSTRONG MANFG. Co.
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOW AY, LONOON, N.7.
(Adjoining Holloway Arcade)
'Phono: NORth 3211

HIGH-QUALITY RADIO

AT LOW COST
AMAZING NEW

44/-

~lou.~ll, Rnl'li~.

t'OiliJlOil<'Hts,

A.F.:~.

11f'W,

1:!/fi; A.l•'.-1-;

7, 1H; :! mftl. l'OWif"HS{"ft', l.OOO\·. B.C. test,':!./- ("Ht'lt,
H:J ehokf', new, ;1.'-; Hull!iH :t!H choke, HP\\", f1(H;
\Yearite A.Y.('. unit, :;f(j; lolotlula armdwir ('Oiltrol,
IIC\Y, 1;'0; ~letro-Yh- tran};former, He\r, with tt•rmiunl:-;.
input 1Hl,l:!o-,0, output :,!;,o-o-:!;,o, 4v. ':!. :uup..,, 4-r. ;, a111ps,
!1:'0: Td~o11 Amplitor, ucw. ':!..'H; St.t11np for full lbt.
-F. Forr-;haw, "'tllenesk," J•'Jixton Hoad, l"rm~tuu,
M:uH'hester.

ENLARGEMENTS, dlf"np. from f'>mall nrgutin·~. list,
S:J, t:urliug ('re~tt•ut, Kiug~park,

for PERFECT PORT ABLE POWER
I

MALLORY

VIBRAPACKS
& VIBRATORS
\

Any Output Range up to 300
volts at I00 m /a from 6 or 12 volts.
Also I ~0 watts A.C. from 110 or
220 volts D.C.
As supplied to all the Services.
Send for technical data.

MASTERADIO Ltd.,
Vibrant Works,
193, Rickmansworth Rd., Watford, Herts.
Telephone:

Tele(J!ams:

Watford 9885!9890
Mastiola, Watford

writr-Hohh~.
Gla~gow.

RECEIVERS AND

COMPONENTS

K.B. G-vah·e chassis, 8 prf'sr; button A.C. mains superhet, :3 wave bands {~.l\1.1 •. ) Jnagie-eyf" tuning iudiC':ltor,
mauual tuning. less valves, in perfect (·onditiou,
price 'J:i/- carriage paid.
SPARTAN G-valve .Press Button Uadio. No mau11nl
tuning. 7 statioHs on presl:S button, "'alnut. t"ahiuet,
provision for pick-up and extPnsion ;;peaker, 4 watts
output with uegativr fcrd h:H"k, Multi-Hhtg:t" ~llpf"rh(•t
with A.Y.C. for A.e. mains onl~·, gnarautt•Nl rer•(•ptiou.
Price £4/5/0, rarria~e paid.
.
CRYSTAL SETS, Permanent Detector, suitahle for
A.R.P. shelters, few onlr, 7/(i, pm;t fref'. Alumiuiwn
::icreening Boxes. j-srrt.ion, 8J X a~ X 4", ]j;~ raeh.
Oldhams ex-}mliee nsNl unspillahle 2-volt. 7 amp.
Aeenmulators, suit.ahlr for lamps, portables,. etr·., '2/-.
Heavy duty Porcelain 'l'elf"'b,'faph Type Immlntor:-',
for aerials or current cable, 1/3, .post. fre~.
PHILLIPS Step-clown Transformer,input. 2!X.>-2W yolts.
output fiY. :lamps, 2/B e:u·h. B.l. Corulf'Hser:,;, 4 mfd.,
4r)Ov. working, rrsin oil ftllrd, 3/-, post frN•. .2G mfd.
l,OCKh·. wQ.l'kiug, 2;;.; rarh; .] mfll. dit.to. ~/:L
A.C. 5-pin R.F. Pentodes, AC/HL f>-pin Det.er·tors. f•,'each. Ardente Portable Ampli-fier with Gramophone a m!
Pick-up. Twin Speakers, G watts output in St.e~l CaS<·.
£14. l\Iorse keys, 2/11 each. New Cloc·k Movements
complete with Gln face, ready for inserting in eas('. :;;e~
each, poRI free. llficrophoneS0/1 Transformers, 1/9 eaeh.
LONDON CENTRAL RADIO, 23, Lisle Street, London,
W .C.2. Gerrard 2969.

ARMSTRONG

NE~r~DEL

8-valve, 4-banol, All-wave Snperhat cbaooio
13-160 metres, coatiauoua oa DOr-1 broaolc:aat
banol; oleveloped on tllo linea ef tllo popular
A W38, with additioaal short•wave . . .d aad
numerous other refinements. ·
- , CASH l'llJCE
£9,9.0, with Bia,
speaker, or 44/• with
-:: order and 8 moatlal,
payments of £1.
We
con/idenllu

*

recommend

J.;ii'I...IJII,IIIiiiii'!~~;..4MW Chassis~write

lllia

/or .Full

particulars of this and
other Armstrong model•
on similar terms.
Carriage llld PaoJdDc 4/8

Late of 11, Oat Lane, London, E.C.2.
All (·ommurtil·ntions to evacuation address--

WINDEN," ARDINGLY RD., BALCOMBE.
SUSSEX.

September, 1940
, RECEIVJRS AND COMPONENTS
·"""'
GALPIN'S EUCTRICAL STORES.
.EPOCH ~'>lit:. MOVING-COIL SPEAKERS, lOin. cone,
10 ohm speech roil, hanule 10/12 watts, 32/6 each.
Carria.ae 2/6
·
...~.~~..
MAGN'AVOX P.M. PUBLIC ADDRESS HORN
SPEAKERS, handle lf>/20 watts. Si•e of horn, 40 in. !Jy
20 in. flare, 55/- each. Carriage forward. Packing,
2/0 extra. llitto, two only, Westem Electric, 60/each, CjF. 2/H ext.ra for paddng.
·
MOVING-COIL METER MOVEMENTS for recalibrating
into multira.ngc meters. Low milliamp deflection. 2! ilL
dial. Makers: Everett Eugecumhe and other gouu
makers ... frit'e, &/ .. eath.
· ..:~'. ~"!
EX-8.1'.0, PEDESTAL TELEPHONES, complete with
· diajs, 8/& each ; without dials, 6/- eaeh. J,lell Boxes
complete with A.<:. !Jell, microphone, transformer, con'
deDJ!<!r, etc., 3;6 each. Hand Uom!Jined Telejlhories
with-finger Jlress switch, 4/6 each.
•. · •
HIGH-VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS, useful for all test
work or television. Input 200/240 volts. output 5,000
;md 7,000 volts output, 6/6 each, P<"t 1/·.
MAINS TRANSfORMERS, 200j2o0 volts input, 12 anu
··24 volts :It 4/6-arups, output, suitable for mouel trains,
etc., -tli/· ead1, post 1/·.
PUBLIC ADDRESS HORNS for 8in. speaker., size
40 in., with 30 in. t\are (non-metallic), 3~- each.
VOLTAGE CHANGING TRANSFORMt:RS (Auto
Wound), lOOfllO to 200/240 volts or vice·versa.
Guaranteed 1:!. mouthH. 2!")0 watt~ 25/-: 500 watts,
31/6; 1,000 watts, 50;-; 1,500 watt!<, 62J6. Delivery
7 clays from date of oruer.
DYNAMOS, for. charging or Jightinl!, etc., all shunt
wound amlfully guarantee<!. IOU volt 10 amp., 4·pole,
1,500 r.p.m., 10/-; 50/75 volt 15 amp., 1,750 r.p.m.,
4-pole, 90/-; :SO volt 10 amp., 1Jall beari11gs, 1,500
r.p.1n., 4-pole, 70/-; ~:-,volt ~amp., 1,750 r.p.m., 2-pole,
hall-bearing, 37/8; 50/15 volt 25 amp., 4-pole, 1,&00
r.p.m., 110/-.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CH ECK METERS, fot su!J-lettings,
garages, etc. 200/250 volts, GO cy. 1 ph. supply, 1\J or
20 amps., 6/- each., post 1/6.
X-RAY TUBES, 4 to 7in. lmlhs, tungsten targets, 15/each; platinum targets, 25/· each. 2/U t•xtra for
)Jitcking, C/F.
PHILIPS PRE-STAGE AMPLIFIERS. l'onsisting of
4 by 4 mf. 750 volt <'Ondenser, 400 volt tram;former,
I .. ll'. choke, less valve~. 10/- eac·h, (· . F.
PORTABLE LIGHTING ENGINES, :Lj twin Douglas,
special air cooling, cOllll)l!'te with aJI fitting:;., iJJdutling
petrol tauks, et<:., fully protected, ('UJHiitiou as new,
£10,CjF.
SMALl, ELECTRIC ROTARY CONVERTOR, 110 volts
D.C. input,, 10 volts at :lO UlliJl"· output. {j"eful for
garage eharging, 55/-, ( '/}~.
ROTA'RY CONVERTORS, all in goou condition, 100 volt
D.C. Input, 121)-volt- l amp. a:n ey.-1~ output, 35/-.
Another 24 volt D.t'.lnput, lOO volt :lamps. :.oo eydc
output, 45/-. All <-.'forward.
X-RAY TRANSFORMERS, input. 120 volts 50 ey., 1
phase, 40,000 volt:-; HOU V a. output, £7 10s. Annt.her
same input, ti4,000 volts 2 Kva. output, £11 10s.
CJarriage forwar1l.
50-VOLT D.C. MOTORS, 1/111 h.p .. l,:JOIJ r.p.m., 6/6
each. Ditto, 100 volts D.C., 7/6 ea<'h.
D.C. MOTOR BLOWERS, 2in. inlet ami outlet. Alu·
minium hody, laminated field, idN1i for 1lng-out ventilation. 100 volt, 25/-; 22 vult, 30j-. C;Pai<L
E.C.C. DY!IIAMO, !Jfl/75 volt", 40 amps., 1,5110 r.p.m.
Ball·be3.ring. ln goo1l condition, £7/10/-. ('jF.
EX-G.P.O. SMALL RELAYS, 1,0110 by I ,000 ohms with
mttlti coutactH, uew, 5/-. Hitto, 7;00ll ohms two-knve
type 3/6 each. Useful fOr rmuot.e ,·outrol, ete.
Terms : Cash with Order.
ALL GOODS SENT ON THREE DAYS' APPROVAL
A8AINIT CASH.
GALPIN'S ELECTRICAL STORES, 75, Lee High Itd.,
Lllriallam, Lon~on, S.E.13. Telephone : Lee Green 5240
VAUXHALL.-;-All goorls previously nclvertiserl are
still available; send now for latest price Jist, free.Vauxhall Utilities, 163A, Strand, W.C.2.
A.C. ELIMINATORS, a" new, 20s.; with trkkle C"hargrr.
30s.; 1·arriage frPe.-12, Yewcroft Avenue-. Xcwcastleon·'l'yl_le, 5.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

RADIO CLEARANCE Ltd~
ALL-WAVE superhet chassis, 5 valve A.C. Late't
Mullatd valv~s T.H.4.B, V.P.4.B, T.!!.D.4, Pen.
AA, I.W.4/350v. Ranges: short wave, HH~
metres; medimn wave, 200-560 Jn~tres; Jong
wave, IJ00-2,201) metres. 8jze of chassis, 14!in.
long, 7!in. deep; height overall, Stin. <;:ontrol':
tuning at si1le, volume onfoft· at side, wavrehan~e, })rovhiiou t~Jr pick-up. Complete with
valvesanll knobs. £4/17/&each. Special speaker
l,;Jno ohm:i tleld, 10/6 each.
LISSEN 2V. sereen-griu valve•. 8 ..(:1.215 anu S.G.
2v., 4/6 eaeh. Usseu 2v. battery pcntodes,4-~pin,
sille terminal. P.T.2A and P.T.U!J, 4/11 each.
LISSEN rct!ifier vah·e l'65U, 2;11 ~ach.
ULTRA-SHORT anu short·wi\ve choke. Usseu
HI·Q. jnduet~pce; lUQ J.uicrubenries. Boxeu.
List 2/·, Our price 1;- eaeh. "·
···
ULTRA-SHORT and short-wave double-wound
low:resistauce choke~ Lisseii Hi-Q. :i'e::;istance lef-;s
than. ,0,? oh!l!s• ~!'ell. List 2/6. Our price,
1/3 each.
, . _,,.~ •
-c.
I,OW•I.,9SS ~era~1ic \oalveholuers, Lisseu Hi·Q.
Bas~,~Qaru anu chassis, 5· a•!!l 7·pin 10d. and
1/, eacb.
.1
••
MANSBRIDGE type conuensers, L!ssen Hi·Q.
250 DJ{, w~JIJ:in~. J'!{.gulded ~~se with feet. :1 rofd.
and 1 llifd., &d. each.' ',·. ·
:· ·
ROTARY CQII, UNIT. Lissen Hi·Q. Four-banu
frc)m 4.8·91 m~tres. Can be selecteu by turn of
knob.· With circuit. Boxeu. Lbt, 15/6. Our
prke, 1/11 each.
, ,:,
LOW-LOS$ short wa"e varia!Jie conuensers.
Ceramic insulation. Brass vanes. Lissen Hi~Q.
Mi!Vmum capacity .5 ruicrofarads. Two type".
Boxed. With knob~. \60 ln.rufcl. List, 7/0.
Our price, 3/· each. 20 m.mi\1. List, 5/U. Our
price, 2/6 each.
5/6 PER GROSS, t watt Resistances, 12 values.
PUSH-PULL switches. Li"'en. 2-point, 4d. each.
3~JJOiut, 6d.eaeh. Ameriean Line t:ords, 350 ohms,
\\ith fittings, 3/6 each.
ROLA P.M. 8peakers. J.1etest type, 7jin. cone,
with Power and Peutode transformer. Boxed.
16/- each.
M~GNAVOX 10-in. Energiseu Speaker. Fiel<l
resistance, 3,000 ohms. Le"s Transformer, 12/6
.
each.
~LOCK-FACED
DIALS. Sin. x 3!in. With
)Jrintell 3-wave scale. Ox·copper escutcheon antl
glas•, 3/6 ~acll. Ditto, less e"cntcheon, 2/6 each.
MAINS transformers. Plessey 350·0·3!JUv. DO nut.
Input 20il/250v. 4v. 2.5 amps. 4v. 6 amps.
a;& each.
MAINS transformer. G.E.C. Ameriran win1li11~~.
:~.J0-0-:350v.
()5 m.a.. &v. i amp~., ll.:~v. 2.5 amp:.:.
buital.Jle for rep1aeemeuts iu G.E.C. model~,
5.:6 eaeh. Jnput :!00/:!;,o,·.
MAINS tran"l!mne<F. WEARITE.
H.C.l 2;,1HJ-:~JOv. e.O m.a., 4v. 2.J amps, 4v. 4
9/11 cad1. H.C.:?. :-J~•O-O~:};)Ov. l~U nu-1.,
4v. i.:~ a1nps., 4v. 4 amp:-~., 12/6 eae11. H.l'.:~
::JGIJ-O-:l50v. lf>O Hl.a., 4v. ~.J amp~., 4v. 2 amps.,-!v.
5 amps., 15/- eal'h. Jt.CA. r)uo~o-r.oov., lJO u1.a ..
Jv. :! amps., 4v. :2 amps., 4v. :2.:) amp:-~., 4v. ;,.li
illllp~., 21/· ead1.
All ahove are celltre-tappf"(l
williliJlU:"'·
R.c.:) loo-watt auto tram;;fonn,·r,
100~110v., 20\l-iC,ov. rever~iblt>, 12/6 eaL"h. All'
tnw~formen; 200-~:JOv. tapped vrimaries.
lLt'.D.
lhup-through type capped, a:)0/3GOv., 100 111.a.,
r),.. 2 amps., o.:~v. r:; amps., 10,16 eaL"h.
CHASSIS mounting Valveholders. A mericau 4-,
i"'1-, 0-, 7-piB, 4tl. ea{'h. Ortah.;, 6d. each. Loctals,
10d. eaeh. 7-piu Eugli~h t.ype, 3d. f•aclL
ON£ .. WATT H.e~h;tan(·f'~. l!olar N.S.:F., 4d. each,
3;'9 per lluzeu. All size~ up to :2 mcg.

VOLUME CONTROLS.
made~

dhided

switch.

British Mechanical Productions Ltd.
l, Church Road, Leatl.erhead, Surrey.

Anwri<-an

spindler-;.

1.engt h

2.000, u,ooo, 1o,oou,

c:r.s.

2~ in.

~r>,OOU,

\\'1)\lJHl ;, \vatt (less
olm1:-:, 2/6 eat:h.

~witdl).

finest.

\Vith

IOo,uoo,

2i"l0,000, flOO,OOO anli_J meg., 2/11 ead1.

BANKRUPT Bargain8. Eratid 11cw 1 !1:1!1~40 nlodels,
best makt'~, makcr:'l' :o:raJpJ ('artoul", \vith
at less :30~'0-40% be1ow lbtc1l price.~; al:-;o
MJdgd:-;. portalJleH.
:)e111l 2~tL ~talllp 1i.lr Ji•. .ts.U1'·H_!io Hargaillf.:., ~)ept. P.W., 201-3, LkiJth·ld Hoad,
wrll~kuown

gt~arrt11tel':-;,

~ston,

11inningham.

COULPHONE natlio, Station I~.JJad. ::\cw l.o11gton~
Pre~tiJII.
Prompt per~oual serYkc. All !.!Ood~· brand

new.

High 4uality {'ryH1nl l'kknp ...;,

H,J!a ti12

]Hit_i.

Energist•d Spraker ...;, with trall1--fnrnwr. 1 ,:!:10 and
2,;;ou ohm~. r):!'n. (312 P.)f., tiri/-. Uola lOin. 1).:\l.,
21!-. Uuarant.re1l American vah·el:'., 413. Udal, 5/0.
Tung~ram valves. 3:qo u tlhwo11nt.
I~owe~t Jlfin·" for

Uecca, K.JJ.,
u,ts.

:Fergu~un,

U.E.C.

rrf•ein.'r~.

StaJllJl for

SOUTHERN Uadio's Barga!nR.
ALL Guaranteed. PoRtage Extra.
5/· Parcel of useful Components, romprisin~: Con•
~ensers, Resi~hlnces, Volume Controls, "Tire, Circuits,
etc. Value 25/·. 5/- per parcel.
15/· Service Man's Component Kit.
Electrolytic
Condellsers, Volume Controls, Resistances, Tubular
Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holder~, etc. 120
articles contained in strong carrying case 9"' x 7" x 7•
15/- the Kit.
'
'
5/- lOO Wire-end llesistances, assorted capacities,
t anu 1 watt, 5/- per 100.
Crvstal fleto
ORMOND Loud-speaker Units, 2/fl.
5/0; \Vestectors Type W2, 2/6; Cn·stat' Detectots:
2/·; Crystals, 6ll.; "1'.0." Microphorif's on Stand, for
use with any receiver, 5/-; Tclsen \V34U Jron-core
~lid get. D.n. Coils, 5/0; Morse Tapping Keys, 3/·l
Buzzers, 1/6.
2/· Tool or Instrument Carrying Cases ex Government Stock. Wood~· x 7" x 7", 2/-.
'
SOUTHERN lladio, 40, Lisle Street, London, W.C.
Gerrard 6053.

NEW VALVES
BRITISH VALVES AT LESS THAN ONE-THIRD COST
(All UuaraHtrPil). .Battery 1ypP~. :!v. ])puhJp Dinde
TriodP, 2/-. Power, 1 '6. ~UJH'l' Powrr.1.9. PP11todes

4- aJ1cl !>~pin, 2 6. Clas:-; B, 3;'6. ..\IHiiJ:-> tY(lf'"· 4v.
A.('.;H. L. indin'dl~' heatPd, 2,-6. .A ( '. :-'l:n't'll-:.nid:
3/8. r:.t;. Hi:th U;lin. 3;6. :--.t>. \·ari;ildt·~IJl!l, l/6.
A.t'.·IJ.C. tq.r·~: 1\.T.:;o. 3.6: L.J:; Ve<<·d"r~. 1'6•
l'.:'IJ Hedifipr ... , Udal, 1/6 . .-\.11 made I•\' \\f'll~knc)wr~
l~riti~h maJllltitdurt>r. 'frTmR: (';1~h ".i1 h order to
:-4.:-<. ( P.), Hadio Service, .iO, l'pJII'r J)uhf' ~treet.,
Liverpool.

SITUATIONS VACANT
WANTED, \n•ll t"dtwah·d ·'·m!th, 17 tn '·"'· n ith I.: now·
kdge ofra.dio.---~ \\' ri1t• to H.ad in i"Hrrli1 urea Hd l,'itt i1ws
Ltd., 7:3, Slo<t!lf' .\\c'llllf'. t'!lP]•wa. ~.,r.::.
>:..'

TUITION
YOUNG MEN url!Pn11~· rC'qllirPd tu train :tr-; Uadio
<.lperator:-: in till' H . .\.F. ~ll1rrt traini!l.!.! period. l.,ow
Jerr->.
Hn~udPr:-; Hi'l't'p1Pd.
\\'rill' fin· Jlar1kulars.'Virrless l'ol!PgP, l'oh 1 ~·li Bn~·. i •r ( '(dJIJtlfC'. ~onth ..

a111pton.
PRACTICAL l'ostal Cnnr:-;cs. radio tl'h~vision, test

equipment rlesi~u, tr;ule~te--1-)t t·.:,•whing li1r H.A.Ji~.
posts, I.P.R.E. Hllll J.'V.T. exallls.; l1o(lklet frPe.Secretary, LP.ILE., 3. ~!Jirlt·:-· H1•ad, J.otldon. \V.4.

"·irP

WANTED

:2,000, 10,000, 20,000

SPEAKER transformers. Pentoue output. 3·4
ohm:.; matt'hing. 3/· each.
8.1. wire-eitd type, bia!:i eledro1yti('S, 50 mfU., 12v.,
1,6 ead1. Ditto, 50 mfU., 50v., 2/6 each.
TUBULAR&. Wirc-ewl non·imluctive paper con·

2/U fnr:-:amf• if :111~' fPtl.df'r cnu!d oldi.:.!P.-P.l'lWpJlClle7
221i, 'VuodbnHls l{oad, (jjar;guw, C.:L

4j9perdozen.
B.l. 8 x 8 mtil. &GOv. working. Cardboard. eledro-

card givmg

tlt-'JlS('l's. All~izesu]ltoU.1,5d.earh;

l.\'tk~.

For Eve!Y Purpose

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

amp~.,

3/6 eal'h. Ditto, H) x

H mfd. tulmlar:-:, 2/ .. each.

Small, No. 414
lid.
Large, No. 415
2d.
Heavy Wiring, No 416 3d.
Keyhole, No. 418 ... 2d.
Hook. No. 419
2d.
Usual colouts and engravings

iii

~ mftl., 4;6 en.rh. Ditto,
Ditto, 4 mfU. tubular~,

1 ,g each.
HUNTS CARDBOARD ELECTROLYTIC&. Wire·
ends. IJ mfd. x 8 mfu. x ~ mt'd. 450v. wkg.
2 negatives. 3/11 each. Ditto, lf) mfU. x 8 mfU.
:~50v. wkg.
3/3 each.
RAYTHEON First Grade Valves. T.ar~cst stockists,
all tY)les in stot'k, includin~ Glass l';eries, Glal:IH
Octai SerieH, Metal Series, Bantam Scrim;, 8ingle('1Hlet1, Metal Heries, and Resistanee Tubes; all at
most, eompet.itive prireP.. SeiHl for liHts.
All orden must inciiHie sufllcient ,..~qe t• nnr.
Hours of business : 9 a.m.-41 p..tll. weekdars ;
9 a.m.-1 p.m. Saturday.
PLEASE WRITE YOUR ADDRESS IN BLOCK
LETTERS. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO
ANSWER ENQUIRIES UNLESS ACCOM·
PANIED BY FULL POSTAGE (2}d.).
83, HIGH

HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1•
Telephone : HOUom 4831.

WANTED.-f"'.T. xoo

blue

print,

willing to

pay

WANT.E~.-Br_iti~h nerH'ral All-waYt'1 Tuner: post
]•L'It'{' tu J~aucruft. 5. l'olliuson Avenue

Hruntliorpe.

·

'

Make the most of your radio!

Get

Rl\.DIO UPKEEP
AND REPAIRS
FOR A~l.t\.TEURS
By Alfred T. Witts, A.M.I.E.E.
your set up to the highest pitch of perfection.
Th1s book shows you bow to detect and remedy
any faults that arise. WORLD RADIO says :
" A very useful and instructive book ... should
prove extremely useful to the average
owner." Fourth Edition. 215 pages.
• net

Ke~p

6/

PITMAN, Parker

st., Kincs.,.. Lend..., W .C.2.

· .. EQUIP. YouRSELF FOR WoRK
oF
.
~

~ NATiONAL IMPORTANCE

.~~

F
~

"

BY
Men woth

BECC~MING

TECHNICALLY

t~ohnkal know~~~=~'~'~=t~p<and am o not'o~

Fo:

the country's immediate needs and your own future gam you are urged to send
Immediately for a free cooy of
~GINEERI
C. c•- •h
• I "I • '
<_rontatntng 208 pages· ot practical guidance, th is book
is, beyond argument, the finest and most complete
handbook on Successful Engineering Careers ever
complied.
It is a book 1:1at should be on the
RADIO
bookshe lf of every person interested in engineering,
MECHANICS
whatever his age, position or experience.
The Handbook contains, among other intensely
are urgent l y
i ntPrest l n~ matter, details of B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E.,
required for the
A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.P.E.,
R. A. F. Well
A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.W.T., A.M.I.R.E.• tivii ,Service
paid , Interesting
and other important F.nglneenng Examtnations :
o utlines courses in Jll branches of Civil, Mechaniand
congenial
cal, Electrical, Automobile, Radio, 'T.f;!levision,
work for keen
Aeronautical and Production Engineering,
men with suitDraughtsmanship, Tracing, Inspection, Buildable radio knowing, Govr
1t
rm~nt,etc., .and explains
ledge. Ask for
the unique advantages of our Employment Departdetails of our
ment.
spec
i a I R.A.F.
WE DEFINIT ELY GUARANTEE
R.adio Mechanics'
Course.

R.ANF. j

•

I

"NO PASS-NO FEE"

If you are earning less than
per week you cannot
afford to miss readin)!
r
Et
POI
riES." In
your own interests we advise you
to write (or forward t he coupon) for
your copy of t his enlightening guide
to well-paid posts-NOW.

£10

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENG I NEERING TECHNOLOGY.
409a, Shakes peare House,
17-19, Stratford Pla ce, W . l.
Please forw:ard Free of cost O l' o blinat ion of ~ny
kind, you r 208-p:age Handbook, " ENGINEERING
OPPO RTU NITIES.''

cost or obligation o( any kind
7

I

Name................ ................ ........... ........................ .

I

1, Addrtss .............................................................
I

I

II ,

I . . . .. ... . .. . . . . . . .... . . . . ..... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . I1
.... .

409a, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
17, 18 & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W .l.
.......................................................................
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -.J..r. CK'IIaJ
-.wa
.a
.aiW - - - - ~
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